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Abstract
To meet the surging demand for high-speed computation in an era of stagnating increase in performance per processor, systems designers resort to aggregating
many and even heterogeneous processors into single systems. Automatic parallelization tools relieve application developers of the tedious and error prone task of
programming these heterogeneous systems. For these tools, there are two aspects
to maximizing performance: Optimizing the execution on each parallel platform
individually, and executing work on the available platforms cooperatively. To
date, various approaches exist targeting either aspect. Automatic parallelization
for simultaneous cooperative computation with optimized per-platform execution
however remains an unsolved problem.
This thesis presents the APHES framework to close that gap. The framework combines automatic parallelization with a novel technique for input-sensitive online
autotuning. Its first component, a parallelizing polyhedral compiler, transforms
implicitly data-parallel program parts for multiple platforms. Targeted platforms
then automatically cooperate to process the work. During compilation, the code
is instrumented to interact with libtuning, our new autotuner and second component of the framework. Tuning the work distribution and per-platform execution maximizes overall performance. The autotuner enables always-on autotuning
through a novel hybrid tuning method, combining a new efficient search technique
and model-based prediction.
Experiments show that the APHES framework can solve the cooperative heterogeneous parallelization problem and that cooperative execution outperforms versions
parallelized for a single platform. On benchmarks from the PolyBench benchmark
suite, the APHES-transformed programs achieve a speedup of up to 6× compared to
program versions generated by state-of-the-art single-platform parallelizers. The
libtuning autotuner reduces the search time by up to 30% compared to stateof-the-art autotuning while still finding competitive configurations. Additionally,
model-based prediction is is able to reduce 99% of the search overhead.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The era of growing processor speed is over. Moore’s law, which promised a doubling in performance every 18 to 24 months, has ended. This is a fact that must
be accepted. But it is not an indicator of doom or deterioration of the industry!
Instead it turns out to be an immense opportunity for system architects. Being
at the end of the line of the development of more and more powerful CPUs has
ignited the strive for developing the architectures of the future. Today, there are
dozens of emerging parallel architectures, often optimized for specific tasks. A recent IEEE Spectrum article1 quotes David Patterson estimating that there are “at
least 45 hardware startups tackling the problem”, making our time a “golden time
for computer architecture”. And these are not dreams of the future: Today’s systems are highly parallel already, containing multiple general and special purpose
parallel processors. This trend is not limited to the performance-hungry field of
high-performance computing, but has reached low- to high-end consumer computers, down to the smartphone in everyone’s pocket: Nearly every device is packed
with multiple CPUs, GPUs for both graphics and computation acceleration, and
specialized parallel compute units for various specific tasks.
The hardware landscape available to us within a single system has changed,
and in the wake of this change an enormous challenge for the field of software
engineering has risen. Effectively programming these highly parallel, heterogeneous systems is an intricate and time-consuming task even for highly trained and
seasoned developers. Fortunately, various tools are available to ease the design,
evaluation, and verification of parallel software. The list includes profilers, debug1

Source:
https://spectrum.ieee.org/view-from-the-valley/computing/hardware/
david-patterson-says-its-time-for-new-computer-architectures-and-software-languages,
September 2018. Last accessed: December 29th, 2018
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gers and race detectors, recommender systems for parallelizable program parts,
and automatic parallelizers. Fully automatic parallelization for heterogeneous systems is naturally the ultimate goal, because it reduces the required developer effort
to zero.
To date, automatic parallelization approaches are mostly limited to singleplatform targets, e.g., GPUs or CPUs. This is likely because targeting multiple
platforms simultaneously is a notoriously hard problem. Simultaneously refers
here to executing a program on different platforms cooperatively for distinct parts
of the input, and subsequently fusing the results. We refer to this as cooperative heterogeneous parallelization. What makes this problem hard is the need to
find an optimal configuration for the distribution of work among platforms and
for platform-specific parameters at the same time. Examples for platform-specific
parameters are the number of CPU or GPU threads and the mapping of program
variables onto the GPU’s memory hierarchy. The work distribution and the platform parameters are interdependent. Furthermore, the quality of a configuration
for all the parameters is application, hardware, and most importantly input dependent. For example, consider a program performing matrix multiplications. For
matrices with 4000 × 4000 elements, a GPU can offer a substantial acceleration.
For 10 × 10 elements, however, the overhead we incur for GPU execution is sure
to destroy all benefits and drastically slow down the program. While it is sensible
to assume that performance-relevant application and hardware properties remain
static during the lifetime of a program, the inputs must be assumed to be highly
dynamic. For simplicity, we thus focus on input dependence in the following, but
all following arguments can easily be extended to varying performance-relevant
application and hardware properties by simply considering them a part of the
input.
Given that inputs must be considered dynamic, configurations must consequently be selected at application runtime: Configuring a-priori could not account
for varying inputs. This means, however, that the time required for selecting a
configuration must be included in the cost of the parallelization. For example,
if an optimal heterogeneous distribution for a parallelized program accelerates its
execution by a factor of two, but determining that distribution takes as long as
executing the program, we have obviously not gained any benefit. The time required to choose an optimal configuration thus determines the performance of a
configuring method.

2

1.1 Problem Statement

Fundamentally, for a given application, system, and input, there are two basic methods to produce an optimal configuration. These methods exhibit distinct
performance characteristics. Obviously, the fastest way to produce a configuration
is using an efficiently computable function that maps inputs to parameter values,
which can be as simple as a precomputed lookup table. We call this method predictive, because it predicts a configuration for a given input based on a-priori knowledge. Knowledge can either be hand-coded, for example in the form of heuristics
designed by the application developer, or learned, for example through machine
learning. Alternatively, configurations can be explored empirically without a-priori
knowledge. Empirical exploration means iteratively picking and observing configurations, which adds an interesting dimension to the performance criterion: On top
of the time required to determine and apply the update to the parameters, we pay
for configurations that are suboptimal. These might even yield program runtimes
worse than in the original, unoptimized application. The extra overhead we incur
from these configurations must be considered in the evaluation of the configuring
method. In other words, we must consider the cumulative time spent sampling
the program in relation to running the original program repeatedly. Assume for
example the program is run ten times for a given input and empirical exploration
determines a configuration which outperforms the original within ten steps. If,
however, the exploration process evaluated configurations with worse performance
than the original along the way, so that the sum of runtimes over the ten iterations
is higher than ten times the original runtime, then it has effectively reduced the
performance of the program. Consequently, when optimizing runtime, empirical
exploration must not only find a configuration better than the original, it also
must amortize quickly enough to provide a net benefit. The accumulated time
spent sampling must be lower than the accumulated time for running the original
program for the same number of sampling iterations. We call the time required to
first reach that point the amortization time.

1.1 Problem Statement
The current state of the art in cooperative heterogeneous parallelization falls short
in at least one of two crucial aspects:
1. Parallelization is usually limited to a given platform: Parallelizable code
regions of a program are identified and then transformed to run on multiple

3
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CPU threads, or (multiple) GPUs, or accelerators such as Intel’s Xeon PHI
cards. Although the heterogeneous system offers multiple different parallel
platforms, the parallelized code executes only on a single platform while
others are idle: No work is cooperatively shared across platforms. Only two
approaches exist today that produce cooperatively executing code, but they
are limited: Only the work distribution is optimized, not the per-platform
parameters.
2. Since parallelization is done at compile time, all decisions need to be made
heuristically. Heuristics are suboptimal in general: Multiple compilation
decisions during parallelization are input dependent. Selecting platforms,
determining the share of each platform in the cooperative execution, and
choosing values for platform specific parameters all are key decisions to attain optimal performance. Some existing approaches solve this problem in
similar use-cases with the help of models that are either hand-crafted by the
compiler or application developer, or are learned from sample inputs. Although effective, the model design and training still require developer time
and effort.
Fully automatic parallelization for optimized cooperative execution on heterogeneous systems that requires zero developer involvement is currently still an open
problem. This dissertation aims to close that gap.
Based on these observations, we now formulate the requirements for a solution
to the cooperative heterogeneous parallelization problem. Generating code for
multiple platforms and for adaptive distribution of work across platforms requires
a specialized compiler. The compiler may processes both implicitly and explicitly parallel languages and use any means to extract parallelism from sequential
applications. In both cases however, it must be able to accurately determine all
dynamic memory accesses made by the individual parallel units. If the heterogeneous platforms form a system with distributed memories (as is the case in most
systems containing both CPUs and GPUs), data needs to be moved between the
individual memories. Hazards arise if data movements are performed based on
approximations of the accessed memory ranges.
Because the optimality of a configuration depends on inputs, a runtime component is necessary to supplement the parallelizing compiler, and to configure the
transformed application. Parallelizing general applications implies several additional requirements: No assumptions can be made about program inputs or other

4
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Sequential
Application

The APHES Framework

Parallelized &
Instrumented

Figure 1.1: The APHES framework transforms sequential applications for work sharing
among multiple platforms, e.g., a GPU and a CPU. The transformed application is instrumented to interact with a runtime tuning component.

application and hardware properties. This implies that both predictive and empirical configuring must learn from the real hardware and real inputs in the actual
deployment context. Learning from real inputs further means learning at application runtime, which requires minimizing the amortization time of the tuning
process. Minimizing the amortization time in turn requires avoiding search if
possible. However, because the deployment context is unknown a-priori, training
the prediction function still needs to obtain training samples during a production
run. Choosing these samples randomly or from predictions of an early imprecise
model bears the danger of increasing the amortization time. If search is used,
optimizing the amortization time of the search is an additional requirement. This
optimization means reducing the overall number of samples required to reach the
(local) optimum and reducing the number of configurations sampled with a runtime worse than the original program’s runtime. In summary, it is evident that
whichever configuring method is used, great care must be taken to balance the
drawbacks of either method: To be competitive, both must aim to sample as few
poorly performing configurations as possible. For prediction this means selecting
training samples carefully. Search is required to converge as quickly as possible.

1.2 Thesis Objectives
The overarching goal of this thesis is to provide a framework for automatic parallelization for heterogeneous platforms. The framework shall transform programs
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to simultaneously offload computations to multiple parallel target platforms. We
will define the APHES framework, implementing a compiler for heterogeneous parallelization and a runtime component satisfying the requirements outlined above.
The envisioned usage of the framework requires no application developer or user
interaction and is depicted in Figure 1.1: The framework’s compiler component
consumes sequential applications and transforms them for work sharing among
multiple heterogeneous platforms. The applications are instrumented by the compiler with the framework’s runtime component, which optimizes the transformed
applications at runtime in the actual deployment context. The core of the runtime
component forms a novel online autotuner. Its primary goal is to provide input
sensitive tuning while simultaneously being attentive to amortization time. Our
key idea to achieve this is to combine predictive and efficient empirical configuring
into a hybrid tuning method that aims to offer the best of both worlds.
We use the APHES framework to examine the following research theses:
Thesis T1 Optimized cooperative parallelization accelerates programs, exceeding
the performance of single platform parallelization.
Thesis T2 The amortization time can be improved in comparison with state of
the art autotuning.
Thesis T3 Predictive configuring achieves input sensitivity without sacrificing
amortization time.
To evaluate these theses experimentally, we implemented the APHES framework
prototypically. At the hand of established benchmarks composed of scientific programs, we test the theses by investigating the impact of autotuning on the result
of the heterogeneous parallelization.

1.3 Scope
The APHES framework is an architecture for automatic parallelisation of sequential programs. As inputs, it takes programs in the LLVM intermediate language [LA04]. In order to simplify the required analyses, already parallelized
programs are excluded from the scope. As the intermediate representation of compilers, the LLVM intermediate language constitutes a much lower level description
of the program than the programming language it was written in. As such, some
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information that is present in the high-level frontend language is lost and needs to
be recovered. Information that is lost is for example the structure of arrays, which
is important to analyze memory accesses in the array. We accept these limitations
to enable us to build upon a mature existing infrastructure for program analysis
and transformation.
At the time of writing, parallelism is opaque within the LLVM intermediate
language and only expressed as function calls into parallel libraries such as the
OpenMP or pthreads runtime libraries. There is, however, work underway within
the LLVM project to express parallelism at the language level, at which point the
APHES framework can be easily extended to incorporate this information into its
analysis stage.
We explore fully automatic cooperative parallelization of sequential programs.
We focus the code transformations applied by the framework’s compiler component to loop structures such as while and for loop constructs. Loops further
must exhibit static control. This means that the number of loop iterations at runtime must be loop invariant, i.e., either constant or determined by a variable that
is not modified within the loop body. APHES is targeted primarily at numerical
programs which exhibit static control. The parallelism classes that are detected
by APHES are data parallel loops and parallel reductions, which are the predominant patterns found in scientific programs. The heterogeneous parallel platforms
APHES is intended to work with are CUDA for the GPU and OpenMP for the CPU.
The primary scientific contribution of this thesis is the hybrid autotuning approach and its application to cooperative parallelization. It is outside the scope
of this thesis to invent a new method of extracting parallelism from a program:
Decades of research have produced a catalogue of program analysis and parallelization techniques that are adequate to find parallelism and transform it for
cooperative execution. The APHES framework reuses existing algorithms and implementations wherever possible.

1.4 Structure of this Dissertation
In the following chapter we discuss the technical foundations behind the design and
implementation of the APHES framework and introduce terms and definitions. Subsequently we provide an overview of the APHES framework and its components, and
show how application developers may use the tools we developed. In Chapter 4 we
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explore related prior art and assess existing solutions with respect to requirements
that arise in cooperative parallelization. Then, we discuss the APHES framework in
detail, focussing first on the autotuning component libtuning in Chapter 5 and
the aphes compiler in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents an experimental evaluation
of our approach with regard to the theses posed in Section 1.2 on the basis of our
implementation of the APHES framework. In Chapter 8 we summarize the results,
re-examine our theses with respect to the findings of our evaluation, and discuss
possible future directions in research motivated by our findings.

8

Chapter 2
Fundamental Concepts
This chapter introduces the fundamental concepts upon which this thesis builds.
In particular, we present the concepts of autotuning and automatic parallelization. We begin by defining the autotuning process, and present state of the art
algorithms and techniques that form the basis for the runtime component of the
APHES framework in Section 2.1. Second, we review compiler techniques and tools
in Section 2.2. This includes an introduction to analyzing programs for parallelizable parts.

2.1 Online and Offline Autotuning
In today’s research and practice the task of configuring program parameters is
referred to as autotuning. In this section we first define the terms and concepts
used in autotuning. Subsequently, we introduce two popular search algorithms for
model- and derivative-free empirical tuning. We lastly provide an introduction to
reinforcement learning, a special form of predictive tuning which forms the basis
of the online learning mechanism used in our hybrid autotuner.

2.1.1 The Tuning Problem
Autotuning has been around since the 1990s, and was popularized by the ATLAS
library [WD98]. The goal of autotuning is to optimize degrees of freedom in a
program for some target function. Usually that target function is program runtime, but alternatives exist: In recent years, in particular the interest in optimizing
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1
2
3

vector < int > add ( vector < int > A , vector < int > B ,
unsigned NUM_THREADS ) {
vector < int > Result ( A . size () ) ;

4
5
6
7

# pragma omp parallel for num_threads ( NUM_THREADS )
for ( size_t I = 0; i < Result . size () ; ++ i )
Result [ I ] = A [ I ] + B [ I ]

8

return Result ;

9
10

}
Figure 2.1: Vector addition using OpenMP

the energy efficiency of programs has grown.1 The degrees of freedom, which are
program variables, are called the tunable parameters of the program. Tunable
parameters are program variables whose values do not influence the result of the
program, but only the tuning objective, e.g., the runtime. Consider for example
the OpenMP code snippet in Figure 2.1 implementing parallel vector addition.
The code is simple and straightforward: Using the omp parallel for annotation, it executes the for loop in parallel using the requested 8 threads, adding
vector elements. The number 8 here is a model example for a tunable parameter.
Changing it does not change the semantics of the function, but clearly affects the
performance. Without autotuning, the number 8 is magic: The program developer either needs to guess by rule of thumb, or needs to evaluate multiple values
empirically and pick the best. Autotuning is a tool to automate this empirical
process.
An autotuning process using a stylized Tuner tool for the example above might
look like shown in Figure 2.2. Instead of encoding the thread count as a constant,
we make it a global variable. We then repeatedly call the add function, measuring
its execution time for different thread count values. The Tuner tool produces the
sequence of thread count values to be tested, changing with the timing feedback.
Autotuning techniques involve both predictive and empirical approaches. Predictive tuning can be heuristical, meaning that parameters are configured using
1

See for example the work of Jordan et al. [Jor+12], Balaprakash et al. [BGW13], or Bao et
al. [Bao+16].
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1
2

vector < int > add ( vector < int > A , vector < int > B ,
unsigned NUM_THREADS ) ; // As above , unchanged

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

void tune_add ( vector < int > A , vector < int > B ) {
Tuner T ;
while ( T . keepTuning () ) {
unsigned NUM_THREADS = T . getNumThreads () ;
// execute add with arguments and measure execution time
float Time = time_call ( add , A , B , NUM_THREADS ) ;
T . feedback ( Time ) ;
}
}
Figure 2.2: Example: Tuning the OpenMP thread count

rules hand-crafted by the application developer. Because manually writing rules is
a time consuming and error-prone task, more sophisticated approaches use modelbased prediction. For these, a model is built, mapping application, hardware, and
input features to configurations. The model can be constructed either manually,
or it can be learned from sample data. The advantage of model-based configuring
is that configuring is a one-shot operation: To pick a parameter configuration, the
application merely needs to query the model for the current application, hardware,
and input. On the flip side, the quality of that configuration is only as good as the
design of the model and its training. When a hand-crafted model is inaccurate or
when the data seen during training does not reflect the real deployment context,
its predictions are non-optimal. Empirical autotuning lifts the burden of model
building and training from the application developer. Instead of providing a oneshot answer, empirical tuning iteratively samples configurations. The downside
of the iteration is the time spent until a satisfying configuration is found. If the
number of possible configurations is large, as it often is in practice, it can render
an exhaustive exploration of configurations infeasible. Hence, practical applications of empirical tuning must resort to approximating the global search, which
implies that the produced configuration may only be locally optimal. Therefore,
the quality of the result of empirical tuning depends on the time spent tuning, but
it can nevertheless reduce the necessary effort by the application developer.
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Both forms of tuning can be either white-box or black-box. White-box tuning is
tightly coupled with a specific application, and it decides between configurations
based on application properties. Empirical white-box tuning systematically explores configurations based on rules defined by the application or tuner developer.
The quality of these rules affects the quality of the optimization as heuristics and
hand-crafted models generally do. Black-box tuning, in turn, only observes parameters, the measurement function values, and, in case of model-based tuning,
input and application features. Tuning decisions are made purely based on these
observations, which are free of the hazards of developer misconceptions. On the
other hand, a black-box tuner might pick suboptimal configurations which could
have been avoided using domain knowledge.
Independent of the actual application, the autotuning process follows always
the same recurring structure that is shown in the example in Figure 2.2. Within a
loop, which we call the tuning loop, a tuner first configures all tunable parameters
with the next configuration to sample. Then it executes the piece of code that is
to be optimized with the sample configuration. We refer to this piece of code as
the tuning kernel. After executing the kernel, the observed measurements are fed
back into the tuner for it to determine the configuration for the next iteration.
The tuning loop is repeated until a termination criterion is met.
The tuning loop and its termination criterion occur in various forms in practice. Most often, they are not part of the program being tuned, but the whole
program is executed in an autotuning environment for a set of example inputs.
This approach is called offline tuning. The termination criterion is in that case
most often either time passed or a minimum performance threshold. This means,
tuning continues either for a given time, or until a target program performance
is achieved. Alternatively, the tuning loop can be placed within the program, or
it may even be a natural part of it. Since the tuning kernel is an important and
performance critical part of the program, it will naturally be executed recurringly.2
Autotuning can then piggyback on these naturally occurring tuning loops. In either case, this approach is referred to as online tuning since optimization happens
in a production environment on real inputs.
While the tuner functions the same way in both offline and online tuning, the
classes differ in the requirements they impose on the tuner’s tuning overhead. The
2

Otherwise, if the tuning kernel were not performance critical or executed only rarely, any form
of performance tuning can offer little meaningful benefit.
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tuning overhead comprises the time required to compute and apply a new configuration and the time spent sampling configurations. Offline tuning is an operation
that is performed once, and the resulting configuration is used indefinitely. Thus,
the tuning overhead is rarely of importance, as long as a satisfactory configuration
is found. In online tuning on the other hand, the tuning overhead is visible to the
program user. Thus, the tuner is required to minimize the overhead, potentially
at the cost of the quality of the configuration it finds. While the sensitivity to
tuning overhead puts online tuning at a disadvantage, it is able to work on real
inputs and real hardware in an actual deployment context.
Next, we formalize the autotuning problem, following the formalism we introduced in our 2017 article [Pfa+17]. Formally speaking, autotuning is the task of
optimizing a value function by modifying only tunable parameters of a program.
A tuning parameter τj is a program variable j together with its sets of legal values.
The set of all tuning parameters of a tuning kernel form the tuning kernel’s search
space T :
T = τj1 × τj1 × . . . × τjJ .
Autotuning explores the search space to minimize a measurement function mK :
T → R, searching for its global minimum:
Copt,K = arg min mK (C).
C∈T

Therein, K defines the current dynamic context. The measurement function mK
maps configurations and the current dynamic context onto a tuning target, such
as tuning kernel runtime or energy efficiency. The context is composed of the application context KA and the system context KS : K = (KA , KS ). The application
context describes dynamic properties of the tuned application, such as the input
size. The system context quantifies characteristics such as momentary system
load or available hardware features, e.g., number of cores. For a given configuration C ∈ T , mK (C) is, for example, a measurement of the execution time of
tuning kernel under the parameter configuration defined by C.
We categorize the tuning parameters τj according to Steven’s topology [Ste46]
into one of the four classes Nominal, Ordinal, Interval, and Ratio Parameters. This
classification is summarized in Table 2.1. Although a parameter may fit in any one
particular class among these four, the most relevant distinction must be made between a nominal and a non-nominal parameter. A nominal parameter is one that
selects between labels or categories. These occur frequently when programs may
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Table 2.1: Parameter Classes [Pfa+17].

Class

Distinguishing
Property

Example

Nominal
Ordinal

Labels
Order

Interval
Ratio

Distance
Natural Zero
Equality of Ratios

Choice of algorithm
Choice of buffer sizes from a set small,
medium, large
Percentage of a maximum buffer size
Number of threads

choose between variants of code, such as between different algorithms, or between
different execution platforms. Boolean parameters also fall into this category. The
key difference between parameters belonging to the nominal class and those that
do not is that within a nominal parameter space, there is no notion of distance or
direction. This notion however is important, because it is mandatory for the vast
majority of search algorithms used in empirical tuning. Reconsider the previous
thread count tuning example in Figure 2.2. We execute the tuning kernel first
with 2 threads and then with 4 threads, and for simplicity assume the 4 thread
version is twice as fast. Based on this observation, a search algorithm may sensibly
assume that more threads are better than fewer threads, and subsequently sample,
e.g., an 8 thread version. While this version might just not be faster, for instance
if there are less than eight hardware threads, the assumption is a valid hypothesis
to test. If, on the other hand, we were not to optimize the thread count, but the
selection between different implementations of add, the tuning parameter is nominal. That means, having measured the runtime of an omp_add and an sse_add,
the search algorithm cannot make any meaningful assumptions about the runtime
of a cuda_add, because there is no means to relate the three with each other3 .
Consequently, search on nominal parameters is inherently combinatorial.

2.1.2 Search Algorithms
Having introduced search spaces, tuning parameters, and parameter classes we will
now discuss search algorithms. After decades of research, an enormous catalogue
3

Assuming black-box tuning.
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x2
~γ

Best Point

~α
expand

reduce

reflect
reduce

contract
~β

Worst Point

x1
Figure 2.3: An illustration of the Nelder-Mead algorithm operations reflect, expand,
contract, reduce sampling points starting from the blue 2D simplex. A
reduction operation produces the orange result. The function values of the
points are not shown.

of different search algorithms exists, which we will not review here in breadth.
For a broader overview, we refer to Marthaler [Mar13] for a survey on numerical
optimization methods and to Ashouri et al. [Ash+18] for a recent survey on
machine learning methods, in particular in the context of compiler autotuning. In
this section, we introduce the two algorithms on which the autotuner presented in
this thesis is built upon, namely Nelder-Mead and -Greedysearch.
The Nelder-Mead method [NM65] is an extension of the simplex function minimization method originally by Spendley et al. [SHH62]. It maintains a simplex
of points in n-dimensional real space, storing the simplex’ n + 1 point in sorted
order with respect to the measurement function. Figure 2.3 illustrates the sampling behavior in the two-dimensional case, in which a simplex is a triangle. The
initial simplex in the example is colored in blue and its worst and best points are
marked. At every time step, the algorithm then executes one of the four operations
reflect, expand, contract, or reduce:
reflect: Mirror the worst simplex point at the centroid of all but the worst point
with mirroring coefficient α > 0. The coefficient determines how far the
new point is moved along the axis through the worst simplex point and the
centroid. In Figure 2.3 this operation moves the “worst” blue point in the
bottom left to the point labelled reflect along the line through the centroid.
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In the 2D case the centroid is halfway between the two right-hand points of
the blue triangle. After evaluating the measurement function for the new
point, if its value lies between those of the best and the worst point, exchange
the worst point for the reflected point and start over. Else, if the reflected
point is a new minimum, perform an expansion, or else, if the reflected point
is at least as bad as the worst tracked point, perform a contraction.
expand: The reflected point is a new minimum. Expand the simplex by moving
the reflected point further along the same axis as in the reflect step using
the expansion coefficient γ > 1. Figure 2.3 illustrates this step moving from
the point labelled reflect to the point labelled expand. Exchange the worst
simplex point for either the expanded or reflected point, whichever is better,
and start over.
contract: The reflected point is at least as bad as the current worst point. Pick
whichever of the two is better, and move it toward the centroid by contraction
coefficient 0 < β < 1. In Figure 2.3 we see this step as the move from the
point labelled reflect to the point labelled contract. If this produces
a better point, exchange it with the worst simplex point and start over.
Otherwise, perform a reduction.
reduce: Move every simplex point halfway towards the current minimum. Every
new point is evaluated to determine the new best and worst points. Figure 2.3
shows this operation moving from the bottom blue points to the bottom
orange points, creating a new simplex shown as the orange triangle.
You et al. [YSD05] extended this original algorithm to better capture the requirements of empirical program optimization. Primarily, they deal with tuning
parameters being discrete, such as the thread count parameter in the example
above in Figure 2.2. They convert from the points in real space produced by
Nelder-Mead to integer by floor rounding. Second, they support boundary and
interior constraints, both of which frequently are necessary in program autotuning: The set of legal values is usually finite and often defined as closed intervals of
values. Additionally, specific combinations of values from within the legal ranges
can also produce illegal configurations. The search must be constrained to the
boundaries of the value intervals and must avoid the illegal interior points. You
et al. handle this through stationary penalty values. That means, if a point p produced by Nelder-Mead search either lies outside of the application specific bounds,
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such as a negative thread number, they simply return mK (p) = ∞. They also
notice the importance of defining how to start the search. If the points of the
starting simplex turn out to lie on a (hyper-)plane, the search is limited to moves
on the plane and can never explore in a direction perpendicular to it. To avoid
this, the You et al. initialize the simplex so that it has a non-empty but random
volume.
The second algorithm we present in this section is called -Greedy. The algorithm is frequently used in solutions to multi-armed bandit problems [SB98]. In
this type of problem, an agent must repeatedly choose among a set of options
with an unknown reward, which resembles playing a slot-machine with multiple
arms and unknown payouts. Tuning nominal parameters can be seen as a multiarmed bandit problem, which motivated the choice of this particular algorithm.
The -Greedy algorithm is remarkably simple: With a probability of , select a
configuration randomly, otherwise greedily pick the best configuration found so
far. Variants of the algorithm also sometimes decrease the  over time to force the
search to converge to a value [KLM96].

2.1.3 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a class in the field of machine learning for solving
control problems. In this section, we provide an overview of the general problem
formulation, as well as a selection of solution methods. For a more in-depth introduction we refer to Sutton and Barto [SB98]. All definitions in this section are
based on Sutton and Barto unless otherwise noted.
The RL control problem is usually formulated as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP), in which an agent iteratively navigates an unknown environment. In
every iteration, the agent observes its current state in the environment, and selects
and executes an action. It makes this choice based on an action-selection policy.
After carrying out the action, it receives a reward from the environment and
transitions into the next state. The agent attempts to maximize its accumulated
reward over time, and Reinforcement Learning methods are used to determine
policies to achieve that. The state transition after executing an action need not
be deterministic, i.e., an action takes the agent into the next state according to a
probability distribution in general. The sequence of action-transition steps in the
process can be either infinite-horizon or episodic. In the former, iterations go on
forever, indefinitely continuing state transitions. In the latter, iteration happens
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in an episode until some termination state is reached, and is then restarted in an
initial state. This case allows for a delayed distribution of rewards only at the end
of each episode instead of after every action. The typical example for an episodic
MDP with delayed rewards are games. Here, the agent plays a board or computer
game against a human or machine opponent, and receives a score once the game is
complete. TD-Gammon [Tes95] is a well-known instance of this, where a Temporal
Difference learning (an RL method which we further describe below) agent learned
to play Backgammon by training against world-class human players.
Formally, an MDP is the quadruple (Σ, A, Φ, ρ) where Σ and A are the sets of
discrete states and actions, respectively. The action model Φ : Σ × A × Σ → [0, 1]
gives the probability Φ(s, a, s0 ) = P (s0 |s, a) of transitioning into state s0 when
performing the action a in state s. The reward function ρ : Σ × A × Σ → R
defines the reward received from the environment when going from state s to s0
when performing action a. When applying RL to solve this MDP, Φ is typically
not known, and is learned along the way.
After three decades of research, there is by now a substantial body of RL methods [Aru+17; SB98]. We focus on the two classical model free variants: Temporal
Difference learning (TD) [Sut88] and Q-Learning [WD92]. Both operate in a similar manner, in that they attempt to maximize the expected future reward. Thus,
they assign a value V (s) to every state s. Temporal Difference learning computes
this value as follows. After every step, it updates the value of the previous state s
according to
V (s) = V (s) + α [ρ(s, a, s0 ) + γV (s0 ) − V (s)] .
Here, α is called the learning rate, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor controlling
the influence of expected future rewards. An agent setting γ = 0 is sometimes
called myopic, in that it makes decisions purely based on immediate rewards and
ignores any possible future gain.
TD is an instance from the class of so-called on-policy methods. On-policy
methods learn a policy by using the policy. An on-policy agent can hence be
considered to be always exploring. In particular this means the agent cannot be
trained using a stochastic policy, e.g., randomly trying actions for a while, and then
switching to a different policy, e.g. one greedily choosing the action most probably
leading to the highest valued state. Learning about one policy (called the target
policy) from data obtained through a different policy (called the behavior policy)
is instead the discriminating feature of off-policy methods.
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Watkins’ Q-learning is an off-policy method for online learning. Instead of computing state-values as in TD, Q-learning approximates the optimal value function
through state-action-values. Watkins noticed that the future development of the
expected reward only depends on the current state and the chosen action [Wat89].
Thus, his state-action-value function Q : Σ × A → R assigns each state and action
pair the expected future reward. A trivial but optimal target policy can then be
πt (s) = arg maxa Q(s, a). To train Q, Watkins defines the update after performing
an action in time point t
h
i
0 0
Qt+1 (s, a) = Qt (s, a) + α ρ(s, a, s0 ) + γ max
Q
(s
,
a
)
−
Q(s,
a)
t
0
a

The parameters α and γ are as above in TD learning. The behavior policy used
during training is now another degree of freedom. One popular choice often used
in both literature and practice is -Greedy, which chooses a random action with
probability , and the best known action otherwise. Interestingly though, because
Q-learning is off-policy, it can also consume data obtained through third party
sources, for example a human controller, or data recorded in previous experiments.
The models and methods discussed so far in this section are subject to a strong
restriction: Both action and state spaces are required to be discrete. This is an
impactful limitation, because it excludes a wide range of control problems which
have continuous states, unless the continuous inputs are proactively discretized.
Particularly relevant examples are all problems that use time as input, which is continuous. But even if the problem being modeled has discrete states, there arises a
practical difficulty when the state space is large. Tabular RL methods as described
above need to keep the state value function or state-action-value function as a table
in memory. Storing the complete table quickly becomes impractical. An alternative is to approximate the mapping as a function. Early results have shown this to
be problematic, such as Baird’s well known counterexample for which Q-learning
with function approximation diverges [Bai95]. Recent advances in the theory of
machine learning and stochastic gradient descent in particular have lead to several new gradient-based RL algorithms with much stronger convergence guarantees
such as Greedy-GQ [Mae+10]. Greedy-GQ offers several benefits which make it
an interesting candidate for online tuning scenarios: It is online, incremental, and
efficient, involving memory and computation costs linear in the number of features.
It is however limited to linear function approximation. The general framework of
the algorithm is as introduced above for tabular Q-learning. Instead of the tabular Q(., .), however, it computes Qθ (s, a) = θ · ϕ(s, a), where ϕ(s, a) ∈ Rd are
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non-linear features and θ ∈ Rd are the parameters to be learned. Using Sutton’s
weight-doubling technique [SMS08], the iterative update for an -Greedy policy is
defined as
θt+1 = θt + αt [δt (θt )ϕt − γ (wt · ϕt ) ϕ̂(θt )] ,
wt+1 = wt + βt [δt (θt ) − ϕt · wt ] .
Here, α and γ are as before, and β is the learning rate for the second weights.
The ϕt are abbreviations for ϕt (st , at ). The temporal difference error δt+1 (θ)
is analogous to the TD update above. Lastly, ϕ̂ is ϕ̂t+1 (θ) = ϕ(st+1 , a0 ) for
a0 = arg maxa Qθ (st+1 , a). Maei et al. prove the convergence of their GreedyGQ algorithm still under strong conditions, but claim that it shows to be robust
beyond their proof in practice. In particular, Greedy-GQ converges for Baird’s
counterexample.

2.2 Program Analysis and Transformation
In this section we provide an introduction to the compiler construction concepts and tools that form the basis of the cooperative parallelization within the
aphes compiler. In particular, we introduce the LLVM framework and the analyses we used to extract parallelizable parts from a program. The latter includes
both classical dependence testing techniques as well as the more formal polyhedral
model.

2.2.1 The LLVM Framework
We implement aphes on top of the LLVM framework [LA04], an infrastructure
for building compilers and programming language tools. The framework is the
basis for several compilers and multiple languages, such as C++, Java, and Rust.
An LLVM-based compiler is generally a pipeline of three components. The frontend translates the programming language into an intermediate representation, the
LLVM IR. The middle-end then transforms this IR to optimize the program.
Lastly, the backend first converts this IR to a second intermediate representation
which more accurately reflects properties of the targeted register machine. Second,
this machine IR is further optimized for the selected target platform and then
lowered into binary code. Our compiler reuses both the LLVM frontend for the
C-family of languages as well as the backends for the platforms we target. The
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1

@S = private constant [13 x i8 ] c " Hello ␣ World \0 A \00 " , align 1

2
3

declare dso_local i32 @printf ( i8 * , ... )

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

define dso_local i32 @main () {
entry :
%1 = getelementptr [13 x i8 ] , [13 x i8 ]* @S , i32 0 , i32 0
%2 = call i32 ( i8 * , ... ) @printf ( i8 * %1)
ret i32 0
}
Figure 2.4: LLVM intermediate representation of a “hello world” program.

frontend is part of the clang compiler. Additionally, we use program analyses and
transformations from the LLVM middle-end, and will thus give a more detailed
overview of the middle-end and the intermediate representation in the following.
The LLVM IR represents the source program in a RISC-assembly-like form. Figure 2.4 shows an example “Hello World” program in LLVM IR. The representation
is Static Single Assignment (SSA) based, meaning that every variable, called an
SSA register and written with a leading % in LLVM IR, is assigned only once
statically. To express multiple assignments to a variable in the source language,
the SSA form contains virtual phi nodes that select operands according to control
flow. The largest unit of IR is the module, which describes a single compilation
unit. The module contains function declarations and definitions, type definitions,
global variables and metadata. In the example, @S is a global variable. Function
declarations, such as for @printf, contain the function name, the return type, and
the argument types. Function definitions, such as for @main, additionally define a
list of basic blocks. Basic blocks are the nodes of the function’s control flow graph,
linked via branch edges, and contain the SSA instructions. The @main function
contains a single basic block, labelled entry, which is terminated by a return
instruction.
Program optimization in the LLVM middle-end is organized into passes, scoped
to the different units of IR. A pass can be either an analysis or a transformation.
An analysis is an operation that only reads IR and computes information, which
is then cached for further use. As an example, consider points-to or alias analysis,
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which for every pair of pointer variables in a function computes whether they
may ever point to the same object or not. A transformation is something that
queries analysis results and mutates the IR, potentially invalidating previously
cached analyses. An example for this is inlining, replacing a call to a function
with a copy of its body. The middle-end applies sequences of transformations
known as pipelines to the IR. As such, it alternates between performing multiple
transformations on a function, or on a module, or on a loop, for instance.

In the remainder of this section, we describe two analyses implemented in LLVM
in closer detail. These analyses, which are AliasAnalysis and ScalarEvolution,
are those which our parallelization compiler relies most strongly on.

Alias analysis computes information to disambiguate memory accesses. Whenever memory is loaded or stored through two pointer variables, it decides whether
it is possible that the two variables ever refer to the same bytes of memory. In
general, a precise answer to that question is impossible, which follows from the
halting problem. The analysis must make worst-case assumptions in that case.
In all other cases it can respond with a “yes” or “no” answer. For example, distinct global variables or stack allocations cannot alias, neither can statically known
different array indices on the same array. Beyond this simple reasoning, LLVM
implements more complex, more precise, and more expensive analyses. Examples
for this are the inclusion-based or unification-based analyses based on the contextfree language reachability problem from the works of Zheng et al. and Zhang et
al. [ZR08; Zha+13].

Unlike alias analysis, which attempts to describe the evolution and propagation of pointers throughout a function or program, ScalarEvolution analyzes the
evolution of scalar variables across the iterations of a loop. It attempts to derive
a closed form for the value contained in a variable, dependent on the iteration
variables of containing loops. In essence, the analysis computes this closed form
through symbolic evaluation of chains of recurrences, which is based on the work
of Van Engelen and Bachmann et al. [Eng00; BWZ94]. With its help, passes can
determine the (symbolic) value stored in a variable at any given loop iteration.
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if ( loadData () ) {
data = prepareData () ;
consumeData ( data ) ;
}
Figure 2.5: Control Dependences: Execution of the consumeData task is conditional
on the data produced by the loadData task.
Data Dependences: The consumeData task requires data produced by
the loadData task.

2.2.2 Parallelism Detection, Dependence Graphs, and
Interprocedural Analyses
In a parallel program, the fundamental components of parallel execution are tasks
and data. Tasks read, modify, or create data. If there are multiple different tasks
operating concurrently, this mode of execution is called task parallelism. If, on the
other hand, the same task executes concurrently for different data, this is referred
to as data parallelism [MRR12].
Parallelizing a sequential program means transforming it, so that formerly sequentially executed tasks now operate in parallel. Both task and data parallelism
can be produced, both in isolation and in combination. A parallelizing compiler
detects the potential to produce a parallel program. This can be done either by
identifying distinct tasks that may run in parallel, or by finding a task that can
be replicated to operate only on parts of the data. The parallel program preserves
the original program semantics, but exhibits a different order of execution. For the
necessary transformation to be sound, the compiler must prove that it does not
violate dependences present in the original program. Dependences can be either
data dependences, or control dependences [HP11]. A control dependence exists between two tasks, if the execution of the second depends on the result of the first.
In Figure 2.5, e.g., consumeData() is control dependent on loadData() because
of the conditional branch. The consumeData() task may thus only execute once
the loadData() task is completed. A data dependence exists when a task requires
data produced by another task. In the example, the consumeData() task is data
dependent on the prepareData() task because it requires the prepared data.
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There are four types of data dependences [GKT91; HP11]. Assume a program
in which tasks A and B run in sequence, then the four dependence types are:
Input dependence (read-after-read): Task B reads a variable that task A
also reads. This dependence is generally benign, and thus does not prevent
parallel execution.
Output dependence (write-after-write): Task B writes a variable that task
A also writes. In a parallel execution, this would non-deterministically alter
the value any subsequent, non-concurrent tasks observe.
Flow dependence (read-after-write): Task B reads a variable that task A
writes. Task B might see the old value in a parallel execution.
Anti dependence (write-after-read): Task B writes to a variable that task A
reads. Task A thus might see any of the two values in a parallel execution.
Dependent tasks (other than Input dependent) cannot be soundly executed concurrently. Automatic parallelization thus requires finding tasks which are not
ordered through either control or data dependences. To determine control dependences, compilers compute the post-dominance frontiers for a function [FOW87].
The post-dominance frontier is a function that maps basic blocks to their successors which are not post-dominators. A post-dominator of a basic block is an
immediate or indirect successor that is part of every path from the basic block to a
function exit. The post-dominance frontier is a static property of the control flow
graph and is easy to compute. Data dependences, however, are much harder to determine. This is for two reasons. When accessing arrays through pointer variables,
the compiler first must determine for two accessed variables whether these refer
to the same array. Second, it must decide whether the index expressions of the
accessed array elements ever assume an identical value, but the index expression
may be computed from an arbitrarily complicated expression, or it might be loop
variant or even unknown in case the index is loaded indirectly from other variables.
The first problem, whether pointers refer to arrays, is approached by pointsto or alias analyses. Alias analyses make various trade-offs, balancing precision
and speed [Hin01]: A flow-sensitive analysis for example considers control flow
through a function. A context-sensitive analysis considers the calling context of a
function. The precise analysis even has been shown to be NP-hard [LR91; Hor97].
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for ( int i = 1; i < N ; ++ i ) {
float a = A [ i + N ];
float b = A [ i + 2 * N - 1];
A[i + 2 * N] = a + b;
}
Figure 2.6: Example: A data dependent computation

Consequently, compilers need to make pessimistic assumptions about which arrays
are accessed by a single instruction.
Having determined which arrays two memory accesses may refer to, dependence
analysis can then be performed to solve the second problem. This analysis often
uses a technique called dependence testing. The algorithm by Goff et al. [GKT91]
is an instance of this technique. The general idea of the algorithm is to first run
a sequence of simple and cheap tests that cover the majority of access patterns
found in practical software. Only if those are inconclusive they defer to more
general and expensive analyses such as Banerjee’s inequalities and the GCD test
[Ban88; Wol82]. To illustrate the algorithm, consider the example in Figure 2.6.
Intuitively, the write in line 4 to A[i+2*N] depends on the value of A[i+N] read
in line 2 in the iteration i. Given the loop bounds, we easily see that this index is
never written in the loop. More general, for this type of index expressions of the
form a∗i+c1 , a∗i0 +c2 the dependence testing algorithm calculates the dependence
2
. The dependence distance is the number of iterations
distance as d = i − i0 = c1 −c
a
that lie between the two accesses. For the accesses in lines 2 and 4 of Figure 2.6 to
access the same bytes of memory, there need to be N iterations between first the
write in iteration i and later the read in iteration i + N . Substituting the values
from the example in the dependence distance formula, we indeed get d = N . Since
d > N − 1, the number of loop iterations, we can disprove dependence for these
two accesses. On the other hand, considering the accesses in lines 3 and 4 instead,
we get d = 2 ∗ N − 2 ∗ N + 1 = 1 ≤ N − 1, which means there exists a flow
dependence here.
Given both the control and data dependences, the compiler can now search
for parallelizable tasks. An established data structure facilitating this job is the
program dependence graph (PDG) [FOW87]. The PDG is a graph representing a
function whose nodes are instructions and edges are control or data dependences.
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In this representation, detecting both task and data parallelism is straightforward.
Any two distinct subgraphs where neither one is reachable from the other describe
tasks that can be executed concurrently. Similarly, any task that is not part of a
cycle is a candidate for data parallelism. An unfortunate limitation of the PDG is
that it only analyzes a single function. This means that tasks containing function
calls cannot be considered for parallelization. Interprocedural analysis, i.e., looking at multiple functions at the same time, offers a way around this limitation.
Unfortunately, precise interprocedural analysis is hard [Rep96]. Function summaries as described by Sharir and Pnueli [SP78] however present a technique to
trade precision for speed and represent function calls within a PDG. The general
idea is to produce a summary for functions recursively, starting at the leaves of
the call graph, i.e., those functions which contain no calls. The summary describes
accesses to arrays not defined within the function. Callers of the function build
their own summary by virtually inlining the summaries at call sites. This of course
only works if a function’s accesses are computable, and the function is not part of
a cycle in the call graph, which are present in recursive programs.

2.2.3 The Polyhedral Model
The polyhedral model [FL11] offers a formal approach to reason about programs,
by representing program parts in a compact mathematical abstraction. The program parts representable in this model are called static control parts (SCoP) which
are connected single-entry-single-exit subgraphs of the control flow graph. Static
control requires that the only control constructs in the subgraphs are loops with
affine loop bounds, and all memory accesses are either to scalar variables or to
arrays with affine subscripts in the loop counters. Figure 2.7 shows a simple 2D
matrix multiplication code based on the example by Verdoolaege et al. [Ver+13].
This loop nest exhibits static control: all array access index expressions in the
statements S1 and S2 are affine in the loop bounds, and the loop bounds are integer parametric constants, and thus also affine. Parametric constants are loop
invariant program variables. Although the loop upper bound N in the example
is a program variable, it is considered constant with respect to the program part
because it is invariant within it.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

// Compute N x N matrix product A = B * C
for ( int i = 0; i < N ; i ++)
for ( int j = 0; j < N ; j ++) {
S1 :
A [ i ][ j ] = 0
for ( int k = 0; k < N ; k ++)
S2 :
A [ i ][ j ] += B [ i ][ k ] * C [ k ][ j ]
}
Figure 2.7: Matrix multiplication: A three-dimensional loop nest with static control
(based on the example by Verdoolaege et al. [Ver+13]). The memory
accesses in the statements S1 and S2 are all affine.

2.2.3.1 Modeling Affine Loop Nests
The core of the mathematical representation of affine loop nests are Presburger sets

and relations [PW94; Ver16]. A Presburger set N (i) | cons(i, p), i ∈ Zn , p ∈ Zk
is a vector space over Z. Here, p ∈ Zk is a vector of parametric constants. N is an
optional name, included to aid readability. The constraints cons are Presburger
formulas, which are first-order formulas over integer inequalities of quasi-affine
expressions. Quasi-affine expressions are sums and differences between variables,
parametric constants, integer constants, and quasi-affine products, divisions, or
modulo operations. Products are quasi-affine if one operand is constant, divisions
and modulo operations are quasi-affine if the divisor is constant. A Presburger

relation N (i) → M (j) | cons(i, j, p), i ∈ Zn , j ∈ Zm , p ∈ Zk is defined similarly.
Using these definitions, we can now model the SCoP of the example in Figure 2.7
(cf. [Ver+13]). The iteration space or iteration domain is defined by
D = {S1(i, j) | 0 ≤ i, j < N, S2(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i, j, k < N } .
The read access relation is
R = {S2(i, j, k) → A(i, j), S2(i, j, k) → B(i, k), S2(i, j, k) → C(k, j)} .
and the write access relation is
W = {S1(i, j) → A(i, j), S2(i, j, k) → A(i, j)} .
Lastly, a schedule defines an execution order of statements preserving the data
dependences. Schedules are a relation, mapping statement instances to virtual
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timestamps, which are executed in lexicographic order. The schedule for the example is
S = {S1(i, j) → (i, j, 0, 0), S2(i, j, k) → (i, j, 1, k)} .
An analysis that the model facilitates is dependence analysis. Using the techniques by Feautrier [Fea91], we obtain
∆ = {S1(i, j) → S2(i, j, 0), S2(i, j, k) → S2(i, j, k + 1)} .
This dependence relation expresses that in every iteration (i, j) of the outer two
loops, the statement S2 in iteration k = 0 of the inner loop depends on the
statement S1, and in iteration k + 1 on result of itself from the iteration k.
Another interesting analysis the polyhedral model offers is counting. Because the
model is a bounded integer polyhedron, we can use Barvinok’s algorithm [Bar08],
which counts the number of points in integer polyhedra in polynomial time. The
number of points, which in general is parametric in the parametric constants,
corresponds to the exact number of instructions executed by the SCoP. From this,
we can make accurate predictions of the dynamic runtime of the SCoP, given
that accurate estimates for the runtime of the individual instructions are known.
Restricting the model to specific instructions further allows additional analyses,
such as computing the exact number of bytes read or written in the SCoP.
While the polyhedral model offers a compact and highly versatile abstraction it
is also subject to severe limitations. Modeling a loop nest requires the loop to be
(part of) a SCoP. If the task is only parallelization, for example, this restriction
is stronger than necessary: For instance, an inner loop with non-affine or even
unknown bounds does not prevent outer loop parallelization if the inner loop does
not access memory, or only memory that is provably not accessed by other outer
loop iterations. Further, to date the polyhedral model is applicable only intraprocedurally. Interestingly however, there are techniques to create optimistic models
such as those developed by Doerfert et al. [DGH17], which build the model and
collect assumptions along the way. An example assumption is the non-aliasing
of arrays. The assumptions are then simplified and compiled into runtime checks
which only execute transformed code if the assumptions hold.
2.2.3.2 Polyhedral Scheduling
The power of the polyhedral model is that it allows for applying sequences of
loop transformations purely on the abstraction, and subsequently generating new
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code from the transformed representation. Transforming the model means finding
alternative schedules that improve performance while preserving data dependencies. This process is called scheduling. Scheduling can increase locality, or expose
parallelism. For example, minimizing dependence distance improves locality: The
more recent an address was accessed, the more likely it is still in the cache. A
dependence distance of 0 even means that accesses happen within the same iteration. Such accesses do not cause loop-carried dependencies, and thus do not
inhibit parallelization.
For the matrix multiplication in Figure 2.7, the dependence distances are the
differences of the timestamps of statement instances involved in the dependence relations ∆. For the schedule S, the dependence distances are SS2 (i, j, 0)−SS1 (i, j) =
(0, 0, 1, 0) and SS2 (i, j, k + 1) − SS2 (i, j, k) = (0, 0, 0, 1). In both cases, the entries
for the i and j dimensions are zero, indicating that the i and j loops are parallel.
Furthermore, because all entries are non-negative, this means that the loops in the
example are freely permutable without affecting the program semantics [Aho+07,
pp. 864]. Permuting loops (sometimes also called loop interchange) exchanges inner with outer loops. More importantly, though, permutability guarantees that
loop tiling is legal. Loop tiling, also called blocking in the literature, is a transformation that decomposes a single loop into two: The inner loop, called the point
loop, iterates over the elements of a tile (or block) of elements of the original loop.
The outer loop iterates over the equally sized tiles of original elements. The tiling
operation is able to increase locality and expose parallelism. We refer to Aho et
al. [Aho+07] for more in depth introduction.
One widely used algorithm for tiling loops and exposing parallelism is the Pluto
algorithm [Bon+08]. Using integer linear programming, it produces a tiling schedule which minimizes the dependence distance. The integer linear program (ILP)
is formulated from scheduling functions constructed successively to produce nonnegative dependence distances. Loop nests can of course not generally be scheduled
to be fully permutable, which Pluto solves by creating a chain of permutable loops.
Each set of permutable loops within this chain is then called a permutable band or
tilable band. The linear program then optimizes the schedule function coefficients
to minimize dependence distance.
Another frequently cited scheduling approach is PPCG [Ver+13], which extends
the Pluto algorithm to apply it to GPU mapping. Mapping is the process of
assigning loops to GPU thread grid and block dimensions. Instead of a chain of
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bands, PPCG builds on top of isl [Ver10], which computes a tree of bands. The
PPCG mapping algorithm then works as follows. First, it finds the outermost
bands (i.e., highest with respect to the tree) containing parallel loops, for each of
which it will create a separate GPU kernel. Every such outermost band is then
tiled. Two parallel outermost tile loops are mapped to the blocks of the grid, three
parallel outermost point loops are mapped to the threads of a thread block. To
maximize locality, the thread mapping occurs inner-dimension first. That means,
the outermost thread block dimension is assigned the iterations of the innermost
loop.
The concept of a tree of bands has since been generalized to the notion of schedule trees [GVC15]. Grosser et al. implemented this scheduling method in isl. The
trees are also used in recent versions of the PPCG mapper. Schedule trees provide a way to represent piecewise schedules and modulo arithmetic, which greatly
simplifies polyhedral code generation and circumvents limitations of previous code
generators. The tree is composed of eleven types of nodes. The most important
ones will be introduced here:
Domain The domain node is the root of the tree and introduces the scheduled
statement instances.
Context A context node introduces parametric constants not part of the domain.
Filter Filter nodes select subsets of statement instances that have been introduced
and not filtered out by previous Filter nodes. Filters are the only legal
children of set and sequence nodes.
Sequence A sequence node schedules its filter children in sequence.
Set A set node schedules its filter children in arbitrary order.
Band The band node represents a partial schedule.
Figure 2.8 shows the schedule tree for the matrix multiplication example. Deriving the schedule S = {S1(i, j) → (i, j, 0, 0), S2(i, j, k) → (i, j, 1, k)} from this is
straightforward: The outermost band maps the i and j dimensions of both statements to i and j. The sequence node schedules the statements selected by its
filters in sequence. The simplest such schedule thus maps S1 to a constant 0,
S2 to a constant 1. The innermost band lastly maps the k dimension of S2 to k.
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domain
D = {S1(i, j) | 0 ≤ i, j < N,
S2(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i, j, k < N }

band
{S1(i, j) → (i, j)
S2(i, j, k) → (i, j)}
sequence

filter
{S1(i, j)}

filter
{S2(i, j, k)}

band
{S2(i, j, k) → (k)
Figure 2.8: Original schedule tree of the matrix multiplication example in Figure 2.7.
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Chapter 3
An Overview of the
APHES Framework
The APHES framework is the contribution of this thesis to satisfy the requirements
carved out in Section 1.1. To fulfil the thesis goal it offers a compiler and runtime
system to parallelize sequential applications for heterogeneous platforms and to
autotune the execution. Autotuning operates by using either empirical search to
explore new configurations or prediction to provide configurations for known and
unknown context states. The decision between either configuring method is made
upon every change in the dynamic context.
In this chapter, we provide a high-level overview of the framework and its components, and outline how it achieves the thesis goal. The two main components
are the libtuning autotuner and the aphes compiler. In the following, we first
present the autotuning library and show how application developers may use it for
online optimization of their programs. Second, we present the compiler and outline
how it integrates the tuner with the application as part of its runtime system.

3.1 The libtuning Autotuner
The main part of the framework is the libtuning autotuner. We use it within
the APHES framework to optimize the cooperative execution, but it is in fact a
standalone tool. Application developers can use it as a C++ library to automate the optimization of tunable parameters in an application independent of the
APHES framework. The library implements a versatile, generic, and easily extensible online autotuner.
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1
2
3

tuning :: Tuner OMPTuner ;
int NumThreads = 8; // Initialize to some default .

4
5
6

vector < int > add ( vector < int > A , vector < int > B ) {
vector < int > Result ( A . size () ) ;

7

// Update NumThreads with the next configuration .
OMPTuner . start () ;

8
9
10
11
12
13

# pragma omp parallel for num_threads ( NumThreads )
for ( size_t I = 0; I < Result . size () ; ++ I )
Result [ I ] = A [ I ] + B [ I ]

14

// Report feedback . The API measures time automatically .
OMPTuner . stop () ;

15
16
17

return Result ;

18
19

}

20
21
22

int main () {
OMPTuner . addParameter (& NumThreads , /* min = */ 1 , /* max = */ 16) ;

23

// Call add (...) repeatedly

24
25

}
Figure 3.1: Example: Tuning OpenMP vector addition with libtuning.
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An application interacts with autotuner iteratively: For a previously registered
set of application parameters, the application requests a new configuration for
these parameters, and reports a performance metric for this configuration back to
the tuner.
Integrating an application with libtuning thus requires two steps: Exposing
and registering tunable parameters, and introducing update and feedback calls. A
tunable application parameter can be of any type and have arbitrary semantics, as
long as it is freely configurable by the autotuner. Updating the application parameters with the next configuration and reporting performance feedback about the
configuration back to the tuner encompasses the tuning kernel of the application.
The update-sample-feedback sequence thus is the body of the tuning loop. Most
of the time, the feedback is a runtime measure, although this is not required. The
autotuner attempts to find the parameter configuration that minimizes the metric,
independent of the metric’s meaning.
Figure 3.1 depicts an OpenMP example using libtuning to optimize the number
of threads. The NumThreads parameter is registered by reference with the tuner,
using a range of valid values between 1 and 16. When calling OMPTuner.start()
in line nine in every call to add(...), this automatically updates NumThreads
with a new sample value from this range. Reading from the variable thus uses
the new configuration. Subsequently calling OMPTuner.stop() then takes care of
reporting runtime feedback to the tuner, using the wall clock time passed since
the last call to start(). The start()/stop() API is provided for convenience.
There are alternative APIs for using arbitrary feedback values. Note that this
example is not simplified and shows the actual sequence of calls required to set up
and perform autotuning, although excluding the tuning loop.
The libtuning autotuner is both generic and extensible. Its architecture is
shown in Figure 3.2. The behavior of the tuning process is entirely customizable:
The search algorithms and online learning mechanisms can be altered or replaced
by application-supplied plugins. To be fully generic, the tuner imposes no restrictions on the application parameters’ types, ranges, or semantics. At its core,
libtuning provides an abstraction between the application and the search engine.
The search engine is a driver for arbitrary search algorithms such as the NelderMead algorithm, -Greedy search, or genetic algorithms. Application developers
pick an algorithm from a small selection of built-in searches or implement their
own. Searches are isolated from the application through an adaptation layer, which
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libtuning

NN

model
search

eG
NM

Hybrid Tuning

search

Application

Memory

Figure 3.2: The architecture of the libtuning autotuner: Application feedback is the
input to both a tabular memory keeping tracking best known configurations
and to the hybrid tuner. The hybrid tuner combines model-based prediction
and empirical search, both of which are implemented to extensible plugins.
Included by default are Nelder-Mead (NN) and -Greedy(eG) search, as
well as nearest-neighbor (NN) prediction.
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maps between unconstrained real-valued search spaces and the often constrained
and arbitrary-valued application parameter spaces. The library provides sensible
defaults for this mapping for the most common parameter types: Bounded or unbounded integer or floating point values, as well as non-numeric values describing
a set of choices. The mapping can be modified by the application developer.
The features outlined so far make libtuning applicable to most tuning scenarios. Besides its usability, libtuning’s key features are mechanisms to improve
amortization. The autotuner reduces both the total number of configurations
tried and the number of extraordinarily bad configurations tried. It achieves this
through three methods:
Hybrid tuning: The performance of the tuning kernel generally not only depends
on the tuning parameter configuration, but also on the system and application state. To exploit that fact, libtuning implements a hybrid autotuning
method, combining search, memorization, and model-based prediction. An
application may register arbitrary “indicators” with the tuner which characterize the dynamic state of the application and the system. An example
is an abstract “input size”. Using online learning, libtuning automatically
detects significant changes in the dynamic state and reacts to the change:
Based on a predictor built through online learning, hybrid tuning can immediately switch to a learned configuration. If the exact same dynamic state
was observed in the past, the memorized search result for that state is used.
Otherwise, a trained model is queried for a predictably good configuration.
The application is not required to provide training samples. The predictor is
automatically trained for all observed indicator states from training samples
produced during search.
Parameter constraints: Special application parameters often induce constraints
on large portions of the parameter space. One example is a parameter controlling the choice of an algorithm. Any tuning parameters contained within
one of these algorithms should only be updated if this specific algorithm has
been selected. The algorithmic choice parameter thus controls the relevance
of the algorithm’s parameters. On the other hand, the parameters controlled by the choice parameter are not independent from those that are not,
in general. They cannot be tuned separately. If such relevance constraints
are marked by the application developer, libtuning constructs hierarchical
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1
2
3
4
5

tuning :: Tuner OMPTuner ;
int NumThreads = 8;
// Control parallel execution :
bool Parallel = true ;

6
7
8

vector < int > add ( vector < int > A , vector < int > B ) {
vector < int > Result ( A . size () ) ;

9

OMPTuner . start () ;

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

// Only run in parallel if tuning parameter is set :
# pragma omp parallel for num_threads ( NumThreads ) \
if ( Parallel )
for ( size_t I = 0; I < Result . size () ; ++ I )
Result [ I ] = A [ I ] + B [ I ]

17

OMPTuner . stop () ;

18
19

return Result ;

20
21

}

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

int main () {
auto N = OMPTuner . addParameter (& NumThreads , 1 , 16) ;
// Parallel is a nominal parameter :
auto P = OMPTuner . addParameter (& Parallel , { false , true }) ;
// Only tune NumThreads if Parallel is true :
OMPTuner . recordConstraint (N , P , true ) ;

29

// Call add (...) repeatedly

30
31

}
Figure 3.3: Example: Record dependences between parameters.
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search spaces to decrease dimensionality as much as possible while preserving
dependencies. This additionally allows using different search algorithms for
different parts of the search space. Figure 3.3 shows an example of this feature. Introducing a Parallel parameter allows to also execute the addition
sequentially, in which case the NumThreads parameter becomes irrelevant.
Registering this dependency with the tuner allows it to exploit that fact.
Analytical feedback: In many practical applications, the application developer
has domain knowledge of parameter configurations and can predict whether
or not a configuration is reasonable. In the example of the aphes compiler,
several such predictions are possible. For instance, assigning two iterations
of a parallel loop to a GPU is essentially guaranteed to result in non-optimal
performance. To account for this, applications may reject configurations
without measuring them. This way, libtuning can decrease the number of
sampled bad configurations to improve amortization time.
To motivate hybrid tuning, reconsider the OpenMP vector addition example in
Figure 3.1. The time measurements taken for the execution time of the for-loop
tuning kernel depend not only on the NumThreads parameter, but also on the vector
size. As the example stands, the NumThreads variable is the only thing the tuner
can observe and manipulate. To also make the tuner consider the loop’s iteration
count, we extend the example as shown in Figure 3.4. Now explicitly using the
hybrid autotuner, we add an indicator in line 25 to capture the input size, which
governs the loop’s iteration count. After registering the indicator with the tuner,
the tuner automatically discriminates different input sizes. Configurations are
searched per input size, and once converged will be used when a known input size
is passed. Although in the example we differentiate between inputs that differ only
in a single element, libtuning allows for arbitrary resolutions.
The simplest method to map indicators to configurations is a table. In fact,
that is what the tuner in the example is using. It is obvious though that a tabular
approach is limited: There can be an arbitrary number of different inputs, so
the table would reach an impractical size. If inputs are similar, it might not be
necessary to distinguish between them. For example, a configuration of the thread
count for 2,000 elements will likely be good for 2,001 elements. Additionally,
indicators might reflect continuous quantities, which need to be discretized. An
application developer can solve both cases by choosing the appropriate resolution,
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1
2
3
4

tuning :: HybridTuner OMPTuner ;
tuning :: Indicator < size_t > InputSize ;
int NumThreads = 8;

5
6
7
8

vector < int > add ( vector < int > A , vector < int > B ) {
vector < int > Result ( A . size () ) ;
InputSize = Result . size () ; // Update the indicator state

9

// Update NumThreads with the next configuration .
OMPTuner . start () ;

10
11
12
13
14
15

# pragma omp parallel for num_threads ( NumThreads )
for ( size_t I = 0; I < Result . size () ; ++ I )
Result [ I ] = A [ I ] + B [ I ]

16

// Report feedback . This API measures time automatically .
OMPTuner . stop () ;

17
18
19

return Result ;

20
21

}

22
23
24
25

int main () {
OMPTuner . addParameter ( NumThreads , /* min = */ 1 , /* max = */ 16) ;
OMPTuner . addIndicator ( InputSize ) ; // Size is set in add ()

26

// Call add (...) repeatedly

27
28

}
Figure 3.4: Hybrid, input-sensitive tuning of OpenMP vector addition with libtuning.
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but what is a good resolution? To relieve the developer of that task, we borrow
from the field of machine learning, using online learning to construct a model of
the indicator-configuration mapping on the fly. However, we will defer an in-depth
discussion of this approach and other libtuning concepts, features, and design
decisions until Chapter 5.

3.2 Autotuning with libtuning
For application developers, the main entry point into the library is the Tuner,
which functions as a controller for both the search algorithms and the search
space. It provides the API which drives the tuning process. Essentially, this API
in its base form consists of two methods, next() and feedback(double). The
former configures all the parameters with the configuration the search algorithms
have requested as the next sample. The feedback method passes an applicationspecific feedback measurement to the search algorithms. The search algorithms
immediately return the configuration to be sampled next, but the tuner only applies it at the next call to next(). By decoupling the parameter update from the
search’s request, applications are able to modify the parameters without confusing
the search: If the parameters were updated upon a call to feedback, any modification made by the application after the update would carry over into the next
call to next and taint the measurement passed to the tuner.
On top of this basic API, libtuning provides a set of decorators that extend its
core functionality. Application developers may thus compose decorators to create
an autotuner that best fits their needs. In the following, we provide an overview of
the three most important decorators. They are by default enabled in libtuning’s
simplest tuner type, which was shown in the example in Figure 3.1.

Stopwatch Most of the time, applications intend to tune the runtime of some
hot part of the code. The Stopwatch decorator implements the time measurement functionality, and exposes it through an alternative start()/stop() API,
which is implemented in terms of next() and feedback(). The API measures the
time span between calls to the two functions and passes that to the feedback()
function.
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NestedTuners In general, applications may wish to tune the implementation
at different granularities. For example, an implementation of a specific matrix
multiplication algorithm can integrate an autotuner optimizing the parameters
of this algorithm. An application using this algorithm can itself contain another
tuner optimizing all the algorithms’ parameters plus, for instance, the algorithmic
choice. To avoid running these tuners concurrently, the NestedTuners decorator
allows developers to aggregate tuners, so that at any point in time at most one
of them may run. This is particularly important to the aphes compiler, which
might parallelize both a function and its (indirect) caller. To prevent confusing
the effects of parameter configurations, tuning both functions must be mutually
exclusive.
Stabilization The measurements observed during tuning might be noisy. This is
especially the case when optimizing runtime. To account for noisy measurements,
the Stabilizing decorator reduces the effect of noise by repeating configurations
and aggregating measurements. Application developers may request a relative
error margin for a fixed 95% confidence interval. The decorator then repeats
configurations until that error margin (or a maximum sample count) is reached.

3.3 Autotuning and Automatic Parallelization
with APHES
Within the APHES framework, whose overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.5,
we use libtuning as part of the runtime system, which is one of the two integral
components of the framework. The other component is the aphes compiler, which
parallelizes sequential applications and integrates them with the runtime system.
Using APHES for an application requires no interaction from the application developer. A successfully parallelized application will automatically execute on the
targeted platforms. The runtime system, which has been integrated into the application by the compiler, uses the autotuner to configure the work distribution
across platforms and platform-specific parameters.
The compile-time component, the aphes compiler, analyzes and transforms sequential source programs. It performs two primary tasks. First, it searches for
parallelizable loops, which we call the source regions of the program. The compiler then transforms the source regions into per-platform (parallel) target regions.
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Compiletime

Runtime

Instrumentation

Source

Tuning Parameters
Tuning Loop
Indicators

Analysis

libtuning

Kernel

Measurement
Indicators

Detect Parallelism

Code Generation

Polyhedral
Model

CUDA
Target
Plugin

OpenMP
Target
Plugin

Conﬁgurations

Xeon PHI
Target
Plugin

Figure 3.5: The APHES Framework Architecture: The framework is composed of a compiler and a runtime component. The compiler analyzes the program, transforms it for work sharing among multiple platforms, and instruments it to
interact with the runtime system. The platform-specific transformations
are implemented by an extensible collection of plugins. The runtime system provides platform management and interfaces with the libtuning autotuner.
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Figure 3.6: Program parallelization with the aphes compiler.

To identify the parallel source regions, aphes uses both the polyhedral model and
classical dependence testing. Target regions are produced either based on the polyhedral model, if applicable, or using ad hoc transformations. The second task of
the aphes compiler is to instrument the transformed program to interoperate with
the runtime component. Instrumentation includes introducing tuning parameters
to control the work distribution between platforms as well as platform specific
parameters, such as thread counts.
The runtime component can be further subdivided into two main parts. The first
part is a small runtime library tightly coupled with the aphes compiler. Its main
purpose is bookkeeping and execution management, handling device memory allocations, data transfers between host and target platforms, and most importantly
the interaction with the autotuner. The libtuning autotuner is the second part
of the runtime component.
The aphes compiler itself is implemented as a plugin system. Compiler developers can add new target platforms as additional plugins. Code generation for new
platforms then interoperates with existing platform code generators automatically,
and work sharing will happen without additional effort by the developer.
When parallelizing a program, the compiler first runs program analyses to determine parallelizable loops. These loops are then passed to the target plugins
for them to generate platform-specific code. The compiler supplies the plugins
with all necessary dependence information and takes care of the work distribution.
A plugin developer can thus focus on implementing the platform specific parts.
Additionally, the compiler maintains a registry of tuner instances, one instance
per parallelizable loop. Plugins can register arbitrary tuning parameters with the
tuner responsible for the loop currently being transformed. Parameter dependency
constraints are automatically generated.
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All of the inner workings of the parallelization and optimization are entirely
transparent to the application developer, to whom the end-to-end process of parallelization looks like shown in Figure 3.6. Running for example the clang compiler
on an input program in a supported programming language emits the LLVM intermediate representation of that program. Then, running the aphes compiler on the
generated IR produces a complete binary, automatically linked with all required
libraries. That includes the APHES runtime library and libtuning, but also any
target specific libraries, such as the OpenMP and CUDA runtimes. The compiler
currently does not take care of translating the high-level frontend language into
the LLVM representation. The application developer thus has to use a frontend
compiler for the high-level language for this task.
We discuss further details of the compiler, its analyses and existing transformation plugins in Chapter 6.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter we presented an overview of the APHES framework and its components. We introduced the libtuning autotuner that is used within APHES to
optimize platform specific tunable parameters the allocation of work to the platforms. Using a hybrid tuning approach combining empirical search, memorization
and online learning, it offers an efficient and effective way to optimize program
configurations while being sensitive to the varying tuning contexts at the same
time.
Second, we introduced the aphes compiler, which searches for parallelism in
input programs and parallelizes them for multiple platforms. Without any application developer involvement, the compiler transforms the program to enable
automatic work sharing between heterogeneous platforms and to expose tunable
parameters. To optimize the program at runtime, it is instrumented to interoperate with a runtime library which in turn interfaces with the libtuning autotuner
for optimization.
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This thesis presents a compiler that automatically parallelizes sequential applications. Transformed applications are instrumented to adapt to the actual system
and inputs on which they are executed and react to changes therein. This dynamism is achieved through empirical online autotuning and machine learning
methods.
To put these contributions into context with prior art, we look at them from two
angles, which are parallelizing compilers for heterogeneous systems and autotuning.
In the field of autotuning, we must further differentiate between general purpose
autotuning systems, machine learning and model-based techniques, and finally the
intersection of compilers and tuning in the form of tunable parallel programming
languages and parallelizing compilers.
Since each of the fields on which this thesis touches has a rich history dating
back at least two decades, the overview we give in this chapter cannot be complete.
We thus focus on the most important or most closely related publications and
cover the broad spectrum of the techniques. We will first look at autotuning
in Section 4.1. In particular we discuss general purpose autotuners, both based
on classical empirical search, and on machine learning and explicit performance
models. In Section 4.2 we examine recent advances in automatic parallelization
for heterogeneous systems. Lastly, in Section 4.3 we introduce approaches that
combine parallelization and tuning through compilers and languages, either by
tuning the compilation process itself or by adjoining the compiled program with a
tuning system.
We close each section of this chapter by summarizing the individual features of
the presented articles and comparing them to the features of APHES and libtuning.
We focus on features that contribute to the goal of tuning automatic cooperative
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multiplatform execution, which we briefly introduce in the following. The first set
of features refers to the automatic parallelization of programs. It describes whether
the compiler targets data or task parallelism and analyzes the program statically
or dynamically, whether the parallelized program executes heterogeneously targeting a single platform other than the CPU, targeting multiple platforms at the
same time, or cooperatively on multiple platforms. To be considered cooperative,
the heterogeneous multi-platform execution must use all platforms simultaneously,
each working on a part of the problem, and then merge the partial results. If a parallelized program executes on multiple platforms but not cooperatively, this means
that only a single platform executes the parallelized region while other platforms
are waiting. Such a program is not using the full capacity of the system. Secondly,
approaches that somehow optimize the generated program (or the hand-written
application in the context of the general purpose autotuners in Section 4.1) can do
so either offline or online. Offline optimization refers to the compiler or autotuner
optimizing the program given sample inputs before any production runs. Online
optimization in turn happens during a production run on inputs observed in production, and can also occur within runtime systems or JIT compilation scenarios.
We additionally emphasize whether the tuning is search-based, model-based, or using simple heuristics. If it is model-based, we distinguish between a learned model
or one that has been hand-implemented by either the application developer or
the compiler developer. Moreover, the model inputs can either be automatically
extracted program features or can be supplied by an application developer. Lastly,
we consider whether an approach is input sensitive, i.e., whether it is able to react
appropriately to varying inputs. Input sensitive approaches are required to react
to new inputs at runtime (i.e., online), but the decision making might be trained
offline on a-priori sample data.

The feature summaries following each section are in tabular form. To ease
readability the tables always include all features listed above. Because each of the
following sections focuses on works dedicated to particular aspects of autotuning
or automatic parallelization, not all features apply in general. In that case, the
irrelevant features are marked in gray.
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4.1 Autotuning
In this section, we discuss prior art related to the goals of this thesis in the field
of autotuning. This will cover two major areas:
1. General purpose autotuning approaches and their applications (Section 4.1.1).
2. Machine learning and performance models to adapt an application to new
hardware or new inputs (Section 4.1.2).

4.1.1 Tuning Algorithms and Autotuners
At the turn of the century, the high-performance computing community began
to realize that hand-optimizing the same algorithms over and over for every new
upcoming system and accelerator hardware as well as different types of inputs was
not sustainable. Consequently, the interest in automating this tedious task was
spawned.
In 1995, Brewer was the first to address selection of algorithms and data layouts
at runtime [Bre95]. His system composes a library of algorithm implementations
with an autotuner, to automatically select an algorithm and optimize algorithm parameters for given inputs. The autotuner generates generalized least square models
to predict execution time from a set of input features, such as problem size. This
system achieves portability across platforms through profiling calibration inputs
automatically generated from the algorithms and parameter ranges. Hence, developer effort is limited to the burden of implementing the different variants of the
algorithms. Brewer reports a success rate of beyond 99% for this prediction on
four different systems. Although his work is not the first to explore performance
prediction, it can be considered the first applicable to online tuning. Considering
the domain of offline tuning, however, it is predated by Alan Sussman’s papers
and doctoral thesis, whose parallelizing compiler will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.
The ATLAS system by Whaley and Dongarra [WD98] is a well-known approach
combining a BLAS library with autotuning capabilities. During installation, the
library automatically self-optimizes loop structures, tiling, cache reuse, and parallelism for the system to which it is being deployed. The tuning is offline, during
installation, and samples a number of benchmark programs shipped with the library. The optimization itself is based on a hand-crafted model, whose parameters
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are configured offline during optimization, and which can then pick the fastest linear algebra algorithm implementation for a given input.
In his doctoral thesis and subsequent research, Richard Vuduc made major contributions to the field of autotuning as a whole and to tuning BLAS algorithms in
particular [VD00; VDB01; Vud03]. In 2001, he was the first to advocate empirical search in the space of possible implementations [VDB01]. Using the PHiPAC
system (which we discuss here in Section 4.3.1), he demonstrates that approximative global optimization can produce configurations that are within 5% of the
optimal performance. Approximation is implemented by stopping an exhaustive
search early based on a statistical model. To account for the fact that different
configurations are optimal given different inputs, the system constructs run-time
selection rules using Brewer’s linear regression approach as well as Support Vector
Machines.
The year 2002 marks the publication of ActiveHarmony by Ţăpuş et al.
[ŢCH02], which is to date one of the most prominent general purpose autotuners.
It provides a sophisticated distributed system that integrates with arbitrary client
libraries or programs. The performance monitor that observes execution time in
the client application relays information to a central server, which responds with
tuning decisions. In the central Harmony server, the system employs the NelderMead downhill simplex algorithm.
In addition to ActiveHarmony, the Nelder-Mead algorithm is also applied to
ATLAS. You et al. [YSD05] make several modifications to the original algorithm.
These are necessary because autotuning differs in several details from the numerical
optimization problems it was designed for. In practice, tuning parameters are often
integer valued and bounded. Besides the bounds, more complex restrictions may
arise from parameter semantics or dependencies between parameters, leading to
some possible configurations becoming invalid. The modified algorithm accounts
for these through stationary penalty values (i.e., setting the function value for
invalid configurations to infinity). The implementation of the algorithm in this
thesis is closely based upon You et al., albeit choosing a different strategy to deal
with boundaries and invalid points.
With AtuneIL, Schaefer et al. [SPT09] do not develop an autotuner or tuning
algorithm, but an annotation language to integrate an autotuner with a C#, C++,
or Java program. By inserting pragma statements into an existing program, developers define parameters, parameter types, and domains, as well as time measuring
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points for the tuner to sample. Additionally, the annotations may contain constraints encoding dependencies between parameters. Using constraints, AtuneIL
can drastically reduce the search space that needs to be explored. In a case study
on two applications, Schaefer uses AtuneIL as part of the Atune framework [Sch09]
and evaluates search-based autotuning using hill climbing and random sampling.
Speedups of three and seven are reported, while the search time for hill climbing
was reduced by over 50% due to AtuneIL’s handling of constraints.
With Perpetuum, Karcher and Pankratius [KP11] introduced an always-on online tuner that is integrated into the Linux kernel. Through system calls, client
applications interface with the tuner, registering application level parameters
which Perpetuum manipulates directly. Like ActiveHarmony, Perpetuum uses the
Nelder-Mead search algorithm.
In 2012, Bergstra et al. [BPC12] develop an approach that combines empirical
search with model-based tuning. They identify issues that are closely related to
those explored in this thesis. Model-based tuning on the one hand allows for fast
exploration of the search space, but suffers from inaccuracies caused by incomplete knowledge about runtime-characteristics. Examples are varying inputs and
hardware. Empirical tuning on the other hand can evaluate the program with real
inputs and real hardware, but the size and dimensionality of the search space render this a time-intensive process. This realization concurs with the motivation for
hybrid tuning. As a compromise, Bergstra et al. propose combining a statisticallyderived model with empirical search, albeit in a way that is orthogonal to hybrid
tuning. The key difference between the two techniques is that hybrid tuning uses
empirical search to explore the real search space, whereas Bergstra et al. apply
it on their model. Evaluating their approach on the GPU implementation of a
filterbank correlation kernel demonstrates it to be competitive compared to pure
empirical tuning, but at a fraction of the cost.
Another autotuning technique that pursues very similar goals as this thesis is
SiblingRivalry [Ans+12]. Targeted towards always-on online autotuning, Ansel et
al. devise a scheme to prevent bad configurations to poison the amortization time.
By splitting compute resources into two equal partitions, they are able to evaluate
two configurations at the same time. In one partition, they always execute the
currently best known variant. In the other one, a genetic algorithm samples the
search space. Whichever variant completes first wins the race, the other one is
immediately terminated. Through this strategy, the effect of selecting bad con-
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figurations is never visible at runtime. However, this property comes at the cost
of half the execution resources, which ultimately disqualifies this technique from
being applicable to the problems investigated in this thesis: we are investigating
optimal resource utilization, so consequently diverting parts of the available resources to different tasks contradicts the goal. Moreover, some platforms such as
GPUs, are always allocated to exactly one task. On such platforms SiblingRivalry
is thus not applicable.
AtuneRT [Til+14] developed by Tillmann et al. is an online autotuner similar to
ActiveHarmony and the successor to the tuning framework Atune. Like ActiveHarmony, AtuneRT uses Nelder-Mead search. In the article, the autotuner is applied
to optimizing platform-specific parameters for CUDA applications, that is to say,
thread block sizes. For one benchmark, also an application-specific parameter is
tuned. The authors report speedups of 4-28%.
Currently, the tuner that is most widely used in various applications across the
fields is OpenTuner, also developed by Ansel et al. [Ans+14] in 2014. A simple
interface and a Python implementation make it easy to integrate with most applications. Its biggest selling point however is that it alleviates the application
developer of the need to select a tuning mechanism. In OpenTuner, this hyperparameter is treated as a first class tuning parameter and is controlled by a metatuner. Application developers select a set of search- or model-based techniques
from a builtin library, or implement their own. The meta-tuner then orchestrates
the searches. The AUC Bandit strategy [Pac+12] selects a search technique in every iteration, advancing a global knowledge database of the search space. Because
of this meta-technique, OpenTuner does not work well as an online tuner, since
it violates one of the requirements we defined in Section 1.1: Sampling continues
indefinitely and there is no notion of convergence.
The most recent general offline tuning framework is ATF [RHG17] published
in 2017. Like AtuneIL, interaction with the tuner is implemented with the help
of a pragma DSL for C and C++ programs. A key feature of ATF is the ability
to specify arbitrary constraints on parameters. To enforce these constraints, ATF
exhaustively enumerates all points in the search space. While this is an elegant
way to avoid holes in the space that conflict with preconditions of many numerical
optimization algorithms, it is not applicable to floating point parameters, which
cannot be realistically enumerated. The framework is further generic in the sense
that it allows for extension with arbitrary user-provided search algorithms. In
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their paper, Rasch et al. provide a simulated annealing implementation as well as
an interface with OpenTuner, giving access to its extensive algorithm library and
meta-tuner technique.
In Table 4.1 we summarize the central aspects of the approaches presented in
this section and compare them to our libtuning: Ours is the only technique
combining search-based and model-based online tuning, learning the model onthe-fly. Of the other online-autotuners only Brewer combines search and modeling,
which allows him to be sensitive to inputs. Unlike our approach, however, Brewer’s
models is linear and constructed offline, which means it cannot capture non-linear
effects and adapt to changing inputs or hardware. The same argument applies
for the input sensitive and model-based offline tuners. Although SiblingRivalry
is not input sensitive, it pursues a goal similar to ours, since its main focus is
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to reduce amortization time. The reduction comes, however, at the price of half
the compute resources, which requires the compute resources to be partitionable.
Both are undesired restrictions. The remaining two online tuners we presented,
ActiveHarmony and Perpetuum, both make no attempt to be input sensitive or to
optimize amortization time. Note that AtuneIL is missing from this list, because
it is not itself an autotuner, but a language to interface between a program and a
tuner. Because we are comparing between different autotuners here, we grayed out
the properties that are specific to parallelization and compilation here. Automatic
parallelization will be covered in Section 4.2.

4.1.2 Machine and Performance Models
Although general autotuners and tuning algorithms are powerful and available,
applications often go a different direction to optimize their parameters. Due to
the generality, autotuners need to solve a black box optimization problem. Because
a white box approach promises more precise tuning, with shorter search times and
possibly better results, many applications employ machine or performance models
to optimize themselves. The advantage of white box tuning comes at the cost of
having to implement the model. The quality of the model further strongly affects
the resulting performance. In this section, we examine related work applying
white-box tuning in various forms.
One of the first approaches applying performance models to online tuning was
MATE [Mor+03; Mor+04]. It provides a dynamic distributed tuning environment
for PVM applications. MATE integrates the optimization of messaging parameters
(e.g., aggregation and TCP settings), memory allocation, PVM communication
options, as well as application parallelism settings such as the number of worker
threads. For all of these components, MATE supplies measuring instrumentation
(to detect performance problems), performance models (to detect the problem),
and tuning options (to correct the problem). Based on these means MATE then
adapts the distributed application dynamically.
With StarPU, Augonnet et al. offer a runtime system and API to unify heterogeneous tasking [Aug+09]. For a task implementation (e.g., matrix multiplication),
developers explicitly express the task’s data dependencies and access behavior.
The accessed slice of memory is labeled as read, write, or read-write. The runtime
system then takes care of task scheduling onto available platforms according to
data and explicit task dependencies and attempts to find an optimal schedule.
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It can thus be considered both an online and offline tuning system. Scheduling
is guided using predefined policies based on task priorities and per task performance models. Greedy policies implement a first-come-first-serve behavior, where
a pending task is assigned to the first ready platform. Similarly, a weighted random policy chooses a platform at random with user-supplied per-platform weights.
Lastly, performance model policies predict the runtime of a task per platform using
models provided by the developer or automatically generated by StarPU [ATN09].
Another runtime system managing tasks across heterogeneous systems was developed by Kicherer et al. [Kic+12]. On top of having platform specific implementations per task, they also support having multiple implementations per platform
that differ in features such as floating point precision or vector instruction set.
Implementations can also require or favor specific input-set characteristics. For
an application, users provide a library of implementations for the different platforms and attributes. At runtime, the management system will then pick the best
implementation whose attribute requirements are satisfied. To find the best implementation, Kicherer et al. employ an online learning scheme [KBK11]. Based
on user-defined features (e.g., “matrix size”), the classification scheme samples
inputs for several feature values. Missing performance values for features and implementations are obtained through linear interpolation, thus assuming a linear
relationship between the features and the observed runtime. Finally, the classifier
picks the best implementation for observed feature values and determines value
ranges for each implementation.
In 2013, Balaprakash et al. [BGW13] proposed surrogate modeling using active learning of dynamic trees to automatically derive performance models from
observations. The surrogate model predicts the program runtime for a given configuration. With active learning, their approach is able to refine the performance
model iteratively, determining the unevaluated parameter configuration to sample
next. Balaprakash et al. chose dynamic trees as their surrogate model, which combine classical regression trees with Bayesian inference. They apply this technique
to loop optimizations of numerical kernels, modeling their energy, and optimizing
an MPI topology. With only a few hundred samples, they show that their models
make the correct prediction over 90% of the time.
Much like the work by Kicherer et al., Nitro [Mur+14] is an autotuning system
for picking optimal code variants depending on inputs. Developers define multiple
variants of an algorithm and expose real-valued features that classify the input
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data. For example, for a sparse matrix vector product, such a feature is the
average number of non-zero elements per row. Given training inputs provided
by the application developer, Nitro builds an SVM model for the inputs’ feature
vectors and observed runtimes during an offline training phase. At runtime, it will
then classify a new input and thus predict the optimal implementation for this
particular input.
Bao et al. [Bao+16] take a different view on autotuning. Instead of optimizing
performance, they optimize energy efficiency. For a given benchmark, various
CPUs achieve maximal efficiency at different frequencies. Using the polyhedral
model, the approach derives various static properties from the representation, such
as the number of (parametric) loop iterations, the data access behavior, as well as
cache utilization and miss rate estimations. For a given target CPU, they compute
a profile for benchmarks selected to stress individual features. From this profile,
they then construct a decision tree to determine optimal frequency settings at
runtime.
In Table 4.2 we summarize the central aspects of the works presented in this
section, and compare them to our autotuner: libtuning is the only approach
combining online search and online learning. Balaprakash et al.’s surrogate mod-
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els stand out in the comparison because they are the only generic approach. All
others are tied to a specific application and thus solve only white-box tuning problems. Note further that while we labeled some approaches as “Offline”, the actual
adaptation of these applications happens at runtime, as it must because of the
input sensitivity. The model, however, is learned a-priori on sample benchmarks.
StarPU and Kicherer et al.’s approach are the only two here that are capable of
online learning. Both construct a linear regression model at runtime from observations, which is a sensible choice in their respective applications. In libtuning,
we support more general models and combine them with search to cope with the
problem of exploring in large search spaces. We marked the properties that are
irrelevant in this comparison because they are specific to parallelization and compilation.

4.2 Automatic Parallelization for Accelerators
With the advent of vector machines and array computers in the 70s, automatic
transformation of sequential codes into parallel programs for high performance
machines became a goal both in research and practice. In more recent years a new
class of parallel machines, namely massively parallel accelerators such as GPUs or
FPGAs, has reignited the hunt for automatic tools to exploit these platforms optimally. The increased complexity of these platforms, exacerbated by the fact that
today’s systems have access to multiple accelerators at the same time, has spawned
a large new body of research of parallelization tools that target individual accelerators and, most importantly, simultaneous execution on multiple accelerators.
The critical component of the parallelization process is identifying parallelizable
program parts. Currently, approaches can be characterized into one of four classes:
1. Automatically based on dependences: Computing data and control dependences between memory accesses, either conservatively or optimistically,
yields independent program paths. These paths may be executed in parallel.
2. Using the polyhedral model: Although parallelization using this model is
also based on computing data dependencies, it is unique in the way it models
control. As a comprehensive algebraic representation of the code it offers a
unified framework for dependence analysis and code transformations.
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3. With programmer help: Conservative dependence analysis is often too imprecise to produce meaningful parallelizable regions, whereas an optimistic
analysis comes with the hazard of introducing bugs. Instead, parallelization hints by the programmer in the form of explicitly parallel DSLs lift this
burden from the compiler.
4. Detection of parallel patterns: Where dependence-based parallelization is too
inaccurate and parallel DSLs are too costly in terms of programmer time,
pattern-based parallelization can provide a middle ground. Acknowledging the fact that programmers tend to build programs from specific building blocks, parallelizable building blocks can be detected and transformed
into well-known parallel design patterns, e.g., pipeline or master-worker constructs.
In the following, we will examine works from either of these categories with goals
related to this thesis. We limit the scope in this section to approaches that manage load balancing between platforms and platform-specific configurations either
statically or through simple heuristics. Dynamically adaptive approaches will be
discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2.1 Dependence-based Parallelization
Dependence testing is the fundamental operation in parallelizing loops. To decide parallelizability, memory accesses in a loop are checked for loop-carried data
dependences. That is, a memory location read or written in one loop iteration
must not also be read or written in another. The vast majority of approaches for
automatic parallelization rely on this test. In the following, we give an overview
over the parallelizers from that class published within the last 25 years. We focus
on both heterogeneous as well as classical CPU-only targets and limit the scope
to tools making tuning decisions statically based on simple heuristics.
In 1991, Irigoin et al. [IJT91] published the PIPS framework for parallelization using interprocedural dependence analysis. The framework targets data parallelism using static analysis. Although a handful compilers predate it, the main
goal of those was vectorization and fine-grained parallelism. PIPS addresses coarsegrained parallelism by transforming Fortran77 loops into vectorized or DOALL versions. Based on the findings in 1992 [BE92] on the lacking effectiveness of prevailing auto-vectorizers targeting SMPs, Blume et al. [Blu+96] designed Polaris
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for Fortran programs. Polaris, similarly to PIPS, targets data parallelism using
static analysis. Its key features were privatization of temporary variables and
appropriate handling of induction and reduction variables.
The SUIF compiler [Hal+96] was a long-running effort beginning in the mid90s at Stanford University to provide a compiler intermediate representation and
framework. Its authors Hall et al. are likely the first to recognize that with symmetric multiprocessors, cache-oblivious parallelization can actually harm overall
performance. SUIF thus explicitly optimizes data layout and accesses to bridge
this gap. To make parallelization applicable to programs beyond simple numerical kernels, SUIF performs flow- and context-sensitive interprocedural dependence
analysis statically [Hal+05].
Wang et al.
[Wan+08] present a fundamentally different approach to
dependence-based parallelization. Instead of finding independent iterations of a
loop, the authors detect independent sets of instructions within loop iterations. To
be precise, they compute backwards slices for instructions within time-intensive
regions of the program. The backwards slice for an instruction is the subset of
instructions from that region that have an effect on this instruction. Individual
slices are executed in parallel. Moreover, slices are built speculatively, meaning
that data dependences are computed dynamically from a profile, which might miss
existing dependences that occur only rarely.
Another approach based on dynamic dependences is by Hammacher et al.
[Ham+09], who determine parallelizability optimistically from Java programs
traces. Optimistic parallelization bears the risk of producing unsound transformations, leading to bugs. As a consequence, the authors do not automatically
transform the program, but instead present parallelization suggestions to the developer, relying on their expertise.
Implemented on top of PIPS, Guelton et al. [GAC12] use convex array regions
to compute the extent of the memory region accessed by a parallel or parallelizable
loop. This type of information is required to determine data transfers on parallel NUMA machines, most importantly for targeting GPUs for offloading computations. With Par4All [Ami+12], PIPS and convex array region analysis are
combined for code generation and offloading to CUDA or OpenCL GPU targets.
DiscoPoP [LJW13] is a tool which goes beyond parallelizing loops. It combines
dynamic dependence profiling with an alternative view on data flow. Decomposing the program into read-modify-write sequences of memory locations, the tool
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obtains a dependence graph of small computational units. If independent, such
units can be executed in parallel. Mapping units onto threads provides control
over the granularity of the parallelization, and allows parallelizing loops, (sub-)
tasks, or entire functions in a uniform fashion. This method can be applied both
to data and task parallelism.
In 2014, Sura et al. [SOB14] presented a hardware-software co-design to exploit a
form of instruction-level parallelism, automatically mapping sequential innermost
loops to multiple cores. They find sequences of instructions independent from
each other with respect to memory and control dependences. These are statically
dispatched to instruction queues attached to the parallel cores. Because that
requires hardware support, performance is evaluated in a simulator.
Streit et al. [Str+12; Str+13] developed a tool called Sambamba, treating task
parallelization as an optimization problem. The dependence graph of the source
program is mapped onto tasks by formulating the mapping as an integer linear
program, a technique the authors named generalized task parallelism [Str+15]. A
landmark feature of Sambamba is the ability to dispatch tasks adaptively based
on heuristics. The runtime system uses a small set of (static) heuristics to decide
whether a new task should be spawned, or whether to select the sequential version.
The heuristics limit the number and nesting depth of tasks based on the number
of cores and the current system load. The sequential version is selected if system
load exceeds 90%, if the number of tasks exceeds twice the number of cores, or if
the parallel nesting level exceeds the logarithm of the number of cores.
Table 4.3 summarizes the properties of the presented dependence-based parallelization techniques, and compares them to the properties of the APHES framework: Except Par4All, all compilers create parallel programs for the CPU platform. While Par4All does target the GPU, it only targets a single platform, and
thus does not address cooperative multiplatform execution. Another distinction
between the aphes compiler and those listed here is that we rely only on static
analysis and data parallelism detection. While dynamic program analysis produces
more precise results, it is valid only for the analyzed inputs. For us this is insufficient because being able to optimize performance online and for varying inputs
is of little relevance when the transformed program is only valid for a known set
of inputs. We further do not support task parallelism because GPUs generally
offer very little acceleration in that domain, especially since the number of different tasks is constant and often small. In the context of our classification criteria,
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instruction-level parallelism as it is exploited by Sura et al. can be understood as
either data- or task-parallel and thus ticks both columns in the table. We discussed
parallelization approaches in this section that do not use autotuning to make optimization decisions and have grayed out the properties in which a comparison
against APHES is thus impossible. The autotuning features of APHES are shown in
the table for completeness.

4.2.2 Parallelization of (Mostly) Affine Programs with the
Polyhedral Model
The polyhedral model, also referred to as the polytope model, is a framework for
loop representation and optimization that goes back as far as the mid-sixties. The
foundations were laid by Karp, Miller, and Winograd [KMW67], who investigated
scheduling of computations based on recurrence equations. Lamport [Lam74] was
the first to apply it to automatic parallelization in the seventies. In the decades
since then, dozens of systems have been developed which perform automatic parallelization with the help of the polyhedral model in some form. Because of this,
we will limit ourselves to the most recent advances, and especially those that target heterogeneous systems. The polyhedral model is a static analysis technique
and helps to maximize data parallelism. Consequently, all approaches we discuss
satisfy the according classification criteria. Probably the first to apply polyhedral
optimization to automatic offloading to GPUs are Baskaran et al. [BRS10]. Because their technique relies on a form of autotuning however, their work will be
discussed in Section 4.3.2.
In her doctoral thesis, Jimborean [Jim12] developed a framework for speculative parallelization with the polyhedral model. The VMAD (“Virtual Machine
for Advanced Dynamic analysis and transformation”) system generates multiple
OpenMP-parallelized versions of loops at compile time, and patches the running
application dynamically if an applicable parallel version is available. Parallel versions are selected with the help of instrumented versions that profile the code.
PPCG by Verdoolaege et al. [Ver+13] is a polyhedral source-to-source compiler which transforms C to CUDA code. It generates GPU code by applying
multilevel tiling to account for the levels of parallelism and memory hierarchy
of CUDA GPUs. To also parallelize iterative computational kernels that exhibit
an outer “time” loop, Grosser et al. extend PPCG with a split tiling mechanism
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[Gro+13] and a hexagonal tiling scheme [Gro+14]. PPCG uses variants of the
Pluto [Bon+08] algorithm and the CLooG [Bas04] code generator for scheduling
and code generation.
Whereas in PPCG the GPU mapping occurs fully automatically, the Loo.py
[Klö14] programming system gives the developer control over the polyhedral transformations applied to loops. Embedded in Python, it allows the developer to write
computational kernels in an array language, and to apply transformations and inspect the results.
The KernelGen tool [Mik+14] is similar in spirit to PPCG. The key difference
between the two is that KernelGen is based on LLVM, thus supporting a more
general range of input languages, and that KernelGen attempts to minimize data
transfers between host and device. Instead of eagerly transferring all data at every
GPU kernel launch, the runtime system provides a segmentation fault handler
which performs the transfers just-in-time.
Another work that emphasizes memory transfers and uses the polyhedral model
to optimize them is Molly [Kru14a]. Molly is an LLVM-based tool implemented on
top of Polly [GGL12], LLVM’s polyhedral loop optimizer. The unique goal of this
tool is to parallelize lattice QCD simulations on a distributed machine [Kru14b],
which requires generating efficient code for the explicit communication between
nodes.
Closely related to Molly is also the work by Damschen et al. [Dam+15]. Using a
just-in-time compiler that is executed as a server on an Intel Xeon Phi accelerator,
a client running an application can dispatch parallelizable loops to this server,
which then compiles and runs the code. The parallelization itself is implemented
again with the help of Polly, which is used to generate OpenMP code.
In 2016, Polly itself gained the ability to also generate code for CUDA GPUs
[GH16]. Under the name Polly-ACC it uses PPCG as a library to perform polyhedral GPU mapping, and then generates CUDA code as well as the necessary data
transfers. Tile sizes, GPU parameters, and memory mappings are decided using
PPCG’s built-in heuristics.
In Table 4.4 we summarize the properties of the polyhedral compilers we presented, and compare them to the APHES framework. Although many approaches
exist that offload computations to accelerators such as GPUs or Xeon PHIs, none
of them target multiple platforms, neither as alternatives nor for cooperative exe-
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cution. Again, we mark those properties which do not compare in this section and
show the autotuning features of APHES for completeness.

4.2.3 Explicitly Parallel DSLs
In this section we discuss prior art in the field of explicitly parallel programming
languages. Because this thesis deals with multiplatform parallelization, this section is scoped to languages that target multiple platforms simultaneously. Many
languages exist that target multiple platforms, but do so explicitly: The developer has to manually choose a target device and program accordingly. Popular
languages such as OpenMP and OpenCL belong into this category, where device
types and data movements need to be written out. Instead, we focus here on
approaches that make data movement and platform selection implicit.
The Merge framework [Lin+08] is a library approach to programming a heterogeneous system based on the mapreduce programming pattern. A mapreduce
program is built from a sequence of map and reduce operations, which are trivially parallelizable. The framework supports execution of the work on a GPU
and a CPU simultaneously, heuristically splitting the workload: The application
developer implements function variants for multiple platforms and annotate them
accordingly. The framework then distributes tasks (called “work units”) from a
work queue among available platforms for which an implementation for the task is
available. Whenever two platforms are available and viable, Merge chooses based
on preferences hand-encoded by the application developer.
Although not specifically a DSL itself, Ocelot [Dia+10] transforms an existing
DSL, namely CUDA, for execution on both GPUs and CPUs. Unlike in this thesis,
however, an Ocelot-transformed program executes only on one platform at a time,
and does not distribute the work. Ocelot is a binary translator, compiling PTX
code, an assembly format for CUDA programs, back to LLVM for offloading to
various platforms. Compilation happens just-in-time, which in principle enables
dynamically adapting to inputs and switching between platforms, although the
authors do not investigate this in depth.
Ocelot bears similarities to another system, named TwinPeaks [Gum+10]. Instead of targeting PTX, TwinPeaks is based on OpenCL, and compiles OpenCL
code targeted to GPUs or CPUs. Although OpenCL is a language built to be
target agnostic, optimized programs are often not. This tool hence takes great
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care of optimizing the GPU-targeted program for CPU memory and cache layouts
as well as vector units.
OpenMP is a well-known domain specific language that greatly simplifies writing
parallel codes by extending sequential code with simple and compact annotations.
In 2010, Ferrer et al. proposed the OMPSs programming model [Fer+10], that extends OpenMP with the ability to explicitly offload OpenMP-parallelized regions
to accelerators. Originally, OMPSs targeted OpenCL, but has since been incorporated in the OpenMP 4.5 standard and now supports NVidia GPUs as well as
accelerators [SKK17].
We summarize the explicitly parallel languages discussed here in Table 4.5.
While all presented languages and compilers generate code for multiple platforms,
only the Merge framework supports cooperative execution. The execution is, however, limited to task parallelism, which is orthogonal to what we investigate with
APHES. Merge furthermore determines the distribution of work heuristically based
on decisions made by the application developer, whereas we achieve this automatically. Marked in gray are the autotuning properties which are not considered in
this section.
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4.2.4 Pattern-based Detection of Parallelism
To avoid the inaccuracy of dependence-based parallelism detection and the programmer effort mandated by parallel DSLs, some approaches focus on detecting
recurring parallel patterns in sequential programs instead. These approaches are
discussed in this section. Although the Patty tool by Molitorisz et al. [MMT15]
uses a pattern-based parallelism detector, its discussion is postponed until Section 4.3.2 because of its autotuning facilities.
Rul et al. [RVD07] claim the first attempt to identify certain patterns in sequential programs at a function scope. While existing parallelizers aim to transform
loops in mostly numerical programs, Rul et al. operate at the function level. With
the help of data dependence profiling, they construct an interprocedural data flow
graph, in which they detect pipeline patterns for parallelization.
Another work that extracts pipeline parallelism was presented in 2010 by Tournavitis and Franke [TF10]. Starting from a sequential C program, they iteratively
decompose the data dependence graph top-down into pipeline stages. Further, they
also identify pipeline stages that allow replication. In principle, the decomposition
and replication enables optimizing pipeline throughput automatically, however the
authors do not discuss this possibility.
Bones [NC14] by Nugteren et al. is a static pattern-based tool for automatic parallelization for CUDA GPUs. It classifies algorithms in C code into “algorithmic
species” based on the memory access pattern, computed from either a polyhedral representation or array reference characterizations. The detected algorithmic
species are mapped onto a predefined catalogue of parallel skeletons.
With few exceptions, the applicability of automatic parallelization is limited
to (multidimensional) array computations, because only in this case it is possible
to derive accurate dependence information. In 2015, Aguston et al. [AAH15]
presented a technique to tackle parallelization for linked data structures. Finding
specific patterns in the source code that correspond to loops traversing linked data
structures, they embed this linked list into arrays and convert the loop to indexbased iteration, a process they call “skeletonization”. The result of this is presented
to the user as a recommendation, providing parallelization hints.
The Distributed Multiloop Language by Brown et al. [Bro+16] is in the narrowest sense of the term not a tool for automatic parallelization. Instead, it poses
as an intermediate language for implicitly or explicitly parallel programming languages. The intermediate language provides representations for data as well as
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nested parallelism, and supports multicore processors, GPUs, and even distributed,
heterogeneous systems with non-uniform memory accelerators.
We summarize this section in Table 4.6, and compare the presented approaches
to the APHES framework. Most of the pattern-based parallelizers target task parallelism, likely because tasks are easily represented as patterns. Of the discussed
works, only Bones and DML target heterogeneous platforms. DML also supports
multiple different platforms, albeit not cooperatively. Cooperative execution is
thus the biggest distinction between the APHES framework and the works we presented in this section.

4.3 Autotuning Languages and Compilers
In this section we review recent advances in combining the fields of autotuning,
compilers, and automatic parallelization.
In the domain of automatically producing portable application performance,
two flavors have emerged. On the one side, programming languages or DSLs were
developed in which the performance-relevant degrees of freedom are explicit. The
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language’s compiler or execution environment configures these parameters, either
at compile or execution time.
On the other side, the compiler community has invested time and effort in automating the tuning of program transformations for general purpose languages.
That includes traditional compiler optimizations, automatic parallelization, or
switching between versions or implementations. Traditionally, compilers make decisions based on heuristics, or cost or performance models. Models and heuristics
must make assumptions about inputs and hardware characteristics. For general
applications, the input domains are unknown, making accurate estimates of their
characteristics hard. Hardware secondly evolves over time, which requires constant
updates to the models and heuristics. Empirical search investigated in addition to
heuristics and models to relieve compiler designers of those two difficulties.
In the following, we first examine related work in the domain of compilers that
automatically parallelize or optimize programs either with the help of performance
models and machine learning, or using empirical search. Subsequently, we explore
the domain of explicitly tunable programming languages and DSLs.

4.3.1 Modeling and Machine Learning for Autotuning
Compilers
Applying execution models to mapping an implicitly data parallel language onto
a parallel machine was pioneered by Alan Sussman in 1992 [Sus92]. He builds a
compiler for the functional Sisal language. Based on predictions of the parallel
runtime obtained from an analytical model, his compiler maps Sisal programs
onto systolic array processors. The model is implemented by the compiler and
thus does not require the application developer to define the relevant features.
Because we focus on compilers in this section, the same holds for all approaches
we discuss here. Similarly, we classify all approaches in this section as offline tuning
techniques, because they build the model offline.
A related approach is taken by Cavazos et al. in 2006 [Cav+06]. Instead of
using a hand-crafted analytical model to predict execution time for sequences of
optimizations in the SUIF compiler, they train a feed-forward neural network on
a set of sample transformations. These probe transformations are applied to the
input program. Observing the resulting speedup provides a training sample for
the model. They show that only a small number of samples (64) is required to
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achieve an error rate better than 10%. In 2007 [Cav+07], they complement this
approach by learning a logistic regression model instead. In this case, they build
a model not on speedups but directly on dynamic application characteristics. The
features that define these characteristics are hardware performance counters. The
compiler observes the counters for an input program, and with the help of the
model predicts the optimal sequence of optimization transformations.
Wang et al. provide an approach that can be seen as an intersection between
the work of Sussman and Cavazos et al. [WO09]. They build a compiler for
OpenMP programs which optimizes the parallel mapping. In a (simple) OpenMP
program, there are two degrees of freedom: The number of threads active in a
parallel section and the policy of scheduling chunks of data onto threads. On
a set of program features, they train a neural network to predict the optimal
number of threads, and a support vector machine to determine the scheduling
policy. Relevant program features are static properties, such as instruction or
load/store counts, and dynamic features, such as loop iteration counts and cache
hit rates. Subsequently, Tournavitis et al. [Tou+09] extend this technique for
automatic parallelization. They detect parallelism dynamically, and map it onto
OpenMP. SVM training and prediction are applied to optimize the mapping.
The Milepost GCC [Fur+11] compiler complements the Open Source compiler
gcc with machine learning capabilities. From a large set of static program features,
such as the number of basic blocks, the CFG structure, or the number of calls,
they build a model on training programs and use it to select a set of optimization
options for the gcc compiler for an unknown program.
An interesting goal is pursued by Fried et al. [Fri+13]. Instead of hunting for
optimal compiler optimizations or parallel mappings, they use machine learning to
predict which parts of a sequential program should be parallelized. With DiscoPoP
they analyze the target program for dependences and extract features, for instance
dependence graph properties such as dependence counts between instructions. The
paper explores the machine learning algorithms SVM, decision trees, and AdaBoost
for prediction and reports a prediction accuracy of up to 92%.
Building upon the work by Cavazos et al. [Cav+06; Cav+07], Park et al. construct an optimizer for polyhedral compilation [Par+13]. The polyhedral model
provides a unified framework for applying loop transformations. Which transformations to apply and how to parameterize them is considered a tuning problem
by Park et al. They consider the transformations loop fusion and distribution,
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loop and register tiling, wavefronting, thread-level and SIMD-level parallelization,
and pre-vectorization. They implement the speedup prediction model by Cavazos
et al. with the help of six machine learning algorithms, among them linear regression, neural networks, and SVM. The selected transformations achieve substantial
speedups on a variety of benchmarks.
Table 4.7 recapitulates the core aspects of the approaches in this section, comparing them to the APHES framework. Neither of the presented compilers targets heterogeneous platform. Although all compilers except Sussman’s learn their model
either offline or online based on automatically extracted features, none of these
approaches consider program inputs at runtime. Both of these missing aspects set
the APHES framework apart from the compilers in this section.

4.3.2 Search-based Tuning Compilers
Using machine models and machine learning methods to determine optimization
sequences or parallelization strategies has a long history. The greatest downside of
this approach is that the quality of its prediction is tightly coupled to the quality
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of the model. A model that does not accurately reflect the hardware or application
characteristics may not provide the compiler with the optimal decisions. Moreover,
the model is inherently tied to applications and hardware properties it was designed
for. These properties are, however, by no means static. Especially hardware
features change at an astonishing pace, and models must adapt at the same rate.
Consequently, there is an interest in the research community to explore decision
making processes based on empirical search as an alternative.
The first compilation framework that explored this path was PHiPAC [Bil+97]
by Bilmes et al. Initially designed as a catalogue of coding guidelines for BLAS
C programs, the authors provide a tunable code generator for GEMM kernels
based on these guidelines. The generator encodes preferences such as prefer local
variables over array reads, or increase locality. To configure tuning parameters
such as tile sizes, they use a simple random search, recompiling and benchmarking
the kernel for every configuration.
Almagor et al. [Alm+04] pursue a similar goal as the Milepost framework. For
their own adaptive compiler they attempt to find alternative optimizer sequences
instead of the predefined O2 or O3 levels provided by most established compilers.
Using a full exploration of the space of compilation sequences they show that
most local minima an empirical search might produce are within an acceptable
range from the global optimum. To find a local minimum, they employ genetic
algorithms, hill climbing, or greedy search.
In 2008, Chen et al. [CCH08] developed the CHiLL framework. CHiLL is a polyhedral loop transformation framework whose key idea is to control transformation
sequences via high-level transformation recipes. Sequences of operations such as
permutation, tiling, unrolling, or splitting are defined by a developer. Free parameters in these rules such as unroll factors and tile sizes are determined through a
systematic full exploration. In 2009, Tiwari et al. [Tiw+09] extend this to use
a more sophisticated search, Parallel Rank Ordering, which bears similarities to
the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm and which can be executed in parallel. Tiwari
and Hollingsworth later develop this further into an online tuning scenario [TH11].
Exploiting ActiveHarmony’s online tuning capabilities, they produce an adaptive
compiler, which generates new code on the fly. By extending CHiLL with GPUspecific loop transformations, Rudy et al. develop CUDA-CHiLL [Rud+10] in 2010.
Using CHiLL’s polyhedral loop transformation engine and transformations such
as tiling, permutation, and data transfers, CUDA-CHiLL generates CUDA code
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from sequential inputs. While the transformation sequences are still handwritten,
Rudy et al. use autotuning in their evaluation to optimize tile sizes.
The ROSE compilation system by Liao et al. [Lia+09] can be seen as a frontend compiler for CHiLL and ActiveHarmony, although it supports alternative
optimizers and search engines as well. The primary goal of ROSE is to simplify
whole-program tuning. To reduce the complexity of analysing a program entirely,
the compiler first extracts candidate kernels into standalone functions. Candidate
kernels need to be identified by an application developer.
The Cetus automatic parallelizer [Joh+04] is a source-to-source compiler which
translates parallelizable loops in C programs into parallel OpenMP loops. In 2010,
Dave and Eigenmann [DE10] combine it with an offline tuner. Using Combined
Elimination by Pan and Eigenmann [PE06], the tuner provides optimization directives to Cetus. In each iteration, Cetus generates a program version, which is
again evaluated by the tuner.
Baskaran et al. use the polyhedral model to automatically translate C programs
to CUDA [BRS10]. On top of the polyhedral parallelization and optimization algorithm Pluto, their compiler uses autotuning to pick optimal transformations.
To select tile sizes that optimize the data movements required for GPU offloading,
they formalize the cost of data movement as a constraint non-linear optimization problem and solve it with sequential quadratic programming [Bas+08b]. For
tuning the remaining parallelization and transformation process, they employ empirical search. To reduce the complexity of the search space, they drastically prune
it using analytical models, representing among others memory loads and stores,
data transfer costs, and shared memory accesses [Bas+08a].
INSIEME, an autotuning compiler for parallel languages, represents an hybrid
between offline and online tuning [Jor+12]. The compiler component of this approach lowers parallel C or C++ programs into INSPIRE, an intermediate representation able to model the parallel behavior of OpenMP, MPI, or OpenCL. With
help from the autotuner, it optimizes the program according to multiple objectives
concurrently, such as runtime and energy efficiency. In an offline tuning phase, the
tuner determines Pareto optimal configurations using differential evolution. The
resulting different versions of the code are compiled into a single binary program.
At execution time, the runtime component then dynamically dispatches between
versions according to a policy defined by the application developer.
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The Patty tool by Molitorisz et al. [MMT15] can be seen as an interactive automatic parallelization tool. Integrated into a C# editor, it detects parallelizable
segments dynamically. Detected segments that match data-parallel loops, master/worker patterns, or pipeline patterns are presented to the application developer,
and, if confirmed, automatically parallelized. Patty does not tune the transformation directly, but generates parallel code annotated with the TADL language,
which is an annotation DSL to define tunable parallel architecture. We describe
TADL further in Section 4.3.3. The TADL program can be optimized by an offline
or online tuner.
Banerjee and Ranka present a specialized tuner generating matrix multiplications for a spectral element solver [BR15]. Unlike most compilers discussed in this
section, their transformations of the code are based on domain knowledge. Using
a genetic algorithm, they optimize the loop structure with the help of CHiLL.
We compare the APHES framework to the parallelizing compilers using searchbased tuning presented in this section in Table 4.8. There is no support for multiplatform or cooperative execution in any approach except ours, and only CHiLL
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and Baskaran et al.’s polyhedral compiler generate GPU code. Unlike APHES, none
of the listed compilers produces input-sensitive optimizations.

4.3.3 Languages
While automatic parallelization is a key area in compiler design and research, the
result is in practice often inadequate. The primary cause is that compilers need
to reason about code statically and thus often must make worst-case assumptions.
Transforming code optimistically on the other hand can introduce errors and is
thus mostly avoided. This bar can be lowered with the help of specialized general purpose or domain specific languages. Making a developer explicitly express
the assumptions a compiler has to make enables automatic transformation with
little developer overhead. Prominent examples of this approach are OpenMP or
CUDA. In this thesis, however, we are not primarily concerned with automatic
parallelization, but with combining automatic transformation with runtime autotuning. In the following, we thus examine related works from the domain of
tunable languages.
Voss and Eigenmann’s ADAPT system [VE00; VE01] is one of the first approaches to apply this technique. It can be seen as a meta compiler. Developers
describe loop optimizations in the ADAPT language. The ADAPT system applies
transformations dynamically according to heuristics defined by the developer using
dynamic compilation. It explores the optimization space by exhaustively sampling
the runtime of the variants that are applicable according to the developer defined
heuristics.
The features of the Qilin programming system by Luk et al. [LHK09] are closely
related to the goals of this thesis. Using a C++ API language, developers implement explicitly parallel kernels, also including descriptions of the data layout.
This language is JIT-compiled into machine code for CPUs and GPUs. As in the
present thesis, the kernel workload is distributed between CPU and GPU dynamically, however using a fundamentally different tuning technique. To estimate the
optimal distribution, Qilin samples several subdivisions of the work. First, the
input is split into two components, one for each platform. Each partition is further subdivided, and then sampled on its respective platform. Qilin assumes that
the runtime on each platform is linear in the partition size. It fits linear models
to the observed samples, which model the runtime as a function of portion of the
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input assigned to a platform. Qilin can then estimate the optimal distribution by
minimizing the sum of the models.
Otto et al. [OPT09] presented XJava, an explicitly parallel programming language embedded into Java. Using new language constructs, developers express
parallel patterns such as pipelines or master-worker in a concise and compact way.
In 2010, Otto et al. extended their compiler and runtime system to automatically
tune parameters they infer from the XJava program [Ott+10]. Parameters are
for instance the thread count, thread load balancing, or pipeline stage replication
factors. The runtime system applies white box tuning to these parameters. Otto
et al. provide heuristics for optimal choices of configurations, for example minimizing the number of idle threads by greedily replicating stateless pipeline stages or
by creating nested parallel tasks until worker threads are saturated. This tuning
approach is similar to the one adopted in Sambamba.
As part of his doctoral thesis [Ans14], Ansel et al., who published OpenTuner in
2014, proposed PetaBricks in 2009 [Ans+09]. The PetaBricks language is implicitly
parallel and features algorithmic choice. With this feature, the authors tackle the
problem of choosing the right implementation of an algorithm for varying inputs.
For example, the optimal choice of a sorting algorithm depends strongly on the
size of the input. To select an algorithm, PetaBricks learns thresholds that define
which algorithm to choose. For this, the PetaBricks autotuner originally used an
evolutionary algorithm [Ans+11], which was later supplemented by OpenTuner.
As an additional tuning mechanism, Ding et al. [Din+15] train PetaBricks to
adapt to inputs with a two-level learning approach. First, inputs are clustered
into a fixed number of input classes, for which it then determines the optimal
algorithmic choice using autotuning. The second level refines the clustering by
training a set of classifiers on the clusters of the first stage.
Concurrently to XJava, Schaefer et al. [SPT10] developed the Tunable Architecture Description Language in 2010. Like XJava, TADL is a language mechanism to develop architectures from parallel patterns such as pipelines or producerconsumer. An architecture description embeds the API of a C# program into a
high-level parallel pattern. For example, the description defines the order of stages
in a pipeline, each of which is implemented by a C# method. Algorithmic choice is
also supported, modeled as a nominal n-ary decision between alternatives. The description compiler deduces tuning parameters from the architectural composition.
As in XJava, example parameters are the number of threads, producer-consumer
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buffer sizes, or pipeline stage replication behaviour. TADL shares two co-authors
with XJava.
The PATUS code generation and auto-tuning framework by Christen et al.
[CSB11] targets stencil computations on CPU and GPU platforms. It offers a
language to define iterative stencil codes in an array notation. On top of that, the
language can be used to define strategies for parallelization or access optimizations,
such as blocking. In a strategy, parameters may be marked as auto for autotuning. This specification is then mapped onto parallel hardware using OpenMP and
CUDA. The autotuner iterates the mapping process, using Powell search, NelderMead, or evolutionary algorithms to search for parameter configurations.
Inspired by Ocelot the work by Lee et al. [LRG12] compiles PTX for CPU and
GPU and distributes the workload. The workload is executed cooperatively, which
is why they name their tool Cooperative Heterogeneous Computing (CHC). Most
relevant to this thesis, the authors devise a scheme to determine the workload
distribution automatically. The distribution scheme is largely similar to Qilin,
although CHC does not sample several partitions of the input for every platform.
Instead, it measures the extreme points, i.e., the smallest and largest partition.
Like Qilin, it then estimates a linear interpolation between the extremes. The
work is partitioned according to the intersection of the linear predictions for both
platforms.
The Halide language by Ragan-Kelley et al. [Rag+13] pursues a similar goal
as PATUS, and is another stencil DSL. Unlike PATUS, however, it is primarily
targeted at image processing. Using a functional language, developers can compose
large and complex image processing pipelines. In a second step, developers then
build schedules from building blocks such as tiling, fusion, or sliding window. This
choice is either manual or with the help of an autotuner. Scheduling additionally
includes parallelization or vectorization, and also generates GPU kernels. Using
genetic algorithms, the autotuner attempts to optimize the schedule, iterating
compilation of the stencil pipeline.
With libHawaii [RDP14], Ranft et al. present a library-based approach to cooperative heterogeneous execution. Like Qilin, libHawaii offers building blocks to
implement parallel programs. However, it is targeted at stream processing applications and enables developers to implement nested processing pipelines out of
task-parallel and data-parallel building blocks. Both task-parallel and data-parallel
implementations can execute on any platform in the heterogeneous system. For
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data-parallel execution, the work can be partitioned across platforms and be executed cooperatively. The libraries runtime system optimizes the execution of the
pipeline for both energy and runtime efficiency. For that, it exploits the streaming
nature: For the data-parallel execution, the relationship between work partition
and runtime is assumed linear as do Qilin and CHC. To optimize runtime, the
partitioning ratio is updated using a Kalman filter [WB95] after every processed
work item. The key difference to Qilin and CHC is that the optimal ratio is refined progressively without sampling a fixed set of partitionings first. Because the
ratio is perpetually adapted, libHawaii is also able to adjust to changing inputs
automatically by effectively re-tuning its parameters.
PolyMage [MVB15] is another DSL for image processing. Like in Halide, image operators are defined in a functional language. Using a polyhedral compiler,
PolyMage optimizes especially the tiling of the stencil loops. Being model-driven,
its scheduling algorithms have few parameters, which the compiler explores exhaustively. Using this technique Mullapudi et al. report significant speedups over
hand-tuned and autotuned Halide schedules.
Although it is not itself a DSL, the LIFT project [SRD17; Hag+18] considers
itself an intermediate representation for DSL compilers. LIFT is itself a functional
data-parallel language for which its compiler generates accelerator code with the
aid of ATF and OpenTuner. Primitives of the language are operations such as map,
reduce, join, or split. Optimizing a LIFT program means applying rewriterules to the functional representation. Low-level operations in LIFT that relate to
OpenCL features lend themselves to tuning by exposing parameters such as device
thread count, tile sizes, or work per thread. These parameters are optimized using
ATF and its OpenTuner search.
The most recent contribution to tunable DSLs was made by Facebook AI Research in the form of Tensor Comprehensions [Vas+18]. The TC language is designed for expressing the complex computations and computational graphs involved in building deep neural networks in a compact and simple way inspired by
the Einstein notation. In this sense, it is comparable to Halide and PATUS. The
key difference is that TC aims to generate GPU code, which in the former two
examples is only possible with complicated, hand-built schedules. Using the polyhedral model, the compiler optimizes loop fusion, multi-level parallelism, and the
use of GPU memory hierarchies. A genetic algorithm-based autotuner drives the
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Table 4.9: Comparison of the autotuning languages
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JIT compiler to optimize the degrees of freedom in e.g., the parallelism mapping
and memory promotion.
Table 4.9 summarizes the languages and compilers presented in this section
and compares them to APHES. Of all publications we reviewed in this chapter,
Qilin, CHC, and libHawaii offer functionality and features most closely related
to our own work. However, because they assume a linear relationship between
platform distribution and performance, they are unable to optimize any additional
parameters besides the distribution.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter we revisited prior art in the fields of autotuning and automatic
parallelization, and investigated approaches combining the two techniques. The
works we discussed all fulfil only a subset of the requirements of cooperative heterogeneous parallelization. With few exceptions, existing parallelizing compilers
do not approach cooperative execution, because they are lacking the means to
optimize the work distribution and parallelization simultaneously. Both the standalone autotuners and those integrated with the compilers are unfit to solve that
particular optimization problem, because they either cannot effectively explore the
search space or fail to correlate findings with current inputs. Effectively exploring
the search space requires empirical search. To relate configurations and inputs,
the empirical search must happen online, and the results of the search must additionally feed a model or lookup table. Although some of the tuning techniques we
saw tick both boxes, they altogether are white box techniques, which ultimately
disqualifies for an application in a multiplatform parallelizing compiler.
The works most closely related to this thesis are Qilin, CHC and libHawaii,
which execute parallel kernels on CPU and GPU cooperatively, splitting the workload dynamically. Their approaches, however, are not automatic: Developers are
required to program in a DSL. Moreover, they assume a linear relationship between workload size and performance and use this assumption to derive the optimal
partitioning analytically. While this assumption is sensible in their use case, we
cannot assume linearity when optimizing additional tunable parameters.
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The libtuning library implements the hybrid online autotuning approach as a
black-box tuner. Hybrid tuning combines online search and model-based prediction
to provide the following three main features:
Context sensitivity: The runtime of the tuning kernel not only depends on configurations of tuning parameters, but also on the dynamic tuning context.
In libtuning, a tabular memory records configurations and tuning context
states. When a previously seen state recurs, the previous configuration for
that state is used. In addition to the tabular memory, a prediction model can
be constructed to predict good configurations for unknown context states.
Effective exploration: To explore the search space and bootstrap the table and
prediction model, the tuner uses online search. The set of implemented
default search algorithms can be extended by application developers.
Efficient exploration: While state of the art online search finds a (locally) optimal configuration relatively fast, there is room for improvement. The
libtuning search algorithm called hierarchical search accelerates the search
time substantially by automatically exploiting structure in the search space
and by avoiding known bad configurations.
In this chapter, we present the hybrid tuning approach and libtuning in detail.
We first described the hybrid tuning approach in our publication [Her+19], where it
was applied to tuning parallel ray tracing1 . The hybrid tuning approach presented
in this chapter extends the approach described in the publication by introducing
1

Hybrid tuning was contributed to the publication by the author of this thesis.
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the underlying formalism, and integrating it with hierarchical search and into our
libtuning autotuner. We investigated early designs of the hybrid approach in
two Master’s theses [Wen16; Kop18], which demonstrated the general feasibility
of the approach. Hierarchical search was presented in our publication [PGT19], in
which we apply it to polyhedral cooperative parallelization2 . The introduction to
hierarchical search we give here is based on that article and extends it by describing
the full formalism of the approach.
In the following, we first introduce hybrid tuning in Section 5.1. Subsequently,
Section 5.2 describes the libtuning architecture and its main building blocks. In
Section 5.3 we present hierarchical search. Section 5.4 discusses the prediction
models used in hybrid tuning. We finally summarize the details presented in this
chapter in Section 5.5.

5.1 Hybrid Tuning: Combining Search and
Prediction
Two directions exist in current state of the art autotuning designs: Optimization is
generally either machine-learning or model-based, or search-based. The two alternatives offer different benefits and drawbacks. When parameter configurations are
produced by a machine-learning or model-based predictor, an immediate reaction
to a change in the dynamic context is possible: The predictor is queried for the
updated context state and returns a single parameter configuration. With searchbased tuning on the other hand, every change in the context entails overhead: To
find a new configuration, the search is restarted, sampling new configurations until
a new (local) optimum is found. The drawback of using prediction, however, is
that the quality of the configuration depends on the accuracy of the predictor.
If the predictor was hand-crafted, its accuracy is determined by how precisely
its designer modeled the application and the dynamic context. If the predictor
is learned, then its accuracy depends on how well the learned model generalizes
from training data and how well the data reflected reality. While machine-learning
eliminates the need for a meticulous human model designer, it generally requires
large amounts of training samples to be accurate. With offline training, the qual2

Both hierarchical search and polyhedral cooperative parallelization were contributions of the
author of this thesis to the publication.
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Hybrid Tuning
Search

configure

explore
Memory

?

Application

feedback
Prediction

exploit
configure
report new context state

Figure 5.1: The hybrid online tuning workflow (figure based on [Her+19]). Feedback
from the application is recorded in the tuning memory and is used to update
the prediction and search states. When the application reports a change in
the dynamic context, hybrid tuning selects between search and prediction
to provide the next configuration.

ity of the learned predictor is governed by how well the provided training data
represents the data that will be observed in production. Online training on the
other hand can learn from data actually occurring in production, but there is a
bootstrapping problem: If the initial model is imprecise, initial predictions are
sub-optimal and performance is decreased. With search-based tuning, there is no
bootstrapping problem and the quality of the found configuration is independent
from any a-priori sample data.
With hybrid tuning, we present a compromise between the two directions. Hybrid tuning combines prediction and search, using online search to explore the
search space and to continuously provide training data to update the prediction
model. Because training happens online, prediction is insensitive to any a-priori
sample bias. The hybrid tuning workflow is shown in Figure 5.1: Whenever a
change in the dynamic context is detected, hybrid tuning can choose between exploration of the search space using search or exploitation of the trained prediction
model. Any performance feedback provided by the application in either mode is
used to refine the prediction model. A configuration table additionally stores the
best known configuration for observed context states.
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To implement hybrid tuning, we model the changing context and the reaction
to changes as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The model represents context
changes as process state transitions and uses MDP decision making to choose
between exploration and exploitation. In the following section, we briefly introduce
our process model. Subsequently we discuss how we implement detection of context
changes and our approach to balancing exploration and exploitation.

5.1.1 Context Sensitivity in Online Autotuning
To represent the context sensitivity problem in libtuning we construct an infinitehorizon MDP. As introduced in Chapter 2, an MDP is the quadruple (Σ, A, Φ, ρ).
In this model Σ is the state space, and A is the space of possible actions. The
state space represents the dynamic context in which the tuner operates. In MDP
literature the tuner would be called the “agent”. A change in the context thus
constitutes a change in the state space, causing the agent to pick an action. We
define the action space A = T as the set of possible configurations.
The agent picks a configuration according to a policy, usually called π(s), s ∈ Σ,
which determines actions for every state. The action model Φ : Σ × A × Σ → [0, 1]
describes the probability Φ(s, a, s0 ) = p(s0 |s, a) when in state s to transition to
the state s0 when performing action a. We cannot define a “on-size-fits-all” action
model, since it is unknown whether a chosen action has any actual influence on
state transitions. Consider again the library parallelization example discussed
previously: Actions affect the runtime of the called library functions, but we cannot
reasonably assume that they have any effect on the context states reported to the
library by its client. The action model thus has to be learned by observing state
transitions.
Finally, the reward function ρ : Σ × A × Σ → [0, 1] determines the reward r =
ρ(s, a, s0 ) for transitioning from state s to s0 under action a. We set r = −m, i.e.,
the immediate reward achieved after every action selection is just the performance
measurement. The negative sign serves to turn the minimization goal of autotuning
into a maximization objective for the agent.

5.1.2 Approximating and Observing the Context
Before the autotuner can adapt dynamically to a context change, it first has to
detect it. To achieve this, we first have to model and quantify the context. Thus,
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we need to determine the momentary state of both the application and the system. For this, we introduce context indicators Ic (t) ∈ R as “probes” serving to
monitor various static and dynamic properties of the context at every time point
t. Together, the set of the application context indicators IcAA (t) and the set of the
system context indicators IcSS (t) produce a model K̃ = (I0A , . . . , IaA , I0S , . . . , IsS ) of
the real dynamic context K at a given point in time. In the remainder of this
section we will only ever refer to the approximated context, and will thus use the
terms interchangeably.
Indicators in hybrid tuning may represent both discrete and continuous quantities. While this is necessary to support general applications, it strongly affects the
MDP model. Since the context forms the state space of the process model, incorporating continuous indicators turns it into a continuous Markov decision process.
Such processes have significantly different solutions and convergence guarantees.
The discrete versus continuous indicator distinction also affects change detection.
In a discrete context, detecting change just means watching the indicators for value
changes. The same is possible for continuous indicators of course, but we define two
additional schemes. Continuous quantities often exhibit high frequencies. Consider
a system load indicator for instance once more: Measuring it essentially produces
a different value every time, since the system the application is running on is never
really at rest. Here, smoothing the response function with some low-pass filter can
help, e.g., by averaging multiple indicator samples over time. While the changes
of the indicator values may be high-frequency, they are often low-amplitude at
the same time: When the system is busy, for example, the system load usually
stays in the 100% range. Additionally it is easy to assume that small changes
in the indicator values only effect negligible changes in performance, and thus
in the optimality of the current configuration. For example, if the system load
changes from 98% to 99%, the effect is likely not measurable. Both smoothing
and down-sampling can help with this effect. Alternatively, it is possible to detect
state changes purely by observing the effect of the indicators: Monitoring the
measuring function, we can detect state changes when there are drastic changes in
the function’s value.

5.1.3 Adapting to Context Changes
Having a device to quantify the context and detect changes, the next step is to
react to this change. Within the framework of our model reacting to changes is
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implemented by the policy π. We borrow from the field of reinforcement learning
to develop our policy, which is loosely based on -Greedy, a frequently used policy
in the field: With a probability of , we explore the search space using hierarchical
search when encountering a state change. With a probability of 1 − , we exploit
a predictor which is trained during exploration from the sampled configurations.
Because the application-tuner interaction is iterative, both options are not “atomic”
in the sense that they are a singular reaction to a state change. Instead, the hybrid
tuner can be either in exploration mode or exploitation mode. While in the former,
it will produce configurations as directed by hierarchical search. Hierarchical search
is introduced in Section 5.3. While in the latter, it uses the predictor. We discuss
prediction in more detail in Section 5.4. In particular, being in exploitation mode
implies that there is only a single configuration update, namely when entering
that mode. In exploration mode on the other hand, multiple configurations are
sampled. Consequently, another state change might occur while the search is still
ongoing. In that case, the current search state is saved and the search will be
continued when the previous state recurs.

5.2 The libtuning Architecture
In this section we discuss the main components of the libtuning autotuner. Figure 5.2 shows its most important logical units and their interaction, both with
each other and with the application. The primary application-facing component is
the HybridTuner which encapsulates the other building blocks and manages their
interactions. In terms of the sequence of operations, the first inner units the application will interact with are the ParameterSpace (labeled PS in the figure) and the
IndicatorSpace (labeled IS). The first manages the application’s tunable parameters, the second the application and system indicators. The Hybrid Tuning unit
implements the hybrid tuning approach and interoperates with the application
only through the ParameterSpace and IndicatorSpace layers. This component
can be extended through application developer-provided Search and Model implementations. The former supplement hierarchical search with fundamental search
algorithms it can use. The latter provide prediction models to hybrid tuning’s
prediction component.
In the following sections we introduce the components in more detail. In Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2 we discuss the ParameterSpace and IndicatorSpace
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HybridTuner
addParameter(...)

Hybrid Tuning
Application

feedback(F)
(for Ci)
next()

PS

Ci+1

addIndicator(...)

IS

getNext()
Ci+1

?
search

model

Figure 5.2: The ParameterSpace (PS) serves as an adapter between the application
and the search algorithm. Feedback from the application is passed through
the adapter to hybrid tuning, which computes the next configuration for
the ParameterSpace to cache. Cached configurations are passed to the
application upon the next call to next(). The IndicatorSpace (IS) is a
registry for application-defined indicators.

components respectively. Subsequently we describe the Search implementations
already included in libtuningand used by default by hierarchical search. Hierarchical search itself will be introduced in detail in Section 5.3. We defer the
discussion of the builtin Model implementations until Section 5.4, where we introduce the model-based prediction component of hybrid tuning.

5.2.1 Tuning Parameters
Application developers employ autotuning to optimize parameters according to
some criterion. The nature of these parameters is entirely specific to the particular application. Black-box autotuners are oblivious to the parameters’ semantics.
More importantly, the parameters have different domains in practice. For example,
some parameters may be integer, other parameters may be floating point or might
not even be numbers at all. Some parameter might assume legal values from an
interval of [0, 10], others from an interval of [0.0, 1.0]. Having to handle different domains is particularly cumbersome for Search and Model implementations. Hence,
libtuning isolates the implementations from these application-specific parame-
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Figure 5.3: Mirroring Example: For an integer parameter from the range of [1, 6], the
measurement function as observed by search algorithms becomes a periodic
step function.

ter properties. The isolation is provided by the ParameterSpace translation layer,
which is an adapter between the application and its parameters on the one side and
the search and prediction algorithms on the other. The translation allows search
and prediction algorithms to operate on an n-dimensional real-valued unbounded
space called the search domain, where n is the number of parameters. When the
application reports feedback for a parameter configuration to the adaptation layer,
hybrid tuning’s state is updated and it is queried for the next configuration sample. This sample is a real-valued vector in the search domain. The configuration is
cached within the translation layer. Once the application requests the next parameter update from the HybridTuner component, the cached configuration sample is
translated into the application domain and then passed to the application. This
mechanism has two positive effects. Firstly, it allows the development of search
algorithms independent of the application which uses them. Secondly, it prevents
several numerical problems in the search algorithms. For example, we observed
that search algorithms get stuck in non-optimal configurations when trying to optimize in integer spaces. The searches never converge but flip-flop between a small
set of configurations due to rounding. Through the ParameterSpace component,
we move the responsibility for, e.g., rounding and boundary treatment away from
the search implementation and into the application domain.
When registering parameters with libtuning, applications may define the
individual domain and boundary mapping behavior as required. Additionally,
libtuning provides a number of sensible default adapters for the parameter types
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used most often. These are integer and float parameters, either unconstrained
or from an interval, and bag-of-labels nominal parameters. The latter are parameters which may take any value from a set of unordered labels. Through the
default adapter, these are embedded as interval-constrained integer parameters,
effectively numbering the unordered labels. Integer parameters are by default
converted from the real-valued search domain by rounding. To restrict legal configurations to intervals, the adapter virtually mirrors the measurement function at
interval boundaries. Configuration values returned by the search are then mapped
into the interval with respect to the mirroring. Figure 5.3 shows an example of the
procedure for a parameter that accepts integer values from the range [1, 6]. The
figure displays the search space for the single parameter as it appears to the search
algorithms. Even though the parameter can only accept values between one and
six, the search is free to sample any value. For instance, sampling a configuration value of C = 1.3 would through rounding set the application parameter to a
value of one. Sampling a value of C = 10.7 would first apply mirroring and then
rounding, setting the application parameter to a value of three. Negative values
are treated accordingly, but are for simplicity not shown in the example.
This mirroring strategy has a number of interesting properties. Most importantly, it retains all local and global optima: No newly introduced point can
exceed the global optimum and all previously local optima remain local. Any
local extreme on the boundary of the interval is still local, but its neighborhood
is now symmetric. We cannot expect the mirroring strategy to be valid for every
possible search algorithm. For instance, it is possible to misinform searches that
make assumption based on distance of points in the search space. To the search,
points may appear to be far apart, even though their measurements were obtained
from points mapped to close proximity in the application domain. In this case we
expect the application developers to supply a suitable adaptation mechanism with
their parameter definition.

5.2.2 Indicators
Compared to tuning parameters, managing application and system indicators is
much less complex. The IndicatorSpace component is little more than a registry containing the set of indicators. Besides registration, the component also
implements change detection. What constitutes a change can be overridden by
an application defining its own indicators. By default, a change happens when-
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struct Search {
// ( Re ) start the search and get the first configuration
virtual Configuration & start () = 0;

4

// Update the measurent and get the next configuration
virtual Configuration & getNext ( double Measure ) = 0;
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// Reject the current configuration . Returns a new
// configuration or null if no better one was found .
virtual Configuration * reject () ;

8
9
10
11

};
Figure 5.4: The Search implementation interface.

ever the numerical value of an indicator changes. Because applications are forced
to express their indicators as numerical values, that is sufficient to realize hybrid
tuning. No domain translations as in the ParameterSpace are necessary.
In libtuning, application and system indicators need to be provided by the
application developer. When used within the APHES framework, the frameworks
compiler assumes the role of the application developer and defines the indicators automatically. Developer-provided indicators may be as simple as arbitrary
application-side variables. Using program or function inputs as indicators is thus
trivial, but arbitrarily complex indicators are possible. For example, an indicator
monitoring system load could be defined, which would require querying operating
system statistics every time its indicator state is queried. Additionally, depending
on the nature of an indicator, observing its values may require down-sampling.
For this purpose, the application developer can add a target resolution. This is
likely useful for instance for an indicator monitoring system load. Wether the load
is 99% or 100% likely has no discernibly different effect on tuning kernel performance, but the difference between 10% and 100% is probably noticeable. It is
up to the application developer to define a meaningful sampling resolution, since
libtuning cannot assume any semantics of a particular indicator.
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5.2.3 Fundamental Search Algorithms
Because of the isolation and abstraction provided by the ParameterSpace adapter,
implementations of search algorithms are required to supply only a minimal interface. Figure 5.4 shows the base class. In particular, the search algorithm is not concerned with actually sampling. Instead, it returns to the calling ParameterSpace
layer a sequence of configurations. It is the callers responsibility to obtain the
measurements and pass them back to the search. In the following, we use the
phrase “sampling” to mean a single round-trip of returning a configuration to the
caller and receiving a measurement in the next iteration. The mandatory operations a search algorithm implementation must provide are start and getNext,
which (re-)start the search and obtain the next configuration, respectively. When
obtaining the next configuration, callers also provide the measurement for the last
configuration as an argument. The search implementation is expected to update
its internal state upon a call to getNext and to return the next configuration it
wants to sample. Additionally, an implementation may support rejecting individual configurations without measuring them. Callers use this mechanism to filter
out illegal configurations or to ignore configurations they do not wish to sample.
That can be the case if they use performance models and predict that a configuration will be sub-optimal.
When tuning an application, developers can provide their own implementation of
a search algorithm or pick a default from libtuning’s small catalog of implementations. The library distinguishes between algorithms for nominal and non-nominal
parameters. Unless the application developer requests otherwise, the novel hierarchical search algorithm for search in mixed spaces is used, In this section,
we describe the two default fundamental search techniques used by hierarchical
search. The hierarchical search technique itself will be discussed in Section 5.3.
The tuning library includes as fundamental search algorithms an implementation
of the Nelder-Mead downhill simplex algorithm, an -Greedy algorithm, and random and full exploration. While the latter two are self-explanatory, the variants
of Nelder-Mead and -Greedy will be discussed in the following.

5.2.3.1 The Nelder-Mead Algorithm
In libtuning, the fundamental search strategy for non-nominal parameters is an
implementation of the Nelder-Mead Algorithm [NM65] a heuristical derivative-free
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me / r;
X [J] := arg minr0 ,e (mr0 , me )

mr0 < mX [0] / e

mr0 < mX [J−1] / r;
X [J] := r0
_ / X [0];
X := LHS()
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mc < mX [J] / r;
X [J] := c
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Figure 5.5: The Mealy automaton for the Nelder-Mead algorithm: State transitions are
triples M/C; U , where C is the next configuration and M is the optionally
constrained measurement feedback mC 0 for the previous configuration C 0 ,
and U is an optional update to the Nelder-Mead simplex X .

numerical optimization technique. We introduced the algorithm in Section 2.1.2
and present our implementation here. We implement the algorithm as a small
Mealy automaton, a finite-state machine shown in Figure 5.5. The implementation maintains a simplex as an array of search space points X along with their
measurement values mx , x ∈ X . The points in X are sorted in ascending order
with respect to mx . The state machine changes its state in every tuning iteration.
A state transition is defined as a triple M/C; U , where C is the next configuration and M is the measurement feedback mC 0 for the previous configuration C 0 ,
optionally including a constraint on the measurement value. Lastly, U defines an
optional update to the simplex X , which is applied before the next configuration
is returned. The state machine is defined by five states with the starting state S.
The transitions implement the Nelder-Mead update rules.
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From the starting state, the automaton transitions into the initialization state
I by initializing the J + 1-dimensional simplex from a Latin Hypercube sample.
The first simplex point is returned as next configuration to the application. Latin
Hypercubes [Par94; MBC79] are a technique to obtain space-spanning configurations and are often applied to seed search algorithms [Cha12]. To obtain a simplex
based on this technique, every dimension of a bounded J-dimensional space is split
into J + 1 equally sized intervals. Then, we draw samples randomly such that no
two samples fall into the same interval in any given dimension. Once the application returns the measurement feedback for the last simplex point, the automaton
performs the reflect operation by transitioning into the reflection state R and
returning the reflected point r. The transition into the reflection state’s successor
depends on the measurement feedback m0r for the last reflected point r0 . If m0r is
less than mX [0] , the measurement value of the best simplex point, the automaton
performs an expand operation, returning the expanded point e and transitioning
into the expansion state E. If m0r lies between the best and worst simplex point,
substitute the worst simplex point X [J] for the previous reflected point r0 and
perform another reflection, producing the next reflected point r. Otherwise, if m0r
s greater than or equal to the measurement value of the worst point, perform a
contract operation and return the contracted point c. The expansion state E
transitions back into the reflection state R after receiving the feedback me for the
expanded point e. The transition substitutes the worst simplex point for the better
one among e and r0 and executes another reflect operation producing the next
r. Similarly, the automaton performs a reflect operation in the contraction state
C if the feedback mc for the contracted point c is better than the value of X [J].
In that case, X [J] is substituted for c. Otherwise, if mc is greater than or equal
to mX [J] , a reduce operation is performed. This operation forms a new simplex
by moving every point towards X [0]. Subsequently, every simplex point except
X [0] needs to be sampled, so starting with X [1] the automaton enters the initialization state I. The reflected, contracted, and expanded points r, c, and e are
computed as described in Section 2.1.2 using default parameter values suggested
in the original Nelder-Mead article: α = 1, β = 0.5, γ = 2. Our implementation of
the Nelder-Mead algorithm does not support rejecting individual configurations.
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Table 5.1: Tuning parameters for a simplified heterogeneous mapping example

Parameter

Range

Semantics

P
T CP U
T GP U
SM
U SM

{CP U, GP U }
[1, 48]
{32t, t ∈ [1, 32]}
{true, false}
{true, false}

Binary platform choice
The number of CPU threads
The number of GPU threads
The flag to enable shared memory
The flag to unroll shared memory copy loops

5.2.3.2 The -Greedy Algorithm
For nominal parameters, libtuning implements an -Greedy algorithm, which
achieved the best performance in an exploratory case study [Pfa+17]. The algorithm keeps track of the best known configuration. At every step, it either samples
a random configuration with probability  or uses the best known configuration
with probability 1 − . Compared to the 2017 article, our implementation adds
another hyper-parameter, controlling the decay of  over time. We call this parameter γ ∈ (0, 1). The probability to pick a random configuration at step i then
becomes i =  · (1 − γ )i . Thus, γ offers direct control over the convergence rate.
Setting this hyper-parameter to zero returns to the original -Greedy behavior.
When the application rejects a configuration, the algorithm returns a new random sample.

5.3 Hierarchical Search
In real-world programs, parameters are not only frequently integer, but also often nominal. Applying a search algorithm to optimize a mixture of the two
classes is highly problematic, because it limits the choices for apt search algorithms. Although libtuning does not proactively prevent application developers
from picking an unsuitable search algorithm for the parameter mix, it is strongly
discouraged. Search algorithms drawing conclusions based on, e.g., neighborhood
of configurations will derive information that is purely coincidental. Consider as
an illustration tuning the algorithmic choice of a matrix multiplication algorithm.
When the nominal tuning parameter A = {ijk, ikj, strassen} is embedded into
integer space by simply enumerating the algorithms, the hill climbing algorithm
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Platform P
Shared memory SM
Unroll Shared Memory Copies U SM

CPU threads T CP U
GPU threads T GP U

Figure 5.6: Decompose the global search space of the simplified heterogeneous mapping
according to the parameter classes.

can be applied. If the hill climber now observes m(ijk) = 2 and m(ikj) = 1 it will
conclude that space looks promising in the direction if ikj. Independent of whether
strassen is actually better than ikj this conclusion is already a coincidence. The
order of the algorithms is irrelevant. As we found in our exploratory case study
[Pfa+17], the vast majority of the empirical search algorithms used today are faced
with this problem: They operate on a notion of direction or distance. A prominent exception are genetic algorithms, which, when using appropriate crossover
and mutation operators, works well on combinatorial optimization problems.
In libtuning, we approach search in such mixture spaces in a structured way
that is automatic and transparent to the application developer. As a motivating example, consider a simplified version of the heterogeneous parallelization approach:
We generate parametric parallel code for the CPU and the GPU and add a tuning parameter to select the platform. In this example, we tune five application
parameters in total: P , the binary platform choice, T CP U , the number of CPU
threads, T GP U the number of GPU threads, SM , the flag to enable shared memory, and U SM the flag to unroll the memory copy loops moving data into shared
memory. Table 5.1 summarizes these parameters together with their ranges. Traditional, state-of-the-art tuning solutions embed these parameters into a single
five-dimensional space containing 2 · 48 · 32 · 2 · 2 = 12, 228 valid points. The first
improvement we make is to separate this single space into two smaller spaces by
distinguishing between nominal and non-nominal parameters. Figure 5.6 shows
the effect graphically: The space on the left now contains only nominal parameters, the one on the right only non-nominal parameters. Note that this separation
does not actually reduce dimensionality. There are 2·2·2 = 8 points in the nominal
space and 32 · 48 = 1, 536 points in the non-nominal space. Finding configurations
in the individual spaces independently is however not legal, since the parameters
are not independent: Assume for example that on the GPU the kernel runtime is
defined by mGP U = 0.5 · T GP U if shared memory is disabled (CSM == false), and
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1
GP U
is optimal obviously depends on
mGP U = T GP
U otherwise. Which value of T
the selected value of SM . Ignoring the selected value of the nominal parameter
SM when selecting a value of the non-nominal parameter T GP U is hence not a
viable path. Instead, configurations must be sampled from the cross product of
both spaces, which means that the cardinality of the separated space remains unchanged. Nevertheless, with this first decomposition, we are now able to explore
the spaces with different search algorithms that are appropriate for the respective
parameter class, e.g., the -Greedy algorithm on the one hand and the NelderMead algorithm on the other. To retain the dependence between parameters we
configure parameters hierarchically: We first determine a configuration for the
nominal parameters using the -Greedy algorithm and then a configuration for the
non-nominal parameters using the Nelder-Mead algorithm. Because we cannot
select configurations independently, we maintain one instance of the Nelder-Mead
search per nominal configuration. In this example, the memory consumption of
our Nelder-Mead implementation is thus increased by a factor of eight. A NelderMead instance consumes O(n2 ) space where n is the dimension of the search space.
The actual increase in memory footprint is however only about 30%, or by a factor
2
to be precise: While the space consumption of Nelder-Mead is increased
of 8·2
52
eight-fold, the number of parameters goes down from five to two. Although a 30%
space increase appears to be small, the penalty can actually have a drastic impact,
since it is exponential in the dimensions of the nominal search space. On the other
hand, having paid this price we have achieved much simpler search spaces for the
individual search algorithms and have enabled targeting the individual parameter
classes with appropriate algorithms. Additionally, the instantiation of search instances occurs lazily. We thus incur the worst case memory consumption overhead
only if we sample every nominal configuration, which in practice happens only for
small nominal spaces.

Decomposing the search space into nominal and non-nominal subspaces opens
the door for another optimization. In practice, nominal parameters often refer to
algorithmic choices and as a consequence lead to different control flow paths in the
application. In the example, the parameter P controls whether the CPU or the
GPU implementation of the parallel code is to be executed. So transitively, this
parameter also controls the relevance of the parameters T CP U and T GP U : When
running the CPU version of the code, e.g., configuring the GPU thread count has
no effect. Using the application developer’s context knowledge of the application
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parameters’ semantics, we can leverage such constraints. In the example above we
can identify two more constraints: The number of GPU threads is tied to the selection of the GPU and unrolling the loop moving data into shared memory is only
relevant when shared memory is enabled. Honoring these constraints produces the
search space decomposition pictured in Figure 5.7. Unlike the first-level decomposition, this second step does reduce the cardinality of the space. We see that for
this example we have achieved the highest degree of dimensionality reduction possible, having only one-dimensional search spaces. That also reduces the size of the
sample space, because the constraints exclude irrelevant configurations. The total
number of sampleable points is now 48 + 32 + 2 · 32 = 148: There are 48 configurations where CP == CP U , 32 configurations where CP == GP U, CSM == false,
and 2 · 32 configurations where CP == GP U, CSM == true. Although this example demonstrates that the constraints reduce the number of sampleable points
significantly, we in general also incur a loss of information. When separating nominal and non-nominal parameter spaces, we were able to retain hidden dependences
between nominal and non-nominal configurations by replicating the non-nominal
search state. Since nominal configurations are selected first and non-nominal configurations second, replication is practical. For the second-level decomposition,
this approach is infeasible because when two nominal spaces are interdependent,
there is no meaningful way to order them after our decomposition. Early experimentation showed however that the constraint-based decomposition is not noticeably sensitive to the impact of missed hidden dependences, unlike the class-based
decomposition.

In summary, even for this small example we managed to reduce the size of the
search space by two orders of magnitude, while at the same time allowing the tuner
to explore parts of the search space using different, appropriate search mechanisms.
The size reduction is due to a decomposition of the search space by characterizing
parameters into their respective classes and based on relevance constraints. In
the following, we formalize the algorithm that implements the decomposition and
search in the decomposed space. The general idea is to compute a decomposition
into the minimal number of subspaces such that the relevance and class constraints
are preserved. The first level of the decomposition is straight forward: We partition
the search space T = T N ∪ T R into the naturally disjoint subspaces T N of the
nominal parameters and T R of the non-nominal parameters.
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Platform P

CP == CP U

CP == GP U

CPU threads T CP U

CP == GP U

Shared memory SM

GPU threads T GP U

CSM == true
Unroll Shared Memory Copies U SM
Figure 5.7: Decompose the global search space of the simplified heterogeneous mapping
according to the parameter classes and according to application developer
supplied constraints (based on Pfaffe et al.[PGT19]).

Relevance Constraints. The second level of the decomposition is computed
based on the relevance constraints defined by the application developer. We write
v
τi →
− τj where τi ∈ T N ,τj ∈ T and v ∈ τi to say that the relevance of the
tuning parameter τj depends on the configuration value Cτi = v of the nominal
tuning parameter τi . When a parameter is relevant, the search must provide a
configuration value for it. Otherwise the parameter should not be configured. Note
that only nominal parameters may appear on the left hand side of the constraint.
Naturally, neither circular nor contradicting constraints are allowed.
Local Search Spaces. We call subspaces of both T N and T R local search spaces
when all elements of a subspace are subject to the same relevance constraints. To
be precise, a subspace L ⊆ T is a local search space if and only if either L ⊆ T N
v
v0
or L ⊆ T R and ∀(τi →
− τj ), (τi −
→ τj0 ), τi ∈ T N , τj , τj0 ∈ L : v = v 0 .
Search Space Graph. Together, the local search spaces and the relevance
constraints form a directed acyclic graph, which we call the search space graph
S = (LS , ES ). The nodes LS of the graph are the local search spaces induced by
the relevance constraints, which form the edges ES of the graph:
v

ES = {(Li , Lj ) | ∃τi →
− τj , τi ∈ Li , τj ∈ Lj , v ∈ τi }.
The roots of the graph are formed by precisely the local search spaces containing
all of the unconstrained parameters.
Before we proceed with the introduction of the hierarchical search procedure, let
us first discuss another more complete example of the search space graph decomposition. Consider the parameter set T = {A, B, C, D, X, Y, Z, W }, for which A
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A, D

CD == z

Z

CA == b CA == c
B

C

W

CB == X CC == y CC == y
X

Y

Figure 5.8: Example:
Search space graph for the parameter set T
=
{A, B, C, D, X, Y, Z, W }, where {A, B, C, D} are nominal and {W, X, Y, Z}
are non-nominal. The parameters are subject to the relevance constraints
y
y
b
c
x
z
A→
− B, A →
− C, B −
→ X, C −
→Y, C −
→ X, and D →
− Z.

through D are nominal, X through Z are non-nominal. The first-level decomposition is then T N = {A, B, C, D}, T R = {W, X, Y, Z}. Further, let the dependence
y
y
b
c
x
z
constraints be A →
− B, A →
− C, B →
− X, C →
− Y, C →
− X, and D →
− Z. A valid
search space graph is shown in Figure 5.8. There are two subspaces without incoming constraint edges: The one containing the nominal parameters A and D and the
one containing the non-nominal parameter W . The two spaces are disjoint because
they contain parameters of different classes. Although X and Y both depend on
the same configuration value for C, they are in distinct local spaces because X has
another dependency, on B, which Y does not share. To find a configuration in the
search space graph decomposition, hierarchical search traverses the graph along
edges whose constraints are fulfilled. The process is described in the following.
Local, partial, and maximal partial configurations. Configuring the tuning parameters on the basis of the graph means determining local configurations
for all nodes whose constraints are fulfilled. A local configuration for a local search
space l is a configuration C l for the parameters in that local search space. We call
a set of local configurations for distinct local spaces a partial configuration C S for
the search space graph S when it contains no contradicting local configurations.
0
Local configurations C l , C l contradict if there are two paths including l and to l0
containing contradicting constraints. A partial configuration is called a maximal
partial configuration if there is no possible local configuration that can be added
to the partial configuration without contradicting a local configuration in the set.
As an illustration of contradicting configurations consider the local spaces containing B and C in the example above. The two spaces cannot be part of a partial
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A, D

CD == z

Z

CA == b CA == c
B

C

CB == x CC == y CC == y
X

Y

W

Nelder-Mead search space
for the partial configuration
CA = c, CC = y, CD = z
Active nodes

Figure 5.9: Example: Hierarchical search in the search space graph for the parameters
{A, B, C, D, X, Y, Z, W }. The active nodes are highlighted in red. The blueshaded area marks the non-nominal spaces which are searched together by
a single instance of Nelder-Mead for the partial configuration CA = c, CC =
y, CD = z.

configuration, because that would required A to be configured with the values b
and c simultaneously.
Active nodes. Given a partial configuration C S , we say a node l ∈ LS is
v
active for C S , if for all edges τi →
− τj on all paths p from lR to l, Cτi = v. In
particular, any nodes without incoming edges are always active. There can be two
such nodes of the graph, one containing all unconstrained nominal parameters and
one containing all unconstrained non-nominal parameters. Producing a maximal
partial configuration means producing local configurations for all active nodes
recursively.
Hierarchical search produces maximal partial configurations by successively producing local configurations in active nodes until no additional nodes become active. After obtaining a local configuration for the current node, the search recurses
into active neighbors of the current node in a deterministic order. Accumulating
the local results into the partial configuration until no active neighbors remain
produces a maximal partial configuration. For nominal spaces, hierarchical search
exploits that finding nominal parameter configurations is a combinatorial optimization problem. We exploit that fact to enable using an individual search instance
on a single active nominal node in isolation. Because parameters are interdependent, the search instance must consider the current partial configuration. For
that reason, hierarchical search maintains concurrent search state for all partial
configurations it produces. For non-nominal spaces on the other hand, this kind
of isolation of the active spaces is not practical. Instead, all active non-nominal
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spaces are joined into a single space which is than explored using a Nelder-Mead
instance. To account for the dependencies between nominal and non-nominal configurations, that instance is again maintained per partial nominal configuration.
Because the non-nominal spaces are the leaves of the search space graph, they are
activated last and as a single unit.
Consider Figure 5.8 for a step-by-step example of the activation process. Initially, all search state is empty. For the {A, D} node, let the -Greedy search
select the configuration {b, z}, which according to the constraints activates the
nodes {B} and {Z}. Nominal nodes are processed first, hence let the -Greedy instance for the current partial configuration {b, z} pick the configuration {x0 } for
the node {B}. That yields the partial configuration {b, z, x0 }, which we use to
finally activate the Nelder-Mead instance for the node {Z} to produce a maximal
partial configuration. Let the application return a measurement value of 0.7 for
this configuration, then the search state after this first tuning iteration is:
Space

Instance

{A, D} Ø
{B}
{b, z}
{Z}
{b, z, x0 }

Local Config. mC
{b, z}
{x0 }
{. . .}

0.7
0.7
0.7

In the next tuning iteration, let the search instance for the {A, D} node return
the configuration {c, z 0 }. This partial configuration activates only the node {C}.
Assume this node’s search instance for this configuration returns {y 0 } and the
application measures a value of 0.9 for the resulting maximal partial configuration.
Highlighting the updated values, the search state after the second tuning iteration
becomes:
Space

Instance

Local Config. mC

{A, D}

Ø

{B}
{Z}
{C}

{b, z}
{b, z, x0 }
{c, z 0 }

{b, z}
{c, z 0 }
{x0 }
{. . .}
{y 0 }

0.7
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.9

For the third tuning iteration, assume the {A, D} instance returns {c, z}, activating
{C}. Let the -Greedy instance for {c, z} return {y}. Then, Figure 5.9 shows the
current activation state for this partial configuration. By applying two steps of
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the -Greedy algorithm, hierarchical search has produced the partial configuration
CA = c, CC = y, CD = z and has thus activated the local spaces {A, D}, {C},
{W }, {Y }, and {Z}, all highlighted in the figure. Although {W } was active
concurrently to {A, D} because it has no constraints, it is a non-nominal subspace
and is thus only activated once the partial configuration is maximal with respect
to the nominal parameters. For the given partial configuration the non-nominal
spaces {W }, {Y }, and {Z}, highlighted in blue, are activated together for a single
Nelder-Mead instance. Assuming the application reports a measurement of 0.6
for the resulting maximal partial configuration, the search state after the third
iteration becomes:
Space

Instance

{A, D}

Ø

Local Config. mC

{b, z}
{c, z 0 }
{c, z}
{B}
{b, z}
{x0 }
{Z}
{b, z, x0 } {. . .}
{C}
{c, z 0 }
{y 0 }
{c, z}
{y}
{Y, Z, W } {c, z, y} {. . .}

0.7
0.9
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.6
0.6

Note that at this point, there are two concurrent search instances for the {C}.
Decomposing the search space in this manner does not only help to reduce the
size of the space effectively, it also allows rejecting configurations more efficiently.
Applications reject configurations when they determine heuristically that a configuration would produce poor performance. Often, however, a combination of only
a small number of parameters contributes to this fact. Consider the heterogeneous
offloading example (Figure 5.7, page 98): If the parallelized code is trivial or executes only for a small number of iterations, the application may rightfully judge
that offloading this computation to the GPU is highly likely to actually decrease
performance because of the overhead. The only parameter relevant to this is P , the
one controlling the platform selection. Neither of the remaining ones contributes
to the offloading decision. With the search space graph, we allow applications to
also reject partial configurations. For example, the application is able to reject
as soon as a partial configuration setting CP = GP U is constructed. As a consequence, we enable making rejection decisions early in the configuration process.
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Rejecting configurations early further reduces the number of nodes that are ever
activated.

5.4 Model-based Prediction
We explore two types of models for the prediction component of hybrid tuning in
this thesis. The first one is a tabular nearest-neighbor approach. The second one is
using generalized reinforcement learning, using function approximation to model
the relationship between indicators, configurations, and runtime. The tabular
predictor is simple: Every observed state is recorded in a table, alongside the best
known configuration for that state. When the tuner enters a new indicator state,
the table is queried for the geometrically closest known state. Although nearest
neighbor searches can be implemented efficiently, there are two major drawbacks
to this approach. The motivation for nearest-neighbor prediction is of course
that the same configuration is likely good for similar states. When a new state
is however a large distance from all states in the table, the query result can be
arbitrarily bad. This problem can be mitigated by not using the query result if
the distance is too large, but that requires defining a distance threshold. The
second drawback is the table size: Storing information for every possible state is
infeasible, especially when states are not discrete. Of course the table could only
be populated through exploration or its size could be limited. But that would
either disable the possibility to learn during exploitation or it would add another
hyper-parameter to limit the size. In libtuning, we offer size limitation as well
as control over the indicator resolution to the application developer.
A way around the drawbacks of tabular prediction is provided by generalized reinforcement learning. Whereas classical RL techniques are table-based themselves,
generalized approaches approximate the tables through functions, as we have discussed in Section 2.1.3. By approximating the relationship between indicators,
configurations, and runtime as a function, RL eliminates the need to either store
every state or the need to choose which states to store. To predict a good configuration for a state, the function is used to find the configuration that maximizes
an estimate of the reward for the state-configuration pair. Unfortunately, function
maximization is expensive, which could bar hybrid tuning from being applicable
to online tuning scenarios. Instead, we therefore keep a record of the best configurations found during exploration and consider only those as candidates for the
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prediction. Although this is still potentially large if hybrid tuning explores often
enough, it is generally much smaller than a complete state table.
In libtuning, we implement a version of the Greedy-GQ variant of Q-Learning
as our function approximation predictor. The Greedy-GQ algorithm was introduced in Section 2.1.3. We approximate the table as a function Qθ (s, a) =
θ · ϕ(s, a), where the ϕ are features of the indicators defined by the application
developer. As a default, libtuning uses normalized radial basis functions [KA97]
2
c (x−µc ) )
where x = (s, a) is the concatenaas features: It defines ϕc (x) = Pexp(−ω
exp(−ω
(−µ
)2 )
i
i
i
tion of the indicator state vector s and the configuration (or action) a. Compared
to regular radial basis functions, which are just RBFc (x) = exp(−ωc (x − µc )2 ),
the normalized variant promises smoother space boundaries as well as smoothed
out “gaps” between the basis functions [KA97]. The center µc and width ωc are
configurable parameters. The standard update equations of the Greedy-GQ algorithm are controlled by three hyper-parameters, α, β, and γ. Both α and β are
learning rates. The third parameter, γ determines the influence of expected future
rewards on the update. For our application, however, we assume that influence
to always be zero: Accounting for future rewards allows propagating information
about future states into the update. However, we assume that there is no correlation between the action we choose now and any subsequent state change. That
assumption is of course only valid for applications in which the context state does
not depend on tuning parameters. Setting γ to zero eliminates β, and simplifies
the update equation to
θt+1 = θt + α(Rt+1 − θt · ϕ(st , at ))ϕ(st , at ).

5.5 Summary
In this chapter we introduced the design of the general purpose black-box online
autotuner libtuning. At its core the tuner is a hybrid combining memorization,
model-based prediction, and online search to quickly find configurations for known
or unknown application and system states. Relevant aspects of the application and
system state are, for example, the program or tuning kernel inputs and system load,
respectively.
Using tabular memorization and model-based prediction, the autotuner remembers previously seen application and system states and the configuration it found
optimal for those states. To provide a configuration for unknown states, the tuner
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uses online empirical search. The search algorithms in libtuning find (locally) optimal configurations, exploiting the structure of the search space and avoiding bad
configurations to accelerate the search. By decomposing the global search space
into a network of dependent subspaces based on parameter properties, our novel
hierarchical search substantially reduces the size of the search space. Recommendations by the application rejecting configurations as “bad” further can reduce the
number of sampled configurations which exhibit exceptionally bad performance.
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Automatic Heterogeneous
Parallelization
In this chapter we describe the compiler component of the APHES framework in
detail. The aphes compiler parallelizes loops in the input program for multiple
platforms and instruments the result to interoperate with the libtuning autotuner
through a runtime library. To analyze and transform the program we implement
two techniques. First, the aphes compiler attempts to analyze the program using
the polyhedral model. When this fails due to the constraints the polyhedral model
imposes on representable programs, we fall back to classical dependence testing
and more ad hoc transformations.
In the following, we first introduce the polyhedral model-based parallelization,
and then the ad hoc method. The introduction is based on our publication
[PGT19], that first presented our polyhedral parallelization approach1 . Lastly,
we discuss how the compiler and libtuning can interact to also incorporate analytical information that the compiler can derive into tuning decisions.

6.1 Polyhedral Parallelization and Partitioning
Generating code for cooperative heterogeneous execution from the polyhedral
model is a three stage process. The process starts with computing a schedule
for the SCoP that maximizes data parallelism. The next step is partitioning the
outermost parallelizable loops for the platforms in question, which here are the
CPU and a GPU, and then mapping the partitions onto the platform. Finally,
1

The polyhedral parallelization approach was contributed to the publication by the author of
this thesis.
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the optimized and mapped schedule is translated into actual parallel code for the
platforms. We describe our approach to partitioning and mapping as well as code
generation, and finally the interoperation with the autotuner in the following sections.

6.1.1 Mapping and Partitioning the Schedule Tree
Our strategy for heterogeneous parallelization with the polyhedral model is based
on Polly-ACC, and thus makes heavy use of the PPCG GPU mapper [Ver+13].
With its help, we first compute a schedule tree optimized for data parallelism
from the SCoP. We describe the optimization algorithm in more detail in Section 2.2.3. Before mapping the optimized schedule to the GPU using the PPCG
code generator we transform it in two steps, introducing tunable partitioning first
and inserting tunable platform mapping second.
Fundamentally, partitioning a loop requires duplicating it and then modifying
the boundaries of the copies: One loop copy handles the lower part of the iterations, the other one the higher part. To make that tunable, a tuning parameter
determines the iteration that separates the lower and higher part. Mapping a
partition to platforms is essentially the same operation: produce one instance of
the partition for every platform and add a tuning parameter to select the instance
dynamically. Note that these two steps only parallelize the outermost loop. Repeating the process recursively handles all data parallel loops. In the following, we
describe in more detail how we realize this process within the polyhedral framework.
We transform the schedule tree top down recursively, searching for the outermost
data parallel loops in the loop nest. To insert the partitioning, we begin by finding
the outermost band which has leading parallel dimensions. The set of the leading
parallel dimensions corresponds to the set of outermost data parallel loops. Every
loop in this set is split into two parts: One for the high indices and one for the low
indices. Although the number two appears to suggest itself because two platforms
are targeted, the approach supports any number of partitions.
We split the outermost parallel dimension of the band by introducing a set
node between the band and its parent with two filter children which implement the
constraints for the partitions. A newly introduced parameter R0 defines the split of
the outermost parallel dimension of the band. R0 is subject to the same constraints
as the iterator of that dimension. In the partition filters, this parameter becomes
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domain
D = {S1(i, j) | 0 ≤ i, j < N,
S2(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i, j, k < N }

band
{S1(i, j) → (i, j)
S2(i, j, k) → (i, j)}
sequence

filter
{S1(i, j)}

filter
{S2(i, j, k)}

band
{S2(i, j, k) → (k)
Figure 6.1: Original schedule tree of the matrix multiplication example in Figure 2.7.
The figure is identical to Figure 2.8 and is repeated here for the reader’s
convenience.
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domain
···
set
domain
···

filter
. . . R0 . . .

..
.

set

set
filter
1 ≤ i < R0
1 ≤ R0 < N

filter
R0 ≤ i < N
1 ≤ R0 < N

band
···

band
···

sequence
..
.

filter
P0High

=1

filter
P0High = 0

mark
GPU

mark
CPU

band
···

band
···

sequence

sequence

sequence

..
.

..
.

..
.

(a) Partitioning the outermost band node: (b) Selecting the platform for the high inFirst, introduce a new tunable paramdex partition: Between the band and
eter R0 . Then insert a set node with
the second partition’s filter, introduce
two filters before the band that is to be
another set node layer with two filters,
partitioned. The new nodes are colored
one for each platform. The new nodes
in orange. The filters select the indices
are colored in blue. The filters select
i either less than, or greater or equal
iterations based on the value of a new
than this parameter, respectively. The
tunable parameter, P0High . The cororiginal band node is duplicated.
responding transformation introducing
P0Low for the low index partition subtree is omitted here for clarity.

Figure 6.2: Example: Partitioning and platform mapping for the schedule tree in Figure 6.1. The nodes of the original tree are shown in lighter color.
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the new upper and lower bound of that iterator to select high and low indices,
respectively. The original band node is duplicated and attached to the filters.
This process repeats recursively for the remaining leading parallel dimensions of
the band. In summary, when partitioning d dimensions, we insert 2d − 1 set nodes
in total, producing 2d copies of the original band.
To implement platform selection, we follow exactly the same path. For every
band node we created, we insert a new sequence node as its immediate parent,
between the band node and the set filter that we created during partitioning. We
introduce new parameters PiLow and PiHigh for the platform selection for the i-th
loop, Pir ∈ {0, 1}, for both the high and low index partitions. The two filters
of the new sequence node implement the constraints Pir = 0 to select the CPU
and Pir = 1 to select the GPU. Again duplicating the band node, we finally
parallelize it for the GPU by applying the PPCG mapping algorithm to the band
where Pir = 1. For its sibling, however, we insert a mark node, which we use
during code generation as the starting point for generating OpenMP code for
CPU parallelization.
Figure 6.2 illustrates this process for the schedule tree of the example in Figure 2.8, which we repeat here in Figure 6.1 for the reader’s convenience. Partitioning the first dimension in the outermost band node of the tree produces the tree
shown in Figure 6.2a. It shows the two newly inserted filters, using the partitioning
parameter R0 as a parametric lower and upper bound of the iterator respectively.
Figure 6.2b then shows the platform mapping for one of the two partitions. Introducing a new parameter P0 , the inserted filters thus produce a GPU and a CPU
path. The PPCG mapping algorithm is then invoked for the GPU path.

6.1.2 Code Generation
After all schedule transformations have been applied, we then convert the schedule
tree back into LLVM IR. This procedure builds on top of the preexisting PollyACC [GH16] code generator. Most of the implementation of generating code for
partitioning and mapping is thus already done.
We extend the Polly-ACC code generator in two major aspects, because it was
designed to deal with GPU offloading only. To incorporate CPU parallelism, we
integrated the code generator with an existing, experimental Polly OpenMP backend. This backend emits code for the libgomp OpenMP runtime library. The
second extension is the instrumentation of the parallelized program to interop-
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erate with the libtuning autotuner. During mapping and code generation we
extract a number of tunable parameters from the parallel program. First and foremost those are the partition splits, Ri ∈ [0, 1), as well as the platform mappings2
Pir ∈ {CP U, GP U } for i ∈ [0, d) and r ∈ {High, Low}, where d is the number of
outer loops being parallelized. For example, when parallelizing two outer loops of
a parallel source region, this yields six tunable parameters: Two partition splits
plus platform mapping deciders for the four partitions. Consequently, multiple
partitions may be offloaded to the same platform at runtime. This is a potential
source of extra overhead, but it is unfortunately unavoidable, because the nonaffine constraints that would circumvent this are not expressible in the polyhedral
framework.
Besides these work distribution parameters, we are able to elicit additional parameters from the mapping and code generation processes. Code generation for
CP U
controlling the number of threads, which
the CPU exposes the parameters Ti,r
are freely configurable at runtime. Tuning the GPU mapping on the other hand is
unfortunately not as straightforward. Configuration options that affect mapping
must be embedded within the polyhedral framework. An example is the number of
threads per GPU block. Scheduling the threads is a tiling operation, i.e., the band
is tiled into chunks of the number of threads. The point loop of the tiling then
describes the kernel computations per thread, and the tile loop implements the
execution of the distinct thread blocks. Making the number of threads parametric
would turn this into a parametric tiling problem, which to date has no efficient
general solution. Since we are not willing to forfeit tuning the GPU platform parameters, we are forced to follow an alternate route. To make the thread count
tunable, we enumerate all configurations and generate the corresponding versions
of the target region code statically. We express this directly in the schedule tree
as a set node whose filter children represent the individual configurations. Thus,
we obtain a single large schedule tree. Using the same approach, we also add
parameters to determine the block height (Bi,r ), to enable or disable promotion of
local variables to shared memory (SMi,r ), and to unroll the loop moving data in
SM
T
and out of shared or local memory (Ui,r
, Ui,r
). The block height parameters Bi,r
directly control the shape of a block of GPU threads. They thus affect the locality
of accesses to global memory and the ability to coalesce accesses by the threads of
2

In the schedule trees, parameters need to be integers. We use the symbols GP U and CP U
here in place of the integer values to aid readability.
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Table 6.1: Tunable parameters exposed by polyhedral parallelization

T

Class

Range

Work distribution
Ri
Ratio
Ri ∈ [0, 1) ⊂ R, i ∈ [1, d] ⊂ Z
r
Pi
Nominal Pir ∈ {CPU, GPU}, r ∈ {High, Low}
GPU Platform Parameters
GP U
GP U
Ti,r
Ratio
Ti,r
= 32k, k ∈ [1, 8] ⊂ Z
k
Bi,r
Ratio
B = 2 , k ∈ [0, 5] ⊂ Z
SMi,r Nominal SMi,r ∈ {true, false}
SM
SM
Ui,r
Nominal Ui,r
∈ {true, false}
T
T
Nominal Ui,r ∈ {true, false}
Ui,r
CPU Platform Parameters
CP U
CP U
∈ [1, cores] ⊂ Z
Ratio
Ti,r
Ti,r

Semantics
Partitioning
Platform Mapping
GPU Block Size
GPU Block Height
Shared Memory
Unroll Shared Accesses
Unroll Tile Accesses
CPU Threads

a warp. The full list of parameters as well as their default ranges is summarized
in Table 6.1. The value ranges of the block size and height parameters are not
exhaustive. The chosen ranges are a trade-off between covering a sufficiently large
area of the possible space and the number of versions we need to generate.

6.2 Dependence Testing for Parallelization and
Partitioning
The polyhedral model fails to represent parallelizable loops in some cases. By
relaxing its constraints, however, it is sometimes still possible to analyze the loops
and detect data parallelism. Two examples for when that happens are function
calls and inner loops without static control. Function calls are not modeled by the
polyhedral model because the instructions within the function cannot be scheduled. Polyhedral compilers usually first inline functions and erase the function
call because of this. For us that would however require speculatively inlining all
function calls just to be able to detect parallelism, which would be incredibly expensive. Loops without static control on the other hand are not representable in a
polyhedral framework at all. However, when only parallelization is the goal, such
loops might be benign: If such loops contain no memory accesses or only accesses
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to memory that is provably local, parallelization remains unaffected. Therefore,
when polyhedral modeling fails we fall back onto a second analysis and transformation pipeline, using classical dependence testing and ad hoc transformations. In
an exploratory Bachelor’s thesis [Bai16], sharing work between CPU and GPU was
shown to be worthwhile. In this section we introduce the pipeline, the analyses
performed by the aphes compiler to detect parallelism, and the platform specific
program transformations.

6.2.1 Detecting Data Parallelism
The first step in parallelizing a given program is to detect the parts of the program
that are parallelizable. In aphes, we focus on finding only data parallel loops during this phase. Böhm [Böh18] extended the scope to also support loops containing
reductions, which can be seen as a special case of data parallelism with a relaxed
constraint on data dependences. The detection of reduction parallelism is based
on the work of Scheirle [Sch17]. On top of the restriction to data parallelism, we
impose further constraints on the loops we analyse to simplify the implementation.
Most importantly, we only consider top-level loops as candidates. Secondly, we assume loops have a particular structure in the control flow graph. The expected
structure is illustrated in Figure 6.3: the loop must be defined by a single-entrysingle-exit control flow subgraph, meaning there is a single basic block outside of
the loop whose only successor is the loop header block and vice versa for the exit
block. Further, there must be a unique exiting block, which branches to the exit
and the header blocks. Consequently, the exiting block cannot be the loop header
block. Note that this structural restriction is generally weak, since most loops can
be normalized to take this form. A noteworthy counterexample however is a loop
that has multiple exit blocks, which are basic blocks outside of the loop to which
the loop body may jump. There is no universal way to merge these blocks. Lastly,
we require that the outermost loop exhibits static control : The trip count, i.e., the
number of iterations, must be statically computable. To be precise, this trip count
may be either a constant value, or a provably loop invariant variable.
For all loops that pass these checks, aphes performs its parallelism detection
analysis. This is a classical dependence analysis, attempting to disprove loopcarried data dependences. The LLVM framework contains various such analyses.
The aphes compiler extends the existing facilities of the LLVM framework to
support interprocedural analysis. It performs dependence analysis in loops which
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preheader:
···
header:
%i = p h i i 6 4 [ 0 , %p r e h e a d e r ] , [% i . n e x t , %e x i t i n g ]

loop latch

...
exiting:
%i . n e x t = add i 6 4 %i , 1
%cond = icmp l t i 6 4 %i . n e x t , %N
%br i 1 %cond , l a b e l %header , l a b e l %e x i t

exit:
···
Figure 6.3: Expected control flow structure of a loop supported by aphes

contain function calls. To describe the effect of a call, we summarize all functions
called within the candidate loop. Function summaries are effectively exhaustive
lists of all memory accesses within the function that affect its pointer arguments
or global variables. These accesses are precisely those that a caller is potentially
able to observe. In general, summarizing requires over-approximating the accessed
ranges since accurate alias analysis is in practice unavailable: When analyzing a
memory access, it is often not exactly clear which argument or variable is read
or written. In the worst case, summaries must assume that a function reads or
writes every byte of memory in the program. That may for instance happen
when accesses occur indirectly, that is, through pointers loaded from arguments
or global variables. With the help of summaries, function calls now are analyzable
by expanding the summary at the call site, thus virtually “inlining” the function.
To disprove the existence of any loop-carried dependences, aphes extends LLVM’s
implementation of the dependence testing algorithm by Goff, Kennedy, and Tseng
[GKT91] to support summaries.
To widen its applicability, aphes was extended to support for a parallelism
scheme that in fact exhibits loop-carried dependences: parallel reductions [Böh18].
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Parallel reductions differ from simple data parallelism in that they allow for the
presence of specific data dependences, for which the values read and written to
a conflicting memory location are dependent only via associative operations. A
typical example of this is the summation of all elements of an array into an output
variable. The output variable is read every iteration, incremented by an array
element and written back into the same location. If the increment operator is
associative, this operation may be executed in parallel. Because reductions can be
seen as a slightly degenerated form of data parallelism, we support it as well.

6.2.2 Target Offloading
Having detected parallelizable loops, aphes then generates the parallel code. The
code generation is implemented by an extensible collection of target plugins. A
target plugin’s purpose is to produce target platform specific code as well as the
management code required to offload the computation. The aphes compiler then
essentially becomes a driver for the transformations implemented by the plugins. Each plugin must thus emit three pieces of code: the prologue, the target
region, and the epilogue. The interplay between these sections and the targets is
shown in Figure 6.4, which expresses synchronous operations as solid arrows, and
asynchronous operations as dashed arrows. In the prologue, targets are expected
to set up target platform memory and asynchronously execute the target region.
This potentially entails allocating space for the data accessed within the target
region, including both arrays and scalar variables, and initiating data transfers.
If host and target platform share the same physical memory, however, this step
may be omitted. The aphes compiler processes the prologues of the individual
targets in order, followed by all the epilogues. In the epilogue phase, targets await
their target region’s completion and post-process the results, if necessary. Postprocessing can for example be necessary for parallelized reduction. They may do
so asynchronously to overlap compute and all data transfers. When transforming
loops that additionally contain reductions, the epilogues additionally aggregate
the reduction results for the per-target slices of the work.
Currently, we have implemented two primary target plugins, namely for CUDA
and OpenMP targets. To demonstrate that this approach also supports distributed
systems, Lukas Böhm [Böh15] additionally provides a prototypical Xeon PHI target. In the following, we briefly discuss their design and implementation. Lastly,
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synchronous

Prologue

Kernel

Epilogue

Target 1

Target 1

Target 1

Target 2

Target 2

Target 2

asynchronous

Host
IR

...

Host
IR

Target n

Target n

Target n

Figure 6.4: Code sections generated by target plugins. Solid arrows denote synchronous, dashed arrows asynchronous operations.

we describe the target specific tuning parameters the plugins expose, as well as
how we model dynamic workload partitioning.
6.2.2.1 The OpenMP Target Plugin
Targeting OpenMP on the CPU is straightforward. Because of the shared memory, no complex management of allocations is required. To interoperate with the
OpenMP library API, the plugin needs to outline the target region code into a
separate function which will be called by the OpenMP runtime. Outlining mainly
involves substituting the original boundary checks for checks against the boundaries for the chunk of iterations per OpenMP thread, and passing scalar variables
and array pointers into the target region function. Hence, in the prologue, the
target plugin copies scalars and pointers and invokes the OpenMP runtime. The
epilogue merely requires waiting for the threads to finish.
6.2.2.2 The CUDA Target Plugin
In most systems, host and GPU do not share memory. Exceptions are mobile
graphics units and system-on-a-chip platforms, which we at this point do not
consider further in this thesis. Consequently, a major task of the CUDA target
plugin is managing allocations and data transfers between the target platform and
host. Unlike for the OpenMP target, we need to transfer both scalar variables as
well as full arrays to the GPU. The number of scalar variables is statically known,
which makes copying easy. On the other hand, both size and location of arrays are
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dynamic properties. Worse, both may change at runtime, and although the size of
an array may be constant, the amount of data that needs to be transferred is not.
On the one hand, the required data amount varies because of changing inputs
to the program or parallelized region that affect the size of the array. On the
other hand, changes are also caused by changes in the workload distribution due
to tuning, which means that the changes are frequent. The CUDA target plugin
thus manages memory dynamically through the runtime system further detailed
in Section 6.2.3.
Having allocated and copied all data onto the GPU, the prologue then executes
the target region, which is implemented as a CUDA kernel. Lastly, the prologue
also initializes the transfer of the results back from the GPU device into the host
memory. Besides allocations, all operations performed in the prologue are asynchronous with respect to the host, but strictly in order with respect to each other.
Thus, CUDA API calls for copying to the device, launching the CUDA kernel,
and copying from the device do not wait for the respective operation to complete.
Waiting then happens in the epilogue, which synchronizes the host thread with
the completion of the final copy.
6.2.2.3 The Xeon PHI Target Plugin
As a proof-of-concept, a target plugin for the Intel Xeon PHI parallel coprocessor was implemented [Böh15]. The Xeon PHI accelerator is an extension card
mounted in a host system, running an independent instance of Linux. The host
communicates with the Xeon PHI device system through a network stack, e.g., via
low-level APIs or high-level MPI. For the aphes compiler, this has two important
consequences:
1. Offloading computations to this platform requires a binary running on it
natively.
2. Memory transfers and target region invocation require a custom communication protocol.
Generating the native binary is an involved process, because Xeon PHI support in
open compilers and LLVM in particular is lacking. Böhm follows Damschen et al.
[Dam+15] in their approach to generate C code from the LLVM IR and running
the native Intel compiler. Fortunately, the Xeon PHI runtime framework supports
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Table 6.2: Tunable parameters exposed by the dependence-based parallelization

T

Class

Range

Semantics

Work distribution
Pi
Ratio Pi = [0, Û]
Partitioning and Platform Mapping
GPU Platform Parameters
T GP U Ratio T GP U ∈ [1, 32] ⊂ Z
Warps per GPU Block
CPU Platform Parameters
T CP U Ratio T CP U ∈ [1, cores] ⊂ Z CPU-Threads
OpenMP, which is used for parallelizing the code. The target plugin reuses our
existing OpenMP parallelizer to do so. Lastly, the parallelized code is linked
with a runtime environment, which handles the communication, and target region
and memory management. The communication protocol is further described in
Section 6.2.3.
Despite these unique requirements, the behavior for emitting code deviates only
slightly from the other two target plugins. Invoking the target region and transferring the data is a single operation that is performed during the prologue. The
epilogue fetches the result data, which simultaneously synchronizes the execution.
The target region is running asynchronously on the device and is executed immediately once the data arrives.
6.2.2.4 Target-Specific Tuning Parameters
For a given source region, aphes creates a single tuner instance that we refer to as
the tuning context for the region. For this instance, it inserts a special prologue
and epilogue, which are executed before all target plugin prologues and after all
epilogues, respectively. In these sections, the runtime environment invokes the
libtuning tuner. The prologue updates the configuration of all tuning parameters
in this context and starts the time measurement, the epilogue stops the time
measurement and updates the configuration.
The tuning parameters of a context are created either by the aphes driver or the
individual target plugins, which can hook into the context and register arbitrary
target-specific parameters. Examples are T CP U for the number of OpenMP threads
for the OpenMP and Xeon PHI target, or T GP U the number of full warps per block
for the CUDA target. For every target platform Pi , the aphes driver adds a single
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parameter Pi = [0, Û] for some constant upper bound Û. The full set of extracted
parameters is summarized in Table 6.2.
The parameters Pi simultaneously select the platforms to offload to as well as the
amount of work assigned to each one. This is a trick we resort to to avoid having
to introduce nominal parameters for mapping partitions onto platforms while at
the same time ensuring that the mapping is one-to-one, i.e., a platform is only
assigned at most one slice of the work. The objective of these parameters is, for
each platform i, to assign it a partition of the program part’s loop iteration range
S
Pi ⊆ [L, U] = R, such that j Pj = R and Pj ∩ Pk = ∅, ∀j,k : j 6= k. Interaction
with the autotuner requires embedding parameters into a static numerical range,
but L and U are dynamic in general. We solve this problem by defining Pi = [0, Û]
for some arbitrary but fixed Û. Then, every configuration CPi ∈ Pi for the Pi
produces a partitioning of the virtual iteration range R̂ = [0, maxi CPi ]. For every
P̂i ⊆ R̂ we can thus obtain P by simply shifting and rescaling the interval. To
compute P̂i = [li , ui ] we first sort the sequence of CPi in ascending order3 . Let σ(i)
denote the index of CPi in the sorted sequence. Then we set
ui = CPi ,
li =


0
C P

σ(i) = 0
j

σ(i) = σ(j) + 1.

Figure 6.5 shows an example of this process. Û is set to 256, and the original
iteration range is R = [0, 32). The tuner has configured the tuning parameters to
(PCUDA , POMP ) = (10, 40). This produces the virtual iteration ranges [lPCUDA , uPCUDA ) =
32
, we obtain the
[0, 10), [lPOMP , uPOMP ) = [10, 40), and rescaling this by the factor 40
final iteration ranges [0, 8) and [8, 32) for both targets.

6.2.3 Runtime System
The aphes runtime system performs three primary tasks: Managing and asynchronously executing target regions, managing memory allocations and transfers,
and interfacing between the parallelized application and the libtuning tuner. For
the Xeon PHI target [Böh15], the first and second task involve driving the MPI
communication with the device-side target binary. The runtime system is shipped
3

If CPj = CPk , the elements’ relative order is preserved to break ties deterministically
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void Add ( int *A , int * B ) {
for ( char i = 0; i < 32; ++ i )
A [ i ] = A [ i ] + B [ i ];
}

void AddCUDA ( int *A , int * B ) {
for ( char i = 0; i < 8; ++ i )
A [ i ] = A [ i ] + B [ i ];
}
void AddOMP ( int *A , int * B ) {
for ( char i = 8; i < 32; ++ i )
A [ i ] = A [ i ] + B [ i ];
}

0

× 32
40

PCUDA = 10

POMP = 40

Û

lPCUDA = 0
uPCUDA = 10

× 32
40

lPOMP = 10
uPOMP = 40

Figure 6.5: Example: Partitioning the work between an OpenMP and a CUDA target.
The partitioned virtual index range is mapped onto the concrete range in
the input program.

together with aphes as a library. The aphes compiler links it into the generated
binaries automatically.
Target region management on the host side currently only has to deal with
CUDA kernels. The aphes compiler translates the kernel into CUDA PTX, a
CUDA-specific assembly code, and embeds it directly into the parallelized binary.
To launch the kernel, the runtime system loads the assembly code and JIT compiles
it for the CUDA driver. The result is cached for future executions. Once compiled,
the kernel can be launched. For the Xeon PHI target [Böh15], launching the target
region and transferring memory is done in a single, five-step process: The host first
sends a single region identifier to the device-side binary4 . Following the identifier,
the host first sends all scalar variables, then all memory ranges read by the region.
Once this transfer is complete, the device-side binary automatically launches the
selected region. Upon completion of the region, the device-side binary returns all
memory ranges written by the region to the host-side runtime.
Both for CUDA GPU and Xeon PHI, device-side memory is managed by a
custom dynamic memory allocator. The allocator is part of the aphes runtime
4

Additionally there is a special identifier that, sent here, signals program termination.
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8

16

24

32

40

void Add(char A[32], char *C) {
int *B = A+4;
for (char i = 0; i < 16; ++i)
C[i] = A[i] + B[i];
}
Figure 6.6: Example: Allocation mapping for three arrays.

and maintains a single continuous chunk of memory. In the prologue, in which the
sizes of all required array slices are known dynamically, the allocator is invoked to
remap all arrays accessed in the target region into the managed chunk, growing it
if required. If host pointers point to overlapping regions of memory, the allocator
automatically merges their mappings accordingly.
Figure 6.6 shows an example of this process. The allocator has allocated a
contiguous array of 40 bytes. Mapping the arrays A,B, and C into this memory
occupies only 34 bytes. Even though the size of A is 32 bytes, and the size of C
is unknown, the loop will access only 16 bytes of C, and 20 bytes of A, namely
once 16 bytes through A directly at offset 0, and once 16 bytes indirectly through
B at offset 4. To compute the mapping, the allocator represents every array Ai as
a triple (AddrAi , SizeAi , Of f setAi ). Of f setAi is initially 0. Sorting these triples
in ascending lexicographic order, subsequent tuples for Ai and Aj are merged if
and only if AddrAi + SizeAi > AddrAj . If the inequality holds, then Ai and Aj
overlap in memory. Upon merging, we set Of f setAj = AddrAj − AddrAi and
AddrAj = AddrAi . The merged triples can then be trivially mapped onto the
contiguous space, growing the allocation if necessary.
Lastly, the runtime system’s tuning interface implements interoperation with the
libtuning library. It maintains a registry of instantiated and running tuners, and
provides an interface to that registry to the parallelized program. Finally, it also
implements the algorithm described in Section 6.2.2.4 to compute loop iteration
bounds for the target region execution.
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6.3 Offloading Heuristics and Runtime Predictors
As we highlighted in Chapter 4, the vast majority off approaches to automatic
parallelization or automatic offloading rely on heuristics, cost models, and machine and performance models to make tuning decisions. Although the goal of this
thesis is to demonstrate the power of black-box online autotuning applied to the
problem, the benefits of the models developed in the past should not be ignored.
With aphes and libtuning we combine both techniques. The libtuning autotuner allows clients to reject configurations without actually measuring them. In
aphes, we use this mechanism to bridge between static performance models and
autotuning. For this purpose, aphes includes a small embedded DSL compiler
developers may use to implement rejection rules. An example for such a rule can
be as simple as
CPi == 1 → ComputeVolumeC > T hreshold.
ComputeVolume here is a performance model predicting the number of dynamic
instructions executed in the source region. Assuming every instruction’s execution
takes the same amount of time, the compute volume is an accurate estimate of the
time required to execute the source region. When the ComputeVolume models the
target region on the other hand, it additionally depends on the tuning parameters.
That allows us to make a-priori runtime predictions for the transformed and tuned
program. The heuristic implemented by the simple rule above can intuitively be
interpreted as “Only execute this region on the GPU if in this configuration it will
perform enough computations”. As a proof-of-concept, we implemented the rule
above in the aphes compiler.
Besides the ComputeVolume, aphes embeds multiple similar analytical models
into the application during transformation. That includes the number of load and
store instructions executed, and the ArithmeticIntensity. The latter describes
the ratio between the ComputeVolume of the source region and the amount of
memory it accesses. The ArithmeticIntensity is thus a metric for the number
of operations performed per byte of memory transferred.
In general, the analytical models are parametric. For example, the number of
load instructions executed by the source region depends on the number of loop
iterations. This number generally depends on the input of the program or the
current region. Consequently, aphes cannot evaluate the models statically and
has to defer that to the program’s execution. For every model, aphes generates
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code to compute its value at program runtime. The models are then evaluated at
runtime as needed. Additionally, because they are parametric we can exploit the
models for a second important purpose. The ComputeVolume in combination with
the numbers of loads and stores provide an approximation of the runtime of the
parallelized loop. This means that the parameters in these expressions directly
influence the loop runtime. Because the parameters by construction are program
variables, they are perfect candidates to serve as indicators to hybrid autotuning.
Once the models have been computed, aphes thus extracts all their parameters
and registers them with the autotuner accordingly.

Currently, we support two mechanisms for deriving analytical models from the
input program: based on the polyhedral model, or based on classical interprocedural data flow analysis if the source region is not representable polyhedrally. In
this case, we count the dynamic instructions of a region recursively. For instance,
the instruction count of a loop is the instruction count of its body multiplied by
the number of loop iterations. Often, however, this number does not satisfy the
static control criterion. That is, it is neither constant nor a provably invariant
variable. In this case, we underestimate the instruction count. As a consequence,
evaluating the model does not yield an exact value, but a lower bound on the
specific count, which is sufficient for our users of the models. We perform this
approximation whenever exact counting is impossible, in particular for for and
while loops with undecidable iteration counts, if conditionals with different instruction counts in their branches, and calls to functions that cannot be analyzed
interprocedurally. If, however, the polyhedral model is applicable to the source,
approximating the count is unnecessary and we can determine exact instruction
counts. Using libbarvinok, we directly obtain the analytical models from the
polyhedral description of the source and target regions. This library provides an
implementation of Barvinok’s algorithm, which counts the number of points in an
integer polyhedron efficiently.

Generating code for the analytical model expressions is straightforward. Both
the data flow analysis and the polyhedral model produce piecewise polynomial
expressions, parametric in the program arguments and, if modeling the target
region, also the tuning parameters.
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6.4 Summary
This chapter presented the parallelizing compiler component of the APHES framework. It is implemented as an LLVM-based tool that consumes a program in LLVM
intermediate representation and produces an executable binary. If parallelization
was successful, the resulting program automatically offloads computations to multiple platforms and distributes the work according to directions by the autotuner
presented in the previous chapter.
The program analysis and transformation is built upon two techniques: Using
the polyhedral model or alternatively using dependence testing and ad hoc transformations. The polyhedral-based transformation first uses the Pluto algorithm in
PPCG to optimize the schedule of the transformed loop to maximize parallelism.
We then modify the schedule to first partition the work and second map each
partition to the target platforms. Partitioning and mapping both are governed by
tunable parameters controlled by the libtuning autotuner. Lastly, using PollyACC we generate code from the transformed schedule. The dependence testingbased parallelization scheme is applied if the polyhedral model fails to represent
the loop. Using standard techniques we detect data parallelism interprocedurally
and transform parallel loops using multiple platform-specific target plugins. In
addition to the partitioning of the work, both the polyhedral parallelization as
well as the target plugins register additional platform-specific parameters with the
autotuner instance.
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In this chapter we present the experimental evaluation of the APHES framework.
We investigate the validity the theses posed in Chapter 1 in three separate experiments. The validation of thesis T1 comprises two distinct aspects. Thesis T1
states that cooperative parallelization accelerates programs and outperforms the
state of the art. First, we demonstrate that the approach followed by the current
state of the art is insufficient to achieve the project goals. The current state of
the art in cooperative multi-platform execution are Qilin, CHC, and libHawaii.
All three approaches use a linear regression model for the cooperative execution.
Section 7.2 presents benchmarks using APHES’ ad-hoc parallelization to analyze
whether the linear regression can accurately represent the cooperative execution
problem. Second, in Section 7.3 we use polyhedral cooperative parallelization on
Polybench, a widely used scientific benchmark. We present the performance improvements achieved with hybrid tuning, in particular using hierarchical search.
We then analyze the behavior of hybrid autotuning in detail to validate thesis T2 .
Thesis T2 claims that hybrid autotuning improves on the amortization time of the
state of the art in autotuning. Our tuning approach combines two ways to obtain
a new configuration for a given dynamic context state: Search and prediction. Of
the two alternatives, amortization time is predominantly determined by search.
Although the quality of the predicted configurations certainly has an influence
on amortization time, that particular aspect is covered specifically by thesis T3 .
Validating thesis T2 thus requires analyzing the behavior of the search. The
autotuner decides stochastically which of the two alternatives to query. That
means that we can analyze both aspects of hybrid tuning in isolation. In Section 7.3
we investigate the convergence behavior of the tuner and compare it to state-ofthe-art autotuning. To analyze the amortization behavior, both the configurations
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found through search as well as the time required to complete a given number of
search steps is compared.
In Section 7.4 we investigate thesis T3 . The thesis states that our tuner successfully predicts configurations for unknown context states. For a subset of the
benchmarks used in Section 7.3 we analyze and compare the predictions of our
models for varying tuning contexts. The contexts are varied by using a set of
different tuning kernel inputs generated randomly.
Section 7.5 summarizes the results and reviews the thesis objectives with respect
to our findings. In the following section, we begin by introducing the main set of
benchmarks used throughout this chapter.

7.1 Benchmarks
The benchmarks used in this evaluation were obtained from the PolyBench/C 4.2
benchmark suite1 . PolyBench is a collection of small programs for numerical computations with static control flow. Static control is a prerequisite of the polyhedral
model. From this suite we used the blas and kernels sub-packages of the linear
algebra benchmarks. From the 13 benchmark programs in those packages we selected 11, which are summarized in Table 7.1. The symm and trmm were excluded
for reasons discussed further below.
The selected benchmarks perform various vector and matrix operations. Although these operations have a limited variance in the data access patterns, they
cover an interesting range of computational patterns. On the one hand there
are benchmarks with both quadratic computational and spatial complexity. The
benchmarks including general matrix multiplication such as gemm, 2mm, or 3mm
have cubic computational complexity and quadratic spatial complexity. Moreover,
syrk and syr2k are particularly interesting because they have triangular iteration
domains. Consequently the partitions created by the parallelizer become asymmetrical. It is therefore not only the size of the partition anymore that determines
its computational cost, but also the specific iteration range it covers.
For the polyhedral parallelization evaluation in Section 7.3 we made minor modifications to the selected benchmarks to account for simplifications made in the
implementation of the APHES prototype. These involve two changes. First, we
modified the memory allocation routines of PolyBench to use page-locked (pinned)
1

Available at https://sourceforge.net/projects/polybench/. Last accessed: February 28th, 2019
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Table 7.1: The PolyBench benchmarks used in this evaluation

Benchmark

Description

2mm
3mm
atax
bicg
doitgen
gemm
gemver
gesummv
mvt
syr2k
syrk

Two matrix multiplications (D = A · B, E = C · D)
Three matrix multiplications (E = A · B, F = C · D, G = E · F )
Matrix transposition and vector multiplication (AT AX)
The BiCG sub-kernel of the BiCGStab solver
Quantum chemistry multi-resolution analysis kernel
General matrix multiply (C = αA · B + βC)
Vector Multiplication and Matrix Addition
Scalar, Vector and Matrix Multiplication
Matrix Vector Product and Transpose
Symmetric rank-2k operations
Symmetric rank-k operations

memory on the host. This modification drastically simplifies the implementation
of the bookkeeping required in the aphes runtime system. It allows us to use
CUDA’s own asynchronous memory transfer mechanisms without having to manage threads for this purpose. Note however that this change affects performance:
Asynchronous transfers from and to page-locked memory enable the device driver
to perform Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfers without having to copy the
data to a page-locked buffer first. Data transfers after our change can thus be
faster, because they eliminate a copy of the data. Nevertheless, all reference compilers compared against in Section 7.3 are applied to the modified benchmark
versions. The potential performance impacts of the change thus do not invalidate
the comparisons and conclusions drawn in this evaluation. The second modification makes minor changes to the loop order in the benchmark kernels. The
current prototype implementation only generates a single GPU kernel from a parallel region when using polyhedral parallelization. Some kernels’ loop nests involve
data dependences which require creating multiple GPU kernels in sequence. To
account for the limitation of the implementation, we break the loop nests into
multiple regions manually by fusing/fissioning loops and inserting memory fences.
Fusing and fissioning are operations also performed by the Pluto optimizer, and the
memory fences are no-ops removed during compilation. Nevertheless our change
might prevent optimizations that the compiler could apply on the original regions.
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However, no missed optimizations were observed and there was no discernible performance difference for the reference compilers compared against in Section 7.3.
The modification causes the aphes compiler to be unable to find and parallelize a
meaningful loop within the symm kernel. The kernel was therefore excluded from
the evaluation. Finally, we also wrapped the calls to every benchmark’s kernel
into a fixed-length loop to create a tuning loop. This modification forced us to
exclude the trmm kernel, because the repeated application of the kernel operation
on the same inputs causes the floating point values to denormalize, i.e., assume the
special value inf. Denormal floats can have a substantial impact on performance
[DK06] that varies across platforms. Since our change would thus cause a change
in the general behavior of this benchmark, we removed it from our list.
In addition to PolyBench we use two different benchmarks for the analysis in
Section 7.2 of the linear models proposed by Qilin, CHC, and libHawaii. The
benchmarks are BlackScholes and Binomial, which were both used in the original articles presenting Qilin and CHC.2 In total, four benchmark programs are
used in both articles, the first of which is gemm, which is also used by libHawaii3
and is already included in the PolyBench benchmarks discussed above. Of the
remaining three, only Binomial and BlackScholes were parallelizable by APHES.
Both benchmarks compute an options pricing model and are available as CUDA
programming examples as part of the CUDA SDK.4 . They contain a sequential
reference implementation which we use as input to APHES. The BlackScholes
benchmark already contains a natural tuning loop: The benchmark computes the
Black-Scholes options pricing formula for 4 million options for 512 iterations. The
512 iterations pose the tuning loop. Because the Binomial benchmark does not
contain such a loop, we added one manually.

7.2 Ad-hoc Parallelization
We analyzed the performance of the PolyBench benchmarks parallelized with
APHES’s ad-hoc parallelization. Unfortunately, that experiment exposed a major
limitation of the ad-hoc parallelization approach. Being limited to transforming outer loops only, there is little parallelism the approach can extract from the
2

See references [LHK09] and [LRG12]
See reference [RDP14].
4
https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-samples/index.html Last accessed: March 19th, 2019
3
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Figure 7.1: Relationship between runtime and OpenMP thread configurations for the
four loops of the gemver benchmark.

PolyBench benchmarks. Without exception, single-platform parallelization for the
OpenMP target achieved the best performance. Nevertheless, we can use the results to investigate the linear modeling approach used by the current state of the
art in cooperative heterogeneous execution. Both Qilin and CHC which we introduced in Chapter 4 use a linear regression model to determine the workload
distribution across the CPU and GPU platforms. Both approaches differ slightly
in how they compute the regression: Qilin samples multiple subsets of the workload on both platforms and measures the execution time, whereas CHC measures
only the biggest and smallest possible workload for each platform. The libHawaii
autotuner that was also introduced in Chapter 4 uses a control theory approach
instead of linear regression. Nevertheless, since the underlying assumption is still
a linear model, the following discussion also applies to libHawaii.
Assuming a linear relationship between runtime and workload distribution is sensible when ignoring platform-specific parameters. However, when such parameters
as for example the CPU and GPU thread counts are also considered, the PolyBench experiment showed that the linear model is insufficient. Figure 7.1 shows
runtime results for the PolyBench gemver kernel which has been parallelized for
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OpenMP using APHES. The gemver kernel performs a matrix-vector multiplication
followed by a matrix addition. It is composed of four consecutive parallelizable
loops. Using the ad-hoc parallelization mechanism in APHES, we transform all four
loops, but this time for the OpenMP target only. Then, we measure the runtime
of the individual loops for thread counts ranging from 1 to 16. The first loop to
the top left behaves as one would naively expect: Doubling the number of threads
from one to two to four each time roughly halves the runtime. At four threads, the
performance peaks. The second loop to the top right behaves contrarily: Because
it is so cheap to compute, consuming only a 20th of a millisecond, using more than
one thread slows down the execution by a factor of up to 3×. The third loop to
the bottom left on the other hand shows the most curious progression. The performance is maximal at five threads, after which the performance decreases up until
eight threads, after which the runtime is level. There are two important aspects
here: First, both using too many or too few threads hurts performance. Second,
leveling off after a thread count of eight is an effect of the OpenMP implementation. When exceeding the number of available hardware threads, which is eight on
this machine, the libgomp OpenMP library used by APHES changes its scheduling
behavior. This is however an implementation detail of that particular library and
not standardized. The effect can thus not be relied upon. The fourth gemver loop,
lastly, looks again similar to the third, in that it increases performance up until
three threads and worsens beyond that number.
Consequently, we see that we cannot rely on linear regression to optimize thread
counts alongside the workload distribution. All three cooperative parallelization
approaches use a fixed configuration for the platform-specific parameters. With
Qilin and libHawaii, defining these parameters is up to the application developer,
whereas CHC uses a fixed CPU thread count of C − 1 where C is the number of
hardware threads. As CHC takes a complete CUDA program as input, the GPU
thread configuration is also left to the application developer.
To analyze whether a greedy thread configuration akin to CHC is viable for our
approach, we apply the ad-hoc parallelization mechanism to two of the benchmarks
also used by Qilin and CHC, Binomial and BlackScholes. After parallelizing the
applications with APHES, we measured the runtimes of the resulting tuning kernels
for a set of manually defined configurations. Since we configure parameters manually, it is sufficient to set the number of tuning loop iterations of the Binomial
benchmark to ten, which serves to stabilize our measurements. We ran the bench-
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Figure 7.2: Binomial: Comparison of greedily selected thread configurations. For the
10%:90% distribution, the speedup reference configuration is (5, 32), for
the 90%:10% distribution the reference is (7, 512). The references are the
optimal configurations for the respectively other distribution.

marks on a machine equipped with an Intel Core i7 at 3.5 GHz with four physical
and eight virtual cores and an NVIDIA GTX 970.
We measure the following parameter configurations. For the workload split, we
assign 10% of the loop iterations to OpenMP and 90% to CUDA and vice versa.
Those configurations correspond to CHC’s approach to building the linear model.
On the CPU, the OpenMP thread counts range from one to eight on the CPU.
The CUDA blocks contain 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, or 1024 threads, while there is
one CUDA thread per work-item (i.e., per loop iteration).
Exploring the configurations exhaustively, we find that for the Binomial benchmark for the 10%:90% workload distribution, the optimal configuration is (5, 32),
(i.e., 5 OpenMP threads, 32 CUDA threads per block). For the 90%:10% distribution the optimum is at (7, 512) on the other hand. While the second one with
an OpenMP thread count of seven could have been produced by CHC, the first
one could not. Worse, greedily selecting either can have a substantial negative
performance impact on other workload distributions. We show that comparison
in Figure 7.2. For both workload splits, the plot shows the speedup achieved by
all sampled thread configurations over the configuration that was optimal for the
other split. The speedup is computed for the median runtimes of the last five
tuning loop iterations. The plot highlights the two optima: For the 10%:90%
distribution, using the thread configuration (5, 32) over (7, 512) increases perfor-
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Figure 7.3: BlackScholes: Comparison of greedily selected thread configurations. For
the 10%:90% distribution, the speedup reference configuration is (7, 64),
for the 90%:10% distribution the reference is (3, 32). The references are the
optimal configurations for the respectively other distribution.

mance by almost 40%. Vice versa, using the configuration (7, 512) over (5, 32) for
the 90%:10% distribution gives us a performance boost of 30%.
We see complementary results for the BlackScholes benchmark. For the
90%:10% distribution, the optimal thread configuration is (7, 64). Interestingly,
for the 10%:90% distribution, there is no single optimum when accounting for
noise. In fact, the majority of configurations using three OpenMP threads or more
have the same performance. The absolutely best configuration was (3, 32) which
we use in the comparison. The speedup results are shown in Figure 7.3. The maximum speedup for the 90%:10% split is 1.2 over the configuration (3, 32). However,
would we have chosen the reference configuration differently, for example like CHC
using seven CPU threads, we would see a much smaller performance gain. As we
can see in the plot, configurations using seven or eight CPU threads are all within
a 3% range of the optimum.
In summary, we have seen that the performance observed for a specific workload
distribution is sensitive to the configuration of platform specific parameters. Using
exhaustive exploration we found a performance gap of up to 40% that could arise
when using a heuristically or fixed greedily determined thread configuration. We
also see that even if a linear regression model can predict an optimal workload
split when thread configurations are fixed, the result is not globally optimal when
they are not. This insight motivates the use of a more sophisticated optimization
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method such as autotuning. Moreover, the results offer evidence towards the
validity of thesis T1 , demonstrating that parameter tuning beyond the workload
distribution is necessary to maximize performance.

7.3 Polyhedral Parallelization
In this section we present performance results for a number of scientific benchmarks. We transform the benchmarks using cooperative parallelization and hybrid autotuning. We discuss the performance results in comparison against three
single-platform baselines. Subsequently, we analyze hierarchical search in detail
and compare it against OpenTuner, a state of the art autotuner.

7.3.1 Performance Results
In the following we present the performance improvements we achieved on the PolyBench benchmarks. For this purpose we compiled four versions of each program.
Besides our compiler, we used three reference compilers as baseline: Clang using
the polyhedral optimizer (Polly), using the polyhedral OpenMP parallelization
(Polly-OMP), and using the polyhedral GPU parallelization (Polly-ACC). For the
baselines we use the O3 optimizer level and the default settings for their tunable
parameters, such as the OpenMP thread counts. The input sizes of the benchmark
programs are fixed per default and can be set during compilation. PolyBench provides five default configurations labeled MINI through EXTRA_LARGE. We chose the
largest configuration for every benchmark. For the gemm kernel for instance this
setting defines input matrices of 2000-by-2300 and 2300-by-2600. To autotune the
programs produced by the aphes compiler we set the fixed length of the tuning
loop to 100. For the reference programs, the tuning loop was set to a length of 10
to allow for device initialization and cache warm-ups. The median observed kernel
runtime is used as the reference result. We ran all benchmarks on a single cluster
node with 24 Intel Xeon CPUs at 2.6 GHz and equipped with an NVIDIA P100
GPU.
In Figure 7.4 we show the observed kernel runtime speedups of our autotuned
program over the three reference versions. As baselines we use the median runtimes
of twenty repetitions of running the reference programs. The runtime samples for
the tuned program are the those of the best configuration found within the 100
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Figure 7.4: Speedup results for the automatically parallelized and tuned PolyBench
programs over three baseline compilers: Polly, Polly-ACC, and Polly-OMP.

tuning iterations. The box plots were generated from twenty runtime samples
for the tuned program. Both for the tuned and reference versions “runtime” here
means the time required to execute the kernel once. The time is reported by the
PolyBench programs directly, and includes all overhead of the autotuning, data
transfers, and synchronization.
Polly-ACC is outperformed by the solution produced by our approach for all but
two benchmarks, as is visible in the figure. In the remaining two the performance
of the tuned binary is on par, however. Our maximum speedup over Polly-ACC is
5.9× (median) for the 2mm benchmark. For doitgen on the other hand we cause
a minor slowdown of 17%. This is because that benchmark does not benefit from
parallelization in general: The kernel is composed of four nested loops, of which
the outer two are data parallel. At 220 and 250, the iteration counts of those
two loops yield too little parallel work to benefit from GPU offloading: The best
performance of doitgen is achieved by the Polly baseline. The additional decrease
in performance of our approach with respect to Polly-ACC is caused by the extra
overhead added by the multi-platform management.
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In all cases except doitgen our approach outperforms Polly substantially. We
achieve a speedup of up to 56× for the syrk kernel. For doitgen, we incur an
18% slowdown, which again is due to the limited amount of parallelism in that
benchmark. Our speedup compared to Polly-OMP is generally the lowest, except
for syr2k and doitgen. We in fact cause slowdowns for five benchmarks. The
highest speedup of 5× (median) over Polly-OMP is achieved for the 2mm kernel.
For the syr2k and doitgen benchmarks, Polly-ACC is able to outperform the
OpenMP parallelization.

In summary, we have seen that our approach is able to improve performance
substantially over single-target compilers. However it is also capable of introducing large slowdowns. In all cases where this occurred, the reason is that the
benchmarks exhibit a small degree of data parallelism coupled with little work per
parallel loop iteration. That is the case for atax, bicg, gemver, gesummv, and
mvt. The exploitable data parallelism allows Polly-OMP to accelerate the benchmark, but since the amount of work per work item is small, the benchmarks do not
profit from GPU execution. Our tuner maps all partitions onto a CPU successfully. Nevertheless there are still always multiple partitions being mapped, which
means we incur multiple times the thread management overhead of Polly-OMP.
By setting the partition splits appropriately (i.e., to zero), it is generally possible
for the tuner to reduce the number of partitions. The tuner is unable to find this
particular configuration because there is a discontinuity of the search space at the
boundaries of this parameter’s value range. The parameter assumes values from
the interval [0, 1). Values slightly different from zero however lead to vastly different program behavior than a value of zero: The number of platforms executing the
program changes. Effectively, zero is thus a special value that behaves like a nominal parameters controlling the number of active partitions. Instead, the number of
partitions could be controlled by a dedicated tuning parameter, expressing the effect more explicitly to the tuner. We expect that this work-around would eliminate
the problematic overhead. A similar problem causes the performance degradation
in the doitgen benchmark compared to the Polly baseline. The benchmark does
not profit from parallelization, but our tuner is unable to execute the original code
because the prototype compiler completely replaced it. This could be repaired
similarly to above: Retain the original code and introduce another parameter to
select between the original and the transformed execution path.
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7.3.2 Detailed Analysis of Hierarchical Search
Having seen that our tuner is able to find adequate configurations in the previous
section, we investigate its effectiveness and efficiency in detail in the following.
Being effective requires that configurations found are as close to the optimum
as possible. Efficiency refers to the time the tuner requires to get to its final
configuration. Unfortunately there is no ground truth we can compare against.
The globally optimal configuration is unknown and exhaustively searching for it
is infeasible. Instead, we use OpenTuner [Ans+14] to provide reference data.
The comparison between hierarchical search and OpenTuner was first presented
in our publication [PGT19], but is presented here in greater detail.5 OpenTuner
is a general purpose autotuning tool written in Python. Application developers
tune their program by providing a MeasurementInterface implementation. The
OpenTuner driver iteratively passes configurations to that interface, for which it
is expected to return a measurement value. Configurations and measurements
are stored in a central database. OpenTuner’s unique feature is its ability to run
multiple search algorithms in cooperation. At every iteration, a search algorithm
is selected to provide the next configuration. Measurement results are then shared
across all algorithms. Instead of a specific search algorithm or implementation the
application developer chooses a set of them or uses the predefined default. The set
can also be generated randomly. Because the tuner is not specifically built as an
online tuner, the search is usually run with a time budget or for a limited number
of iterations.
To compare hierarchical search and OpenTuner, we use OpenTuner to optimize
the PolyBench benchmark programs that were used to produce the performance
results discussed above. Unfortunately, OpenTuner cannot be integrated into the
parallelized programs like libtuning because of its Python implementation that is
designed to act as a driver for the program to be tuned: The intended workflow is
to produce a configuration in every tuning iteration, to run the program with that
configuration, and return a runtime measurement. To optimize the PolyBench
programs, we thus use OpenTuner as a driver for the binaries: We implement a
Python application containing the OpenTuner tuning loop. In each tuning loop
iteration, the application configures and runs the binary produced by our compiler. For this purpose we exploit a feature of libtuning that allows loading
5

The experimental design and data were contributions to the article by the author of this
dissertation.
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parameter configurations from a file whenever the program is started. The loaded
configuration is then kept unchanged for every iteration of the tuning kernel. Using this mechanism, OpenTuner can evaluate a configuration by writing it to the
file and executing the benchmark program, which then loads the configuration file
and prints out the kernel timings. Three kernel timings are produced by setting
the tuning loop length accordingly. We observed that the first timing is always
substantially worse than the following ones, which we attribute to the necessary
initialization of the GPU device and to cache warming effects. The first timing is
hence discarded. OpenTuner uses the average of the remaining ones as the runtime
result for the sampled configuration.
While we are forced to take these measures to be able to optimize our parallelized
programs with OpenTuner, they cause multiple subtle differences in how configurations are executed and in the performance results the searches can observe for the
same configuration. These differences bias the comparison towards OpenTuner,
with one exception: In half of the PolyBench programs, the aphes compiler generates multiple parallel regions in sequence, each of which is associated with its own
instance of the libtuning autotuner. When optimizing, each instance observes
only the runtime of its associated region. Since OpenTuner is not integrated into
the application, however, it is forced to optimize all regions together, thus solving a
larger tuning problem. Nevertheless, in the remaining half of the programs there is
only one parallel region, allowing for a one-to-one comparison between OpenTuner
and hierarchical search. The programs with one parallel region are doitgen, gemm,
gesummv, syr2k, and syrk. Furthermore, two additional major differences exist
that strongly favor the OpenTuner search. Firstly, the performance measurements
observed by libtuning always include all overheads of the search and parameter
updates, which for OpenTuner is not included in the timing results. We cannot
avoid any effect this bias potentially has on the experiment. Secondly, OpenTuner
is able to not only avoid penalties of its own overhead, it also avoids some overhead
that is caused by the parallel execution within the optimized programs: Whenever
a GPU kernel is executed for the first time, it is first Just-In-Time compiled for the
GPU device. The cost associated with that is not observed by OpenTuner because
the first runtime measurement containing this cost is discarded. With libtuning,
we do not discard any configurations by default and thus incur the full kernel
initialization overhead. We found the effect of this bias to be substantial, in particular when the additional cost is large compared to the actual execution time of
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between the configurations found by hierarchical search and
OpenTuner after 100 search steps. The plot shows the best runtimes observed during these steps.

the kernel. Therefore, we take steps to prevent this disparity between OpenTuner
and hierarchical search in the experiment we conduct: Using the Stabilization
mechanism in libtuning (see Section 3.2, page 41), we configure the autotuner
to sample each configuration twice and discard the first result. As a consequence,
we also double the length of the tuning loop when tuning with hierarchical search:
For OpenTuner, the PolyBench programs are tuned for 100 iterations, whereas
200 iterations are used for hierarchical search, which corresponds to 100 search
steps. In both cases, the search is repeated ten times. To compare the two search
algorithms, we focus on two aspects: First, we consider the tuning result produced
by either. For either search, we consider as tuning result the best configuration
found during the search. Second, we analyze the total time required to complete
a fixed number of search steps.
We first consider the best configurations found by the search algorithms. Figure 7.5 depicts the runtimes of the best configurations among the tuning runs of
the respective searches: We see that the two algorithms find configurations that
for half the benchmarks achieve comparable performance. The data further shows
that hierarchical search’s tuning results outperform OpenTuner by a small percentage in the atax, bicg, gemver, and mvt benchmarks. What these four have
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Figure 7.6: Runtime of the configurations found by hierarchical search normalized to
the best configuration found by OpenTuner across all tuning runs.

in common is that they are both cheap (on the order of milliseconds or tens of
milliseconds) and contain multiple parallel regions in sequence. Because the benchmarks are cheap, the search space contains many bad configurations, in particular
those using the GPU. Additionally the multiple parallel regions render the search
space more complex for OpenTuner, as discussed above. On the other hand, the
only benchmark where the OpenTuner results are overall ahead is syr2k. For this
benchmark we observed that OpenTuner finds configurations close to its optimum
after the first quarter of the search, whereas hierarchical search takes at least twice
as long, if it finds those configurations at all. This shows that OpenTuner’s more
eager exploration is helpful and necessary to find the optimum in this particular
benchmark. To visualize the worst-case loss in performance we incur with hierarchical search, Figure 7.6 shows the performance of the search results relative to
the absolute best configuration found by OpenTuner across all of its tuning runs.
For five benchmarks, namely atax, bicg, doitgen, gemver, and mvt, the performance is on par or better by a small margin then the OpenTuner result. For the
remaining benchmarks, the configurations found by OpenTuner outperform those
of hierarchical search. The geometric mean of the relative performance is 0.85 (the
median is 0.96), meaning that in the worst case, hierarchical search results are on
average 15% slower than those of OpenTuner.
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The key claim of hierarchical search is that it accelerates the search. To assess
that claim we compare the cumulative runtime of the configurations sampled by
OpenTuner and hierarchical search. Figure 7.7 shows the comparison. The plot
shows the cumulative runtime required to complete 100 search steps. It only
includes kernel runtimes including all data transfers, the thread management, and
for hierarchical search all overhead of the search implementation. The plot shows
that hierarchical search completes 100 iterations faster than OpenTuner for seven
benchmarks. For 2mm, 3mm, gemm, and syr2k, no acceleration is achieved.
For a better visualization of the relative search performance, we refer to Figure 7.8. This plot shows the speedup of hierarchical search over OpenTuner’s
average search time. As before, the runtime measurements for our tuner all include all tuning overhead, which is excluded in the OpenTuner measurements.
The best performance is achieved in the syrk benchmark, for which we reach a
median speedup of up to 1.49× and a maximum speedup of 2×. The 2mm, 3mm,
and syr2k benchmarks on the other hand exhibit the worst relative performance
with median speedups between 0.94 and 0.95. Overall, the median speedup of
hierarchical search compared to OpenTuner is 1.22 (the geometric mean is 1.13).
In other words: On average, hierarchical search reduces the search time by over
10% compared to OpenTuner, and by over 30% in the best case.
To illustrate the differences in the search behavior between OpenTuner and hierarchical search, Figure 7.9 shows the cumulative runtimes for two of the benchmarks in greater detail. The selected benchmarks are gemm, as a representative for
those cases where our search did not accelerate the search, and syrk for which we
achieved the best results. Both benchmarks contain only a single parallel region
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and therefore allow for a direct comparison between hierarchical and OpenTuner
search. The dots in the plots denote the median time required to reach the iteration on the abscissa, the ribbon boundaries are the minimum and maximum.
The data points at iteration 100 are hence the basis for the plots in Figure 7.8.
For gemm we see at the lower ribbon boundary OpenTuner searches which quickly
find configurations with excellent performance and then retain those. After about
iteration 16, the lower ribbon boundary is made up of just two search instances,
which trade places in iteration 72. Within both instances we see little variance in
the kernel runtimes, which indicates that the search ensemble behaves greedily for
the majority of the iterations, varying configuration values only slightly, and only
rarely makes larger exploratory steps. Contrasting the two searches in the plot
with each other we furthermore see the difference in the search behavior: While
OpenTuner may take exploratory steps at any iteration, hierarchical search is explorative in the beginning and then becomes more greedy over time. The latter
effect is directly controlled by the γ parameter, controlling the stepwise decrease
of the  in the -Greedy search. Another interesting effect we see in the hierarchical search curve is the upward bend the upper ribbon boundary exhibits around
iteration 70. This effect is produced by a search instance that becomes stuck in
a local extremum that it cannot escape, even though that extremum has a worse
performance value than configurations sampled previously. Our implementation
takes no measures to avoid such situations, but the effect can be easily mitigated
in a practical deployment: Once the tuner has converged, the best know configuration can be applied instead of the one sampled last. Comparing gemm with syrk,
we see that the median and lower ribbon boundaries of hierarchical search progress
almost identically. The upper ribbon boundary of syrk is formed by the outlier
visible in Figure 7.8. Here, hierarchical search converges to a local extremum
again. Hierarchical search is unable to escape the local extremum, causing the
poor cumulative runtime. However, unlike above the runtime at the extremum is
not any worse than the configurations sampled before. To mitigate this issue, it is
therefore necessary to re-run the search to improve the configuration, but in the
context of hybrid tuning that already happens automatically: When the hybrid
tuner chooses to explore, a new search is started. Considering the OpenTuner
progression for the syrk highlights OpenTuner’s explorative nature. Although we
see both ribbon boundaries and the median level off briefly at around 25 iterations,
they shortly after all rise steeply. The tuner leaves good configurations behind to
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Figure 7.10: Comparison between the configurations found by hierarchical search and
Nelder-Mead search 100 search steps. The plot shows the best runtimes
observed during these steps.

eagerly explore more of the space, whereas hierarchical tuning more conservatively
zeros in on good configurations.
In addition to OpenTuner, a comparison between hierarchical search and our
own implementation of the Nelder-Mead algorithm is presented. This comparison provides a direct insight into the effect of the search space decomposition:
The Nelder-Mead implementation is also used in the decomposed space in the
non-nominal nodes. We can thus see how the dimensionality reduction and the
mixed search algorithms simplify the search. A search using only Nelder-Mead
corresponds to a hierarchical search where the difference between nominal and
non-nominal parameters as well as parameter dependence constraints are ignored.
In other words, a Nelder-Mead search using our implementation is identical to a
hierarchical search whose search space graph consists of a single non-nominal node.
We include this comparison to directly show the effect of our search space decomposition. The Nelder-Mead data discussed in the following was obtained from five
tuning runs. Unlike in the performance comparison against OpenTuner, we abstain
from using the double-sampling trick for hierarchical search here. Since NelderMead is implemented in libtuning, we can use it to optimize the parallelized
regions directly. Hence, it is unnecessary to repeat and discard measurements
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Figure 7.11: The time required to complete 100 search steps using Nelder-Mead or
hierarchical search. Hierarchical search completes its steps faster than
Nelder-Mead without exception.

during hierarchical searches. Figure 7.10 compares the performance of configurations found by both hierarchical search and Nelder-Mead. Except for four cases,
the performance is on par. The exceptions are 2mm, doitgen, gemm, and syr2k.
This difference is most likely caused by Nelder-Mead being unable to complete its
search within the allotted frame of 100 iterations: We observed that in multiple of
the tuning runs for those benchmarks the Nelder-Mead search has not converged
within 100 steps, and that it takes about twice that number for the search to reach
a stable point with little runtime variance. Having shown that hierarchical search
does not produce configurations worse than the original Nelder-Mead, we also
compare the cumulative runtime of the searches. The runtimes are presented in
Figure 7.11. Without exception, hierarchical search completes faster than NelderMead. The median speedup over the average Nelder-Mead search time is 1.9 (the
geometric mean is 1.8): Hierarchical search reduces the search time almost by half.
This result shows that by not using Nelder-Mead to optimize nominal parameters
and by reducing the space complexity, the search can be greatly accelerated.
The comparison against OpenTuner revealed that the search space we are facing
in the gemm benchmark is especially interesting, especially since hierarchical search
is unable to accelerate the search. Because of this we used gemm as the basis for a
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Figure 7.12: gemm: Sensitivity of hierarchical search to variation of the hyperparameters: A large  value encourages exploration at the cost of convergence.
Disabling the -decay by setting γ = 0 produces spikes when sub-optimal
configurations are tried more frequently. (Based on [PGT19])

deeper analysis in our publication [PGT19], which we will discuss in the remainder
of this section. The following experiments were executed on hardware effectively
identical to that used for the experiments above, albeit offering a lower clock speed
per core by 100MHz. At the hand of gemm we investigate both the influence of
hyper-parameters in hierarchical search as well as the effect of the rejection rules.
The most impactful hyper-parameters are those of the -Greedy algorithm used
in the nominal nodes in the search space graph: The  which controls its propensity to explore, and the γ which defines the change of  at every tuning step.
Figure 7.12 demonstrates the effects of setting adverse values on the runtimes observed during tuning. Note that the traces shown in the plot pertain to single
tuning runs. We do not show aggregates of multiple repetitions here, because aggregation smoothes out the spikes and thus hides the performance impact caused
by the -Greedy algorithm choosing random configurations. As a consequence, the
shown results and their discussion need to be considered an illustrative example.
The curve on the left shows a tuning curve using our default parameter values
 = 0.05, γ = 0.1. In the middle, we set the  parameter to 10%. Although we can
see a macroscopic decreasing trend not unlike in the default case, it is distorted
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Figure 7.13: gemm: Cumulative time traces for the different parametrizations of hierarchical search (HS) compared with classical Nelder-Mead (NM) and the
two parallelizing reference compilers. (Based on [PGT19])

by frequent spikes. Because of the larger parameter value the -Greedy algorithm
is both more likely to choose a random configuration and takes longer to reduce
the  to turn into a greedy algorithm. Lastly, in the plot on the right, we use the
default  = 0.05 but set γ to zero. The plot therefore shows the behavior of the
original -Greedy algorithm as it is used in Reinforcement Learning for instance.
In essence, we see the same decreasing trend as in the leftmost plot. Unlike the
default configuration however we see spikes on the tail.
In Figure 7.13 we show the effect of the parameter settings with respect to
cumulative search time. The curves show the accumulated kernel runtimes (including overhead) of the tuning traces in Figure 7.12 over the progression of the
tuner. As baselines we included the two parallelizing reference compilers used in
Section 7.3.1, as well as our implementation of the classical Nelder-Mead search.
The Nelder-Mead curve was obtained by optimizing the parallelized benchmark
using only that search algorithm by treating nominal parameters as if they were
simple integer intervals. Comparing the Nelder-Mead curve with the hierarchical
search curve using our default configuration, we see that our approach completes
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Figure 7.14: gemm: Search behavior using small matrix sizes using rejection rules, compared to the reference compilers and search without the rules. In the first
iteration, the GPU device is being initialized for both our approach and
Polly-ACC, causing the spike. (Based on [PGT19])

100 iterations in half the time. Moreover, we see that our approach outperforms
Nelder-Mead with less optimal settings, with the exception of the  = 10% case, for
which the two searches change ranks at around iteration 250. All search algorithms
find configurations that offer speedup over both reference compiler baselines. This
demonstrates that our search space decomposition can be beneficial even with
unfortunate parameter settings, but the hyper parameters still offer room for optimization.
Finally, we also use the gemm benchmark to show the effect of the manual rules
which are used to reject tuning configurations in the nominal search space graph
nodes. Because the inputs we used for the PolyBench programs were sufficiently
large in the experiments discussed so far, no configuration was ever rejected. To
enforce rejection, we compiled and ran gemm with a smaller configuration. We used
the SMALL_DATASET default setting. In Figure 7.14 we show the effect the rules
contribute. The plot shows single traces using hierarchical search with and without
rules. Again, we analyze individual traces instead of aggregates to not average out
the negative effects the single traces emphasize. For comparison, we also include
the Polly and Polly-ACC baselines. We see that because of the small input size,
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using the unparallelized kernel version offers the highest performance. Even the
single-platform Polly-ACC baseline is substantially faster than our solution. This
is because our compiler prototype does not implement a fallback to the original
unparallelized kernel. The tuner is forced to always select a parallel version. However, the rejection rules help mitigate this issue. Because of the input size they
reject configurations that offload computations to a GPU. Without the rules, the
tuner samples configurations which are off the chart here and cause slowdowns of
100× and more. The Polly-ACC curve exposes an interesting detail: The reference
compiler adds a similar rejection rule, and it is triggering for this benchmark as
well. The Polly-ACC rule is much less sophisticated and much easier to compute
than ours. Therefore, the overhead that the Polly-ACC plot shows over the Polly
baseline can be seen as a lower bound on the overhead introduced by our rejection
rules. The upper bound on the overhead is hard to determine. In the second
iteration of the trace in Figure 7.14, which is also off the scale, we identify one
particular problem of the rejection mechanism. When a configuration is rejected,
the search algorithm produces a new one, which for -Greedy means drawing a
new random sample. The re-sampling continues until an acceptable configuration
is found, and causes a slowdown of 600× over the Polly baseline.

7.3.3 Discussion
The results presented in this section have shown that the APHES framework is able
to automatically accelerate data parallel programs. Offloading to multiple parallel
platforms outperforms single-platform and non-parallelizing reference compilers.
Moreover, we have shown that hierarchical search is able to accelerate the search
for configurations. The automatic reduction of the search space size and the use of
individual search algorithms for different parameter classes accelerate the search by
a factor of up to two and by 1.13 on average. This acceleration was shown against
OpenTuner, a current state-of-the-art autotuner. The configurations found by our
approach are on par with those found by OpenTuner. Because of that and because
of the acceleration of the search we can conclude that hierarchical search is able
to improve amortization time. The rejection rules which aim to avoid sampling
predictably bad configurations of the nominal parameters have shown to be successful. Despite that, the rules introduce a noteworthy overhead when the parallel
workload is insufficient. Being unable to execute the original unparallelized version
of the code poses another limitation of our prototypical implementation. Conse-
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quently, our compiler can cause degraded performance when the parallel region
operates on too small inputs. For a production deployment our compiler must be
able to both fall back to the original code and to handle rule-based rejection more
intelligently. A possible solution for the latter would be to identify the parameter
values responsible for triggering the rule and exclude the violating values from the
continued search.
We conclude that the findings presented in this section substantiate thesis T2
and the open aspects of thesis T1 .

7.4 Hybrid Autotuning
In this section we present experimental results for an analysis of the predictive
component of the hybrid autotuning approach. Because our autotuner is using a
stochastic policy to decide between search and prediction, we are able to analyze
the two components in isolation. The results we present generalize easily to full
hybrid autotuning in production by taking the probabilistic behavior into account.
Since we have analyzed hierarchical search in the previous sections extensively, we
focus on predictive autotuning in this section. We analyze the predictors with
respect to the quality of the prediction, i.e., we compare the performance of the
configurations found by either prediction or search. All experiments were run on
a machine equipped with an Intel Core i7 at 3.5 GHz with four physical and eight
virtual cores and an NVIDIA GTX 970.
In the following sections we first discuss the benchmarks we used as well as our
procedure to generate training and validation data for our predictors. Subsequently
our experiment results are presented and discussed.

7.4.1 Benchmark Selection
This section focuses on the programs of PolyBench that use a single autotuner
instance, namely doitgen, gemm, gesummv, syr2k, and syrk. The remaining programs all contain at least two parallel regions, each of which is associated with
an individual tuner instance. Since we are looking at the behavior of individual
tuning procedures, the choice simplifies the analysis and the presentation of results greatly. Moreover, the selected benchmarks are diverse enough to allow for
representative conclusions: For doitgen and gesummv, the heterogeneous paral-
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lelization was unable to improve the performance (cf. Section 7.3.1). For gemm,
syr2k, and syrk the acceleration was excellent on the other hand. In the doitgen
benchmark our tuner was also unable to achieve a substantial speedup over the
OpenTuner search (cf. Section 7.3.2). Therefore, the selected benchmarks capture
the extremes.

7.4.2 Experiment Setup
The aim of hybrid autotuning is to improve online autotuning in the face of a
dynamic tuning context. To create a dynamic context, we subject the PolyBench
benchmarks to different sets of inputs. The input sets further need to contain
both inputs that are similar and inputs that are different. To generate the input
set, we select inputs randomly with the help of Latin Hypercube sampling6 : Each
benchmark defines several default inputs ranging from MINI to EXTRA_LARGE. These
span a cuboid, which we subdivide into 20 sub-ranges along every dimension.
For gemm, for instance, the cuboid is three dimensional (for the row and column
numbers of the multiplied matrices). There is only a single input for gesummv.
From the 20 sub-ranges we select five according to Latin Hypercube sampling.
Within each selected sub-range we then select 20 points at random. This scheme
thus produces 100 inputs for each benchmark, out of which twenty at a time are
geometrically close to each other.
Using all benchmarks and inputs we compute search-based tuning baselines to
serve as training and validation data. For every benchmark and input, we use
hierarchical search five times to optimize the parallel execution over 100 tuning
iterations. The baseline data comprises every sampled configuration and its benchmark kernel runtime. The best configuration observed during the five tuning repetitions also serves as a virtual performance roofline. Of course that is only an
approximation of the true roofline, which we cannot know without an exhaustive
search.
To be able to analyze the quality of the prediction independent of the implementation of the predictor, we perform the experiment similar to the OpenTuner
comparison in Section 7.3.2: The predictors are implemented as a Python program
external to libtuning and function as drivers for the benchmark programs. After
6

Latin Hypercube sampling [Par94; MBC79] creates space-spanning samples by evenly subdividing every dimension of the sampled space and then placing samples so that there are never
two within the same subdivision along any space axis
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training based on the baseline training data, the predictors produce configurations
for the test inputs and execute the benchmark programs using those configurations. As in the OpenTuner experiment, the benchmark programs’ tuning loop
lengths are set to a fixed value of five. The first two runtime measurements of the
PolyBench kernels are discarded and the average of the remaining three is used as
the benchmark result.
To train and evaluate the predictors we apply ten-fold cross-validation: The
input set for every benchmark is shuffled and then split into ten equally sized
partitions. Each partition is used as a test sample while the remaining nine are
used for training. We repeat this process five times. In total we thus train and
validate 50 times. Every training iteration is based on 90 inputs, whereas validation
is based on 10 inputs, producing 500 data points per benchmark and predictor.
For validation, we further use the best baseline configuration for each input as
reference.

7.4.3 Results
In this section we compare three different variants of the predictor component of
the hybrid autotuning approach. The first is the tabular Nearest-Neighbor (NN)
predictor. For every benchmark and input its table records the best-performing
configuration. To make a prediction for an unknown input, it returns the table
entry for the known input that is closest to the unknown one with respect to
Euclidean distance. The remaining two predictors are variants of the Greedy-GQ
function approximation algorithm. They differ in the features modeling the inputs
and configurations. The first one, which we henceforth call RBF-Model, uses
Radial Basis Functions (RBF) as features. The second one, called NRBF-Model,
uses the normalized variation of the RBF features.
The first step to construct the function approximation models is to define the
features. Recall the general definition of the RBF: ϕi (x) = −ω||x − µi || where
x = (s, a) is the concatenation of the input and parameter configuration vectors
(or state and action vectors in RL terminology). The degrees of freedom are the
number of features to use, the centers of the individual basis functions, and their
widths. The NRBF features expose the same degrees of freedom. We set the width
to 1 for all i. For the centers, we resort to Latin Hypercube sampling again to place
the basis functions quasi-randomly in the space. Because the features quantify
the inputs and the parameter configuration the number of features should not be
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(a) Speedups of the RBF-Model over searching (b) Speedups of the NRBF-Model over searchfor 100 iterations.
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Figure 7.15: Performance results for the RBF- and NRBF-Model for varying features
counts.

fixed. We define the number therefore to be a multiple of the number of inputs
and parameters. As multipliers we chose 1×, 2×, 3×, and 4×.
The effect of the different multipliers is shown in Figure 7.15. The plots show
the geo-mean speedups of the predictor over the hierarchical search. Speedup here
is with respect to the time required to complete the 100 iterations of the search
baselines. For the search, that time is the sum of the individual kernel runtimes per
sampled configuration. For the predictor, that time is 100 times the runtime of the
predicted configuration. Interestingly we see that there is no clear winner among
the different feature sets across both models. For the RBF-Model, the feature set
with the best overall average, given by the 1× multiplier, achieves a speedup of
1.46, which is 2 percentage-points ahead of the runner-up. For the NRBF-Model,
the best feature set is created using the 2× multiplier. With a speedup of 1.6 it
outperforms the second best set by a margin of only 0.09 percentage-points. For
the following analyses we use the respective best feature set in both models.
Having determined an appropriate feature set for the function approximation
models, we now compare the different predictors. In Figure 7.16 we show the
speedups of the three predictors over hierarchical search for the 100 iteration frame
of reference. As expected, the NN predictor achieves the highest acceleration of
1.93 over tuning. In comparison, the RBF- and NRBF-Models achieve 1.46 and
1.6 respectively.
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To assess the quality of the predictors we further compare the prediction results
with the best search results. In Figure 7.17 we show the speedup of the predicted
configurations over the best configuration found during searching. The vast majority of predicted configurations is slower then what the autotuner found using
the hierarchical search. Interestingly, there is a small number of points greater
than one, which refer to predictions that produced a configuration actually faster
than those found during searching. On average, the NN predictor reaches 71.9%
of the search result’s performance. The RBF- and NRBF-Models fall behind with
54.4% and 59.6%. While this indicates that we can find substantially better configurations using searching instead of prediction, it does not yet show the benefit
of hybrid tuning. The primary goal of our technique is to reduce the overhead
introduced by search-based autotuning. To evaluate this reduction, we define the
overhead as the increase in cumulative runtime compared to using the best known
configuration for 100 iterations. Note that this is a different baseline than the one
used in Figure 7.17, which was selected only from the configurations seen during
the searches, not during prediction. Otherwise, when the predictors find a better configuration than what searching produced, the overhead would be negative.
The results we show here are thus slightly biased towards the search, because they
explicitly exclude the predictor’s ability to find better results than the search. Figure 7.18 shows the overhead reduction metric. We see that even in the worst case
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Figure 7.19: The tuning iteration at which the better configuration found by searchbased tuning outweighs the overhead reduction gained by prediction-based
tuning.

(gemm), the overhead reduction is 60%. The geo-mean reduction even is above
98.7% and the median is above 99.6%: Half the time, hybrid autotuning eliminates the entire overhead search-based tuning would incur over 100 iterations,
even though search-based tuning finds better configurations.
This conclusion however is only valid for the frame of 100 iterations we looked
at: After 100 iterations the search has converged to a configuration that, as we
have seen, is generally better than that of the predictor. As the number of iterations considered in the frame of reference goes to infinity, the relative overhead of
the search goes to zero. Therefore, there must be a specific number of iterations
after which the overhead reduction becomes negative. That means, at some point
the better performance of the configuration found by the search will outweigh the
benefit of the predictor. If we assume for simplicity that after the 100 iterations
the cumulative runtime grows linearly we can compute that break-even point. The
cumulative runtimes of the search-based tuning and the prediction-based tuning
can then be approximated as linear functions. Define Ttuner (i) = ttuner ·i+Ttuner,100
for all tuning methods, where ttuner is the runtime of the (converged) tuners’ configuration and Ttuner,100 is the cumulative time taken for the first 100 iterations.
Then, the break-even point is the iteration at which the linear functions of the
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search-based tuning and the prediction-based tuning intersect. We show the result
of this analysis in Figure 7.19. The plot includes only roughly 46% of the data the
previous analyses were based upon. The majority (45.3%) was removed because
the break-even point was negative: With the exception of five data points, the configuration found by the search was never able to outweigh the overhead reduction.
For those five however, which stem from the doitgen benchmark search using the
RBF- and NRBF-Models, search was already faster than prediction over the 100
iterations. The remaining 8.6% were removed for presentation purposes, because
their break-even point was in excess of 2500. The median of those 8.6% is at 4933
iterations, the average is at 37930.39 iterations. The 35% of the data shown here
thus pose those data points where hybrid tuning performs worst. The geo-mean
break-even point for NN is at 256 iterations. For the RBF- and NRBF-Model it
is at 164 and 189, respectively. Including also the data points that were removed
for presentation purposes, the geo-mean break-even points are 606, 263, and 306,
respectively.

7.4.4 Discussion
In this section we presented a performance evaluation of our hybrid tuning approach. The results have shown that the prediction component of the hybrid
tuner can reduce over 99% of the overhead of performing a search for 100 iterations. On average, this means prediction can accelerate these 100 iterations almost
2-fold. The nearest-neighbor predictor has shown to outperform the function approximation predictor by a large margin in all experiments. Although the results
for the RBF- and NRBF-Models were positive nonetheless, their benefits in space
and runtime complexity do not outweigh the performance difference.
The predictors produce slower configurations than search-based tuning. For NN,
the average slowdown was 28%, for the RBF-Model it was 46%, and 40% for the
NRBF-Model. Therefore, we found that there is a limit to the overhead reduction
that prediction-based tuning can provide. When the tuning kernel is repeated
often enough without any change in the context after the search has converged,
the search overhead and thus the potential for reduction go to zero. At some point,
searching will then provide better overall performance since it is able to find better
configurations. For the benchmarks we analyzed, we saw that this occurs in 54.2%
of the cases. For those, the break-even was on average above 263 iterations. For
the NN predictor it was on average as large as 606 iterations.
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These results substantiate our thesis T3 : The predicted configurations are adequate at 72% of the performance achieved by search, but it takes over 600 iterations
on average for the search to amortize against the prediction result.

7.5 Summary
In this chapter we evaluated the performance improvements the APHES framework
offers. The results have shown that our hybrid tuning approach can be used to
optimize automatically parallelized programs for cooperative heterogeneous execution. Using hierarchical search, hybrid tuning is able to effectively explore the
search space and to exploit a model trained online during the search.
We have shown that autotuning is necessary to enable optimized cooperative
heterogeneous execution. Using the performance model employed by the most
closely related prior research, we have shown that the model is too simple to
provide adequate results. In the presence of additional tunable parameters the
linearity assumptions of the model are violated.
With hybrid tuning, programs parallelized by our aphes compiler have shown to
outperform two state-of-the-art single-platform parallelizers. Compared to current
state-of-the-art autotuners, the hierarchical search algorithm reduces the search
time by over 10% on average, and up to a maximum of 30%.
Exploiting the models which are automatically trained while exploring, hybrid
tuning reduces the impact of the search overhead further. The models produce
a configuration at the first tuning iteration based on indicators that describe the
current application and system state. Known states can thus be recognized. Using
either a tabular nearest-neighbor approach or function approximation, adequate
configurations can be predicted for unknown states.
During the evaluation, however, the function approximation approach has shown
weaker performance compared to the tabular approach. While the tabular predictor is more expensive to store and to query, its predictions exhibit better performance by up to 47 percentage points on average.
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Conclusion and Outlook
In this dissertation we presented the APHES framework for automatic parallelization for heterogeneous systems. To leverage multiple parallel platforms simultaneously, parallelized programs automatically distribute data parallel work. The
work distribution as well as platform-specific tunable parameters are controlled
by libtuning, our novel online autotuning library. Parallelized programs are automatically instrumented to interact with the autotuner by the aphes compiler.
Together, libtuning and the aphes compiler form the APHES framework.
With libtuning, we have designed a general purpose online autotuning library.
It implements our novel tuning technique, hybrid autotuning. Hybrid tuning combines empirical search with online learning. Models constructed while searching
can then be exploited to select configurations for given program inputs and application and system states. Inputs and states are quantified through indicators,
which are metrics defined by an application developer or, within the APHES framework, by the compiler. Changing indicators point to a change in the inputs or
in the application or system state. When changes occur, the tuner autonomously
chooses whether to explore the space or to exploit the model.
For exploration, the libtuning autotuner uses a novel search algorithm we call
hierarchical search. Hierarchical search decomposes the search space by exploiting
inter-parameter dependencies and when parameters are nominal. Reducing the
high-dimensional search space to several spaces of smaller dimensions simplifies
the search in each. Moreover, every space can be explored using different search
algorithms. In particular, hierarchical search uses the -Greedy algorithm to optimize nominal parameter spaces, and Nelder-Mead in the non-nominal ones. For
the nominal spaces, libtuning further supports retrieving the next configuration
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without measuring the last. That enables avoiding bad configurations that can be
identified based on domain knowledge a-priori.
The aphes compiler is a parallelizing compiler targeting data parallel regions
of input programs. The regions are parallelized for multiple parallel targets such
as OpenMP or CUDA. It implements two transformation pipelines. The main
pipeline is based on the polyhedral model. The polyhedral model is a mature
analysis and transformation framework for loop nests. In particular, it supports
data locality optimization and dependence testing, which enable automatic parallelization. The aphes compiler uses the model to generate code for OpenMP and
CUDA, and to distribute the workload across the platforms. The libtuning autotuner is used to optimize the distribution of work as well as platform-specific
parameters such as OpenMP threads, the amount of work per GPU thread, or
whether to use the GPU’s shared memory. The compiler automatically extracts
indicators from the program by identifying variables that influence the amount of
work processed in the parallelized loop. Using the extracted indicators, hybrid
tuning can build the prediction models.
Because the polyhedral model has restrictive requirements on the loops it can
analyze, we have implemented a second fallback pipeline. The second pipeline
provides limited ad-hoc outer-loop parallelization targets based on the program
dependence graph. Interprocedural analyses and less restrictions on the control
flow enable transformation of programs that are not representable in the polyhedral
model. The limitation to outer-loop parallelization however reduces the possible
acceleration.
Our experimental evaluation has shown that with the APHES framework, automatic multi-platform parallelization is possible. The generated programs outperform programs parallelized with two state-of-the-art single-platform compilers.
However, the experiments also exposed the approach’s limitations: Outer-looponly ad-hoc parallelization cannot offer significant speedups in general. Multiloop parallelization is necessary, but the polyhedral model is subject to restrictions which impede its applicability. Hybrid tuning has demonstrated to reduce
the time required for exploration by over 10% on average and to build adequate
models. The best performing model, a tabular nearest-neighbor approach, has
shown to shed at least 98% of the overhead an exploration would incur. Functionapproximation models which are cheaper to store and query, reduce over 84% of
the overhead. These results demonstrate that libtuning provides an autotuner
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that enables always-on online tuning. Because of the accelerated search and the
model predictions, it poses a tool that can be deployed with applications into
production environments.
In the following, we revisit the objectives of this dissertation and discuss the
theses we posed in Chapter 1. Lastly, we propose future directions and research
questions that arise from our findings.

8.1 Thesis Objectives
In this dissertation, we evaluated our prototypical implementation of the
APHES framework to investigate the theses posed in Section 1.2.
Thesis T1 : Optimized cooperative parallelization accelerates programs,
exceeding the performance of single platform parallelization. Using
polyhedral model-based parallelization, our benchmarks have shown a substantial
increase in performance compared to two state-of-the-art single-platform parallelizing compilers. We were able to achieve speedups of up to 6× for both references.
However, for benchmarks with a limited amount of computations our transformations slowed down the execution. The cause of the decrease in performance was
the management overhead for the parallel execution. We did not allow our autotuner to execute unparallelized or single-platform code, which would eliminate
this particular problem. The ad-hoc parallelization method was unable to produce substantial speedups. Because it is restricted to transforming outer loops,
the amount of parallelism the method can exploit is severely limited. With ad-hoc
parallelization, we were able to demonstrate that the performance models used by
current state-of-the-art multi-platform parallelization tools are insufficient when
additional platform specific parameters are taken into account.
Thesis T2 : Hybrid autotuning determines configurations of comparable
quality with better amortization time than the state of the art. Our
experiments demonstrated that hybrid tuning and hierarchical search in particular are able to reduce the search time by up to 30% and by over 10% on average.
Because of the reduced complexity of the search space, hierarchical search finds
an adequate configuration in a shorter time than state-of-the-art autotuning algorithms. The configurations found by hierarchical search are still on par with other
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autotuners. Although the prediction component of hybrid autotuning produces
worse configurations than the search, it does not require sampling configurations
and avoids that particular overhead. The amortization time is thus improved
compared to the state of the art.
Thesis T3 : Hybrid autotuning predicts adequate configurations for given
inputs based without negatively impacting amortization time. The evaluation has shown that both the nearest-neighbor and function-approximation predictors are able to avoid large portions of the overhead that emerges during heuristical searches. The configurations produced by prediction are adequate and they
achieve up to 72% of the performance of configurations found through searching
on average. However, although the performance is worse, it takes up to more than
600 iterations on average for the search to make up the difference. Only after that
break-even point any negative impact of the prediction result on amortization time
becomes apparent.

8.2 Outlook
The positive results we were able to achieve with our approach give rise to additional research questions worth exploring. In particular, our autotuner has demonstrated to be usable for always-on tuning scenarios. But to offer the best possible
performance results, great care is still required from the application developer.
That burden on the developer can and should be lightened. Similarly, we have
demonstrated the power of using prediction models along heuristic search in autotuning. Especially in light of the recent interest and advances in machine learning,
we believe that our approach can grow beyond its current abilities.

Automatic Indicator Extraction Currently, indicators need to be manually
registered with the autotuner. When using the aphes compiler to instrument
an application for tuning, this process can be automated because the compiler
has a good understanding of performance-critical program properties. For other
applications, however, there is no automatic solution, which bears the potential for
future research: Using program analysis, can an automatic tool extract indicators
from programs instrumented with the tuner?
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Automatic Parameter Dependencies Like the indicators, parameter dependencies must be stated explicitly by the application developer. Not only is this
tedious, it can also introduce errors: If a parameter dependency is defined that is
incorrect, the autotuner’s search can produce much worse results. There is room for
automation: The autotuner is able to observe the relationship between parameter
configurations and runtimes. Is it possible to deduce any dependencies automatically from observations, potentially even ones the developer was unaware of? Can
this analysis be realized without sacrificing the benefits parameter dependencies
provide?
Portability of Hybrid Tuning Models Hybrid autotuning produces prediction models for indicators that currently represent only the dynamic application
state. Obviously, indicators can be included that additionally model static and dynamic system properties, as well as other static application properties. Potentially,
this opens up the possibility to create portable models. Can models be trained on
one system and then be exploited on a different one? Can models make predictions
across different applications?
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